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Alleged Point-Shaving Investigated
Illegal Gambling Suspected
Among Football Players
HEIGHTS EDITORS

Rumors alleging Boston
College football players may be
involved in betting on college

Attorney's office.
The investigation was announced late Saturday night by

athletic directorChet Gladchuk
at a press conference at Conte
football games?possibly their Forum.
own and allegations stemming Gladchuk was joined by head
from possible point-shaving by football coach Dan Henning and
Director of Public Relations
BC players has launched an internal investigation by Boston Doug Whiting. Gladchuk also
College with the help of the stated the NCAA would be inMiddlesex County District formedofthe allegations assoon
as possible.
"My immediatereaction to
[rumors] is that I would hope
and expect this university would
not, will not and will never tolerate any degree of unethical, illegal,immoralconduct in any way
by anyone ?players, staff,
coaches, anyone,"
said
Gladchuk. "Therefore, any rumor thatsurfaces that might even
have the most remote connotation is something that we are
going to take very seriously."
Throughout the press conBy Laura Tholen
ference, Gladchuk, Henning and
HEIGHTS EDITOR
Whiting continually emphasized
Rumors and speculationcirthat all the allegations were ruculating the campus concerning mors, void offact.
"Everybody's looking for
a possiblepoint-shavingscandal
in the BC footballprogramhave answers," Henning commented.
"All we have is rumors." I don't
been accompanied by comparieven know where they come
sons to a similarscandal involvThey start somewhereand
from.
ing the Boston College basketball team of the '78-79 season. they end somewhere. The best
The history of Boston way to handle it is to get the help
of the people that know how to
College's involvement in illegal
handle it."
activity involving sports travels
The athletic department's
back to 1954, but the most notolatest statement regarding rurious of the indiscretions was
mors of gambling activity was
uncovered in 1981. The crimes released Sunday night during
were organized by government regular team meetings at Conte
informer Henry Hill and his felForum. The statement reads:
low in-mate of the mid-seven"As reported by University
ties in a Pennsylvania federal officials yesterday, Boston Colprison, Paul Mazzei.
lege is continuing to review ruThe cover of the February mors of gambling activity by
16,1981 Sports Illustrated is members of its football team.
entitled "Anatomy of a Scandal: The University is cooperating
The Mastermind's Inside Story fully with the Middlesex County
of the Boston College Point- District Attorney's Office. The
Shaving Scheme." The story in- University also is in the process
establishing an internal reSee HISTORY, p. 21 of
view committee under the direc?

BC's 1981
Sports
Scandal
Recalled

Chet Gladchuk, athletic director, and Dan Henning, head football coach, addressed allegations
at a press conference Saturday evening.
tion of Dr. Kevin P. Duffy, Vice people arearound,wealways try the team's feeling."
President for StudentAffairs. In to counsel them. We brought
These feelings of frustraaddition, the University has adthem in during the off season tion were evident following the
vised the NCAA that it has taken with counseling sessions and team meeting whichprecededthe
with professionals, so when a press conference. Along with
steps to respond to the allegations about student gambling.
rumor surfaces I deal with the Hennihg, eightf)layersremained
"In response to continuing team that way. I felt there was in the conferenceroom?the four
speculation about the status of nothing to it and we moved on," captains (running back Omari
Walker, offensive linemanMark
certain athletes, it should be Henning said.
The rumors resurfaced folNori, defensive lineman Stalin
noted at this time that no athlete
has been suspended from the lowing Boston College's 20-13 Colinet and safety Daryl Porter)
football team for gambling.
loss to thePitt Panthers, promptas well as four sophomores,
"It is inappropriate to coming Henning to actually contact whose names have been reported
ment in any way aboutthe status Gladchuk.
in conjunction with the rumors
"People called my office," of illegal activity.
of thereview at this time, since it
is in an early fact-finding stage."
said Henning. "You people, meIndiscernibleshouting from
At thepressconference Satdia people. And I went to Chet the room was followed by the
urday night, Henning related to and I said we've got a situation abrupt departure of the four
sophomores
(linebacker
those in attendance how the where peoplewere saying somemeetings came about.He saidhe thing was going on and we Jermaine Monk, cornerback
was first made aware of the runeeded to deal with it."
Kiernan Speight, as well as runmors surrounding the team the
"Dan came to me the other ning back JamallAndersen and
weekend of the Syracuse game day," said Gladchuk, "and said wide receiver Brandon King,
and confronted the team immethere were rumors. I said 'what both whomhave not seen action
diately concerning the hearsay.
kind of rumors?' and he said this season due to injury).
"I told the players we don't there were rumors of gambling
According to television reaccept that here and [asked the activity that was going on. The ports, both Speight and susplayers] is anything going on? word 'gambling' sends up a red pended wide receiver Steve
No, nothing's going on. I told flag to me. As soon as I heard Everson have said they are innothem to watch their Ps and Qs. that, I pulledtogether our forces cent and they want their names
We try to counsel [players that] to make sure that was not hapto be cleared. Everson was susthis is a business of football that pening. That's the responsible pendedfromthe teamfor "something completely out of therealm
action that I take."
"I think Chet made what I of [these rumors]," Henning said.
Everson had reportedly rethink are theproper moves to try
and find out," agreed Henning. fused to re-enter Thursday's
"I met with the team and the game versus Pitt. Everson told
team's feeling is get it squared the Boston Globe that in the
locker room following thegame,
away. We don't want to be involved. If somebody is involved,
dent at an areacollege. He is not
BC began its investigation then eliminate them. That was
See SHAVING, p. 21
by looking at 130 parking lia Boston College student, as poTown Meeting sparks
lice previously believed.
cense plates the weekend the
However, "he has been a robbery occurred,cross referencdiscussion of racism on campus, p. 3.
visitor[to BC] in thepast," Morse ing the car owners with the
?MARKETPLACE: On line cartoons for
said.
suspect's description. Then
the technologically challenged, p. 13.
Morse would not comment BCPD examined the sign-in
Jackson's
prior
on
criminal sheets for non-BC student entry
?FEATURES: Who is that guy on the
record.
into Ignacio Hall for that time
p. 15.
cover
of the Source?,
"Thecrime watch produced period. According to Morse, by
,
BOOK REVIEW
31
, , _~, »..
marketplace
13 'SPORTS: BC embarrassed by Pitt, fall
good information for us. Then Monday, police had a list of six
CLASSIFIEDS
39
we started looking at theparking names.
dustbowl
3 to Riverha\vks, p. 21.
BC
tickets and sign-in sheets,"
"The description produced
«REVIEW: Rusted Root, Gathering
Morse said. "Finger prints and a subject that we were looking
delight Conte, p. 29.
review
29
Field
writing
hand
samples keyed us
SPORTS
21
into the suspect," Morse said.
See ASSAILANT, p. 3
?OPINION: Effects of allegations, p. 6.

Accused Mod Assailant
Held
$25,000 Bail

on

By Christopher Miller
HEIGHTS NEWS EDITOR

On Friday, the Boston College Police Department (BCPD)
arrested Jerome Jackson in connection with the Mod robbery
and assault on the weekend of
October 11, ChiefRobert Morse
of the BCPD said.
According to Morse, Jackson is being charged with rape,
indecent exposure, assault and
battery, five counts of larceny
and armed burglary.
Jackson is a sophomore stu-
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Make your Spring Break a memorable one!
Choose BC Travel and do it right!
For Information, visit us in Carney 30 or call 552-3034 today!
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Assailant Charged with Rape and Assault
Continued from p. 1

Florida.
The plane returned to the
for," Morse said. "We went to the gate and Jackson was placed
under arrest, Morse said. It is
Grand Jury on Thursday [to obunclear if Jackson was alerted to
tain a search warrant]."
After receiving the search his impending arrest.
According to Morse, on the
warrant, BCPD searched the
11, Jackson
weekendofOctober
dormitory,
finding
evisuspect's
dence stolen from the Mod. The followed a female student to her
suspect was not at his residence residence in the Mods. Sources
said the victim woke up the folduring this search.
Following leads, police lowing morning to find Jackson
traced Jacksonto Logan Airport, in her bedroom.
Sources said the victim told
where was he was on a plane to

Jackson to leave her apartment. cal role in the person coming
He said she should remember forward," Robert Sherwood,
him from the previous night and deanfor the Office of the Dean
said his name was "George J."
for Student Development said.
The suspect then ran from "I think it is important for stuthe apartment, according to an dents to show their IDs when
asked."
anonymous source.
Sourcesalso confirmed that
Jackson is being held on
$25,000 cash bail or a quarter
Jackson had contacted the victim once after the crime. The million dollarbond.
suspect did not attempt to conIf found guilty, Jackson
could serve 10 years to life in
tact the victim again.
"This was one case when prison. He will be arraigned on
the safety noticedplayed a criti- November 18.

on Campus

Town Meeting Addresses Racism
When asked to show his BC

By Cassandra Martin

"Fingerprints
and hand writing samples
keyed us into
the suspect."
?Chief Robert
Morse, BCPD

identification, he refused,

FOR THE HEIGHTS

prompting the policemen to follow him back to his place of
employment in Cushing Hall's
Audio/Visual department.
This story sparked a flame
which ignited deep-rootedanger
at the issue of racism on BC's
campus. Because Woodard is
African-American, he said he
believes he was stopped in the
hallway because of his race.
Many students at the meeting were concerned that BC
seems to react to criminal acts
only when they involve non-

Anger flowed and tempers
flared last Wednesday night in
Walsh's eighth floor lounge as
the topics of an emergency town
meeting, co-sponsored by
AHANA and UGBC, turned
from safety issues to race rela-

tions.
The meeting was called for
the purpose of informing Boston
College students about pertinent
safety issues whichneeded to be

addressed after the Modular
break-in and the Dustbowl robbery. The meeting began with an
introduction of the administrativepanel consisting of AH ANA
council members, Vice-President
of Student Affairs Kevin Duffy,
Dean of ODSD Robert
Sherwood, and BC Chief of Police Robert Morse.
Immediately thereafter,
Terßance Woodard, A&S '98,
was introduced as an opening
speaker. He proceeded to tell his
story of a discriminatory act recently inflicted upon him, when
he was reported as being "suspicious" while waiting in the hallway of an academic building.

whites.
Whether the discriminatory
acts involve safety notices describing the assailant as a 19-year old black male,or generally
noting them as being suspicious,
AHANA students are becoming
outraged at the situation, they
said at the meeting.
Vice-President of Student
AffairsKevin Duffy agreed with
the idea that a description should
be more specific than simply a
"19-year-oldblack male."
BCPD Chief Morse reiterated throughout the town meeting that it was of the utmost im-

DORRS

learning,I don'tneed to be questioned as to why I belong here. I

multi-cultural. I don't see it. I
want to see it," Alex Danesco,

See TOWN MEETING, p. 28
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Tempers flared among students at last Tuesday's emergency town meeting.
portance to inform the BCPD
don't need to be looked at as A&S '97 said.
suspicious," Woodardsaid.
"There's racism on BC's
immediately after an act of racism, or violence in general, ocThe administrative panel campus. Two years ago we had a
curs.
admitted that there is a serious similar instance and meeting,"
Eventually, the topic of the problem at stake that needs to be Donald Smith, A&S '98, said. "I
meeting turned from safety isaddressed by both faculty and am tired of standing for diversues to racism on BC's campus. students.
sity and getting nowhere.Father
"I shouldn't have to prove
"The University needs to Leahy needs to know what he's
anything to anyone. I am a black take a stance onrace relations at coming into at Boston College.
student at an institutionof higher BC. BC claims to be diverse and Things are not okay. We don't

from the

How will you celebrate
BC beats Notre Dame?

Dustbowl

Aleta Mustone

if

D'Arcy Lynch and
Matthew Bellico,

Dan Bachiochi,
A&S '97

Paul Summers,
A&S '00

"We'll paint ourselves maroon and
gold and go
streaking."

"I'll call my friend
at ND and say nahnah-nah-nah-nah.

'''You know, the

,,

by

\u25a0 The views expressedin Voices from

usual."
the

Scott Holewinski, Peter Dohrenwend,
A&S '97

"With a beer."

..

.

\u25a0 .\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0.,
\u25a0 \u25a0.

\u25a0

.....

"I'll start believing
in God."

Dustbowl do not necessarily represent those of The Heights. Inc., or its staff.
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AHANA Weekend Features Fashion Show
hours of entertainment.
The turnout for the event
was as diverse as the AHANA
Leadership Council expected,
said Wendy Sanchez, A&S '97
and president of the AHANA
Leadership Council.
The South Asian Students
Association performed first with
a step dance to "Goriya Re
Goriya" from the film Aaina.
The second act, which was
performed by the Vietnamese
Students Association,which was
entitled "Mua Hoa Anh aDao"',
was a slow, methodical dance
incorporatinglarge peacock fans
two

By Emily Creighton
HEIGHTS STAFF

The Student Cultural Showcase kicked offthe "Weekend of
AHANA Celebration," three
days of events which culminated
in a fashion show on Saturday.
At the Showcase, various
student associations and culture
clubs demonstrated theircultural
affiliation through variedtraditional dances, poetry readings,
and native music.
Approximately 150 audience members packed theWalsh
Function Room Friday nightfor

that the dancers carefully arranged in patterns.
Next, arepresentative of the
Organization of Latin American
Affairs (OLAA) shared poetry.
The Caribbean Culture Club followed, with an amusing dialogue,
"Is Who Dat A Say Who Dat?".
The fifth act was performed
by the Philippine Society of Boston College. It was a cultural
dance to the tune of "Janggay, "
which featured both male and
female dancers.
The Vietnamese Student
Association rounded out the first
half of the of the night with an

MTV's Powell Speaks
By Kevin Fleck
HEIGHTS STAFF

As part of the AHANA
weekend celebration, on Saturday, November 2, Kevin Powell,
former cast member of the original The Real World show on
MTV, editor and writer for Vibe
and Rolling Stone magazines,
spoke on the issue of racism on
college campuses.
"I'm an American. That's a
hard thing to say sometimes,"
Powell said. "I have a particular
history: my ancestors came over
here as slaves. They helpedbuild
this country. Therefore, I have a
voice that is important in shaping this country. My voice is
valid."
Powell looked to his own
experiencesin defining his views
of race relations in America today.

"As an African-American
male, I'm very conscious of rac-

intricate rhythmic dance. Four
dancers waved long ribbons in a
dance entitled "Chuyen Tinh
Ngoi Trinh Nu Thi."
Voices of Imani started the
secona halfof the Cultural Showcase with gospel music, includingthe song "Look Up."
Barefoot dancers representing the Hawaii Club took the
floor next and swayed to "Ka
Uluwei O Ke Kai."
A cultural song sponsored
by OLAA succeeded the dancers, and members of the Black
Student Forum and the NAACP
followed with a rendition of the

Negro National Anthem, "Lift
Every Voice and Sing."
The eleventh act of the
evening was a verbal illustration
of Native American History by
Hannah Morin, A&S '00, who
also read a poem by an anony-

mous Native American.
The South East Asian Students Association then performed a cultural vignette, entitled "The Perfect Arrangement."
OLAA completed the
evening with a performance of
See AHANA, p. 34

on Racism in the US

ism, of blacks and whites fear- knew was that we were slaves,
ingeach other," Powell said. "I that Dr. King had a dream, and
don't like it, but I realize I have that a man named George Washto deal with it. Most people don't ington Carverdid something with
want to realize the truth. The peanuts, and I'd been an 'A' stutruth is, racism is embedded in dent all my life," Powell said. "I
this country."
started learning blacks do more
Powell pointed to the conthan play basketball, or rap, or
surrounding
the OJ sing. I had no idea there were
troversy
Simpson verdict as an example great peopleof colorwho'd done
of the gap between the races in things as well as the great white
the US.
men I'd been taughtabout."
"Look at how the majority
Powell also commented on
responded,"
of blacks and whites
the image that has been created
Powell said. "There was a colabout him concerning his views
lective relief through black on race relations.
America, and a collective anger
"A lot of people say, 'Oh,
through white America. They Kevin's that angry black guy
disbelief
were in
that this black from MTV. Thetruth is, I should
man could get off."
be angry,"Powell said. "Racism
Tracing the developmentof is all encompassing and a lot of
his anger at the system, Powell us don't like totalk about it., but
pointed to the lack of education we have to. With racism, feelon the contributions of black ings of low self-esteem lead to
Americans to society.
feelings of inferiority which lead
"I went to Rutgers UniverSee POWELL, p. 34
sity, and when I got there, all I

HEIGHTSSTAFF PHOTO/KEVIN FORREST

Kevin Powell addressed racism on college campuses.

Living Off-Campus Next Year? Don't Panic!

OFF-CAMPUS HOUSING FAIR
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Moore Attacks Political Candidates
By Karen Palmer
HEIGHTS STAFF

Michael Moore, author of
DownsizeThis: Random Threats
from an UnarmedAmerican and
directorof the movieRoger and
Me, spoke on Sunday, November 3 as a part of theDemocracy
Teach-In.
The event, second in the
series, addressed the question,
"Can we pursue democracy and
social justice when corporations
have so much power?"
The event began with a
video from Moore's TV Nation,
which showed him with Speaker

of the House Newt Gingrich in
Gingrich's own county. Thefilm
revealed that Cobb County receives approximately four billion dollars a year in government funding, yet still supports
House Speaker Newt Gingrich's
beliefs in cutting government
spending.

Moore spokeof the upcoming presidentialelection on Tuesday, callingit the "most pathetic
election ever."

Moore then madea few candid remarks about the candidates,
calling Bob Dole a "mean old
man" and touched on some of

President Clinton's scandals.

Moore spoke about the two
political parties as well and said
that he thinks the parties are too

similar in their beliefs. He said
that the United States is basically a one-party system, calling
that oneparty the "Republicrats."
According to Moore, the
leaders of America "don't do
much leading." He said that,
while most Americans are liberal, they tend to vote for conservatives, because the conser-

HEIGHTS STAFF

On Wednesday, October23,
a Vanderslice Hall resident reported finding a vandalizedpromotional poster for the Big
Brothers program.
The posterfeatured several
photographs of the faces of
young boys, of which three of
theAfrican-Americanfaces were
crossed out.
The student first reported

the incident to her RA, who informed VandersliceHall and 90
St. Thomas More Drive Hall
Director Vicki Franciosi.
Franciosi thencoveredtheposter
and called the police.
According to Franciosi,
upon arrival, Boston College
Police Department officer Steve
Bianchi tooktheposter and filed
a police report of the incident.
Franciosi also filed an incident
report.
Franciosi then sent a letter

j

j|

winner.
Moore also commented on
Ross Perot, stating that he respects peoplewho vote forPerot.
"He's a millionaire,but he's
the only one talking about working people," Moore said.

vatives actually say what they

believe.

"They would rather have
someonein officewho says 'this
is what I believe,'" Moore said.

on Poster in Dorm

Graffiti Discovered
By Karen Palmer

Moore then spoke more
about thecandidatesthemselves.
He said Clinton's actions in the
past four years, such as NAFTA
and the cutting of welfare, have
been carried out to pleasecorporate America. He called Clinton
the "kinder, gentler version of
Dole," and said that Dole could
win even though the press has
labeled Clinton as the definite

people in this world who harbor

to all residents of Vanderslice
Hall to explain the incident, as is

standard when a hate crime is
committed.
She alsoscheduledtimelast
Monday forresidents to speak to
her about the incident, and she
stressed 'hat both she and her
staff had been approached by
several concerned students on
an individual basis.
Franciosi expressed her
feelings about the incident.
"It scares me that there are

j

O'Connell House hosts openmic night

Wednesday, November
OnO'Connell
p.m.,students cancome
House on
6

at 8

to

Upper

Campus to hear fellow students
sink or swim when they strut
their stuffduring open-micnight.
The hottest act will win a free
ticket to the Middlemarch Ball
on March 15. If you want to join
the infamous few to perform,
sign up at the O'ConnellStudent
Union office door. For more information, call 552-4310.
McMullen film series
November 6, the
McMullen Film Series
On
continue with Hanna Costawill

K.

Graves, star and director in the
film, creates tension in Israel

so much hatred towards differwhen Hanna Kaufman (Jill
ent groups," she said.
Clayburgh) plays the defense
She also noted the effect attorney of a Palestinian
these incidents have on the BC (Mohammed Bakri) who attempts to claim his homeland.
community as a whole.
"We try to build a strong This film is sponsoredby Bosand the National
community, but this tears down ton College
for
Center
Jewish
Film. The film
our standards and values," she
begins at 7 p.m. and will be
said.
shown in Devlin 008.
This was the first incident
reported
of such vandalism
this Studying abroad information
year in either Vanderslice Hall
or 90 St. Thomas More Drive.
educationalexpe
longer a luxury; in
rience
is
no
I
today's global economy, it's a
necessity. Last year nearly
100,000 US students studied
abroad. Highland College in
GreatBritainhas justannounced
new scholarships for the winter
of 1997. For information, and to
apply on-line, go to: http://
www.highland-uk.org or e-mail
at admissions @highland-
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McMullen Museum of Art
November 10 there will
On
be an educational
sium
coincide with the
sympo-
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EXERCISE REGULARLY AND YOU
COULD LIVE LONGER.
INVEST REGULARLY SO YOU
CAN AFFORD TO.
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Americans are living longer than ever. So it's quite
L \u25a0*- possible you'll spend 20 or 30 years ormore in
retirement. Can you afford it? Unless you're independently wealthy, chances are you'll need more than your
pensionand Social Security to support thekind of
lifestyleyou 11want.
How can you help ensure that youll be in good
financial shape? Sign up for TIAA-CREF SRAs taxdeferred annuities available only to people in education
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The best way to build strength physical orfiscal is
to start at a levelthat's comfortable and add toyour
regimen as you go along.
With TIAA-CREF SRAs, you conveniently
contribute through your employer's payroll system. You
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McMullen Art Museum exhibit,
"J.M.W, Turner And the Romantic Vision of the Holy Land and
the Bible." The symposium will
be led by Professor Rabbi Ruth
Langer of Boston College. The
speakers include Rabbi Julia
Neuberger, chancellor of the
University of Ulster, Faisal
Husseini, of the Orient House in
Jerusalem, Rabbi David Rosen,
director of Interfaith Relations
Anti-Defamation League in
Jerusalem,Rt. Rev. SamirKafity,
Anglican bishop of Jerusalem,
and Dr. Hazem Nusiebeth,
former foreign minister of Jordan.

\

faculty workshop with SOE
A
professor Dr. John Savage
willbeheld Wednesday Novem-

can start with a modest amount andincrease your
contribution as your salary grows.

ber 6 at 7 p.m. in Campion 303.
The subject will be educational
systems in othernations and the
effectof culture on education.

The important thing is to start now. Delaying for
evena year or two can have a big impact on the
amount of income you 11 have when you retire.

Rock the Block

TIAA-CREF!
Your fiscal fitness program,

theBlock, a dance
theAIDS Action
Rockbenefit
will be held on Noparty

to

TIAA-CREF is the nation's largest retirement
system, managing over $150 billion in assets for more
than 1.7 million people. We offer a wide range of SRA
allocation choices, long-term investment expertise, and

Committee,
vember 10, beginning at 6 p.m.

remarkably low expenses.'
Call 1 800 842-2776 for an SRA Enrollment
Kit or our interactiveSRA Enrollment Software.
Or visit us on the Internet at gopher://tiaa-cref.org,
or http://www.tiaa-cref.org.

Ensuring the future
\u25a0 for those who shape it. "

\.
i

?

SOE faculty workshop

3

Standard clPoor's InsuranceRating Analyju, 1995;

Upper Analytical Services, Inc., Ltpper-DirrclorSAnalyticalData, 1995 (Quarterly).

For more complete inform*lion, includingchargesand expense*, call 1800 842-2733, extension 5509, for a prospectus.
Read the prospectus carefullybefore you invest or send money. TIAA-CREFIndividual ft Institutional Services, Inc., distributes CREFcertificates.

,

,

in Lansdowne Street night
clubs?including Avalon,Mama
Kin, and Axis ?and in heated
tents on LansdowneStreet. Live
bands, Boston's top DJs, and
specialsurprise appearanceswill
fill theair between 6p.m. and 11
p.m. Minimum pledge to gain
admissionis $75. To volunteer,
obtain a pledge sheet, form a
fundraising team, or for more
information, call the Rock the
Block Information line, at 424-9255 or visit www.aac.org

.
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Rumors threaten integrity
"Collegiate Sports consists of intangibles such as school spirit
and public (especially alumni) relations. No other event, except
perhaps a Commecement Exercise, brings us students, faculty,
alumni,friends togetherthe wayan athletic contest does. Who can
forget the unity ofpurpose, the esprit dc corps, we all felt when the
goalposts came down after ourfootball team upset Stanford last
?

?

year? "

Michael Malec, Department of Sociology

November 23, 1981
These words, written fifteenyearsago this month, still ring true at the golden
gates of Boston College?only a mere replacement of the tearing down of the
goalposts for Jhe Notre Dame game in 1994.Amid controversy inundating the
BC campus since early last week, the magic of the Boston Collge football
program has been called into question.
A large portion of the identity of Boston College has been challenged: the
athletic integrity of this University.
While thereis presently no conclusive evidence to substantiate the speculation concerning point shavingby members of the football team, the mererumors
ofwrongdoing at Boston College are serious enough to have significant effects,
regardless of their authentication. It would be naive to expect that Boston
College students are not concerned about the possibleimplications uponBoston
College's academic and athletic record.
BC's rise to nationalprominence has been duein no smallpart to the success
of the athletic program, including the football team's recent emergence as a
major player in college sports. However, the attention which a Division I
athletic program naturally draws means that every move will be scrutinized by
national media, and any transgression, as well as any victory, will be magnified
publicly by the press.
The negative publicity generated by this past weekend's events, which
included press conferences and the strong media presence on campus, will
invariably extend far beyond the playing field.
While it is impossible to quantify the effects of such allegations, one can
reasonably expect that BC's national reputation will suffer to some degree. The
current situationraises many questions concerning a number of internal issues.
Will alumni continue to donate substantial amounts ofmoney to the University
if the allegations are confirmed? Will BC's applicant pool see an abnormal
decline due to a tarnished reputation? Will the value of a BC diploma be
diminishedwhen graduates are applying for employment or further university
study? Will the pride of the BC student be sacrificed for pessimism regarding
athletic sportsmanship?
With investigations pending, members of the University are left feeling
betrayed and ashamed that the most important event of this campus, the tradition
of Saturday football games, may merely have been a scandal of greed and
fraudulent athletic activity.
Where the football game may have brought us all together in the past
students, faculty, alumni, friends?we are all now attempting to piece together
what is left of the pride we held for Boston College, whether the rumors are
validated or dismissed.
There are no simple answers to these questions, but at this time, The Heights,
just as the rest of the student body, will await the outcome of the pending
investigations.
?

I recently attended the Eagles
football game against Syracuse
this past weehend, and I can't
believe the lack of crowd support that I saw and heard at
Alumni Stadium.
When the second half
started I felt like I was attending
mass at St. Ignatious not a Big
East football game. BC was only
down by 7 points at this point,
and were playfng a decent game
except for the last two minutes
of the first half.
But fan support was no
where to be found. I sit in section U near the Edmunds side of
the stadium, at times you could
hear a pin drop in my section,
some of us tried in vain to cheer
but when you're the only ones
you don't make too much noise.
Iwished many times during
the game that I had student tickets, insted of the season tickets I
have at least they werecheering,
trying to start the wave, and
trying to get BC back in the game.
Why was the other side of the
stadium ignoring the team?
If I heard one more comment about Martha Stewart or
Regis and Kathie Lee,l thoughtI

was goingto getsick. Howabout
the game Daryl Porterwas playing, or how well Omari Walker
was earring the ball? Whatabout
Eric Storz, what a play hemade!
Homefield advantage is all
about that, ADVANTAGE. The
crowd couldhave helpedput BC
right back in the game and
stopped the momentum that
Syracuse had coming out in the
second half.
Why wasn't the band piped
throughout the stadium on the
P. A. like most home games? One
can guarantee that the fans at
The Carrier Dome would never
let the visiting fans out cheer
them. When in fact the
Sryacuse contigent behind
their end zonewas at times louder
then the BC fans. The teamneeds
fan support at all times not just
when they are winning.
Notre Dame is coming into
town soon, are we going to let
our team down again then too?
I certainly hope we can
show more pride in our football
team on national television, then
the poor showing against the
orangemen.
Stephen Kapulka
GSOE 97

Student Affairs
responds to racism
To the Editor:
At the Emergency Town
Meeting which five other admin-

AHANA students atBoston College for in-service training of
staff, faculty and students.

istrators and I attended on TuesAt the Town Meeting, some
day, October 29, student attend- students also questioned the
questions
policy
which requires students
eesraised a number of
about racial equityand fairness "to provide properidentification
in the manner in which univer- whenever requested to do so by a
sity safety policies are enforced. representative of the University"
To address these student confStudent Guide p. 57).
cerns, thefollowing actionshave
Effective use of this policy
been taken:
as recently as this past week enabled the Boston College Police
1) New steps will be taken to to apprehendand arrest the prime
insure that the university policy suspect involvedin crimes in the
requiring the identification of Mods two weeks ago.
all persons entering residence
This ability to be able to
request identification is critical
halls is consistently and equitably enforced by desk assistants, to the safety ol«our campus. That
security officers and other uniit must be enforced with equity
versity officials.
to all is equally crucial.
Any perceived discriminaAny student who ever feels
tion in the administration of this that he or she has been a victim
discriminatory
of
policy should bereported immeharassment
diately to the Office of Univer- based on sex, race, color, relisity Housing (x2-3060) or the gion, national origin,citizenship,
handicap, age, sexual orientaBoston College Police (x
-4440).
tion, or status as a Vietnam era
veteran is urged to contact as
2) New diversity training prosoon as possible any member of
grams will be implemented for the Harassment Resource Netsecurity
personnel
all
and bus work
p. 63), the Dean for Student
drivers. Existing training programs for Boston College Police Development (x2-3470), the Diand residence staff will be conrector of Housing (x2-3060), any
tinued and improved.
other university administrator
with whom you feel comfort3) The Boston College Police
able, or the Vice President for
will establish a new Student Student Affairs.
by
Providing a safe campus in
Board,
chaired
Advisory
Chief Robert A. Morse, to proa just and equitable manner is
vide ongoing, direct inputfrom the responsibility of all memall segments of the student combers of our community.
munity.
Iwould welcome any additional suggestions as to how we
4) Several departments within
can better achieve this goal.
the Division of Student Affairs
will collaborate with students to
Kevin P. Duffy
produce and distribute a film
Vice President for Student
addressing the experiences of
Affairs

-

Let your voice be heard...
write a letter to the editor this week.
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Racism controversy continues in '97
To the Editor:
I am a Junior at Boston College who is scared! I am scared
that I will graduate in 1998 and
the problem of racism and the
existing racial tension on this
campus will not have been alle-

viated.
For the many students who
did not attend the town meeting
in Walsh last Tuesday night, the
subject matter regarded a Boston College police officer's confrontation with a black student
on campus. The meeting began
as a dialogue mediated by administration, butprogressed-nowas forced into a display of genuine concern and emotion about
theracial tension on this campus
between the studentsthemselves.
People were angry. People were
aggravated with attending meeting after meeting and leaving
each meeting with no sense of
accomplishment. Leaving empty.
I said the following at the
meeting and I wish to reaffirm
here that the problem with racism on this campus and in the
world is not administration.
Rather it is the blatant disregard
of communication between the
races for which I believe both
white peopleand people ofcolor
are to blame. But how do I dialogue when I am afraid? I was

told the word/ear was the wrong
word to use when describing my
emotions regarding different
races. Regardless, Iwill not back
down from this word, because
that iswhat I am feeling. My fear
is not of you, students of color
and my peers at BC. It is rather a
penetrating fear that something I
verbalize, with no intention of

malice whatsoever, will hurt you
or shatter your opinion of me as
a human who is concerned about
another human. So, it is that I am
scared of myself and my own
socialization.
In these last three years, we
have had several groups emerge
who have been active in trying
to eliminate the racial tension on
campus, namely F.I.S.T. and
D.1.V.E.R.5.E., andstill there are
minority clusters who are nonintegrated and are inseparable in
our dining facilities. This is not
an issue for administration to
solve, it is an issue for students
to solve. Yet, as a white woman,
and a person who is genuinely
concerned about theissueof racism, I find that I am unwelcome
by both categories. I am often
led to feel that I am the white girl
who is worming her way into
issues that do not concern her
directly.
A woman at the meeting
asked me if the reason why I did

not feel that I could dialogue
with her was because I felt that

she was an uneducated black
woman. On the contrary, I felt
that she was so much more conscious about the issue at hand,
that I had very little more to
contribute. What I meant to express was that if I, as an individual am, by the virtue of my
skin color, viewed as a threat
and an oppressor to an entire
people, I do not feel like I can
dialogue with that people. I am

this growth of awareness, and if
you do not acknowledge that diversity is the key to a richer and

more dynamic student body, soon
you will no longer have a student body for which to allocate
thosealumnifunds. Furthermore,
the students which are dissatisfied with their BC experience,
and there are many, will not support BC as graduates. In other
words, your business will fail!
After Tuesday's meeting, I
made my first phone list ever.
This list included a number of
afraid.
Another thing we need to black students, white students,
keep in mind as students is that, and administrators, all of whom
no matter what they have us think
were confident in my concern,
in the colorful BC catalogs, the and to whom I am grateful.
echelon of administrative perAll I can ask from my fellow student body is to appreciate
sonnel are, with several exceptions, rather business people, that these issues concern everyresponsible for attaining capital one, and to be sensitive to the
through a student body and funds mutual fears and inhibitionsthat
through an extensive chain of all of us must overcome. We are
alumni. Well, I will then address the leaders. The administration
the administrators as the busiis here to serve us, but we need
ness p?ople that they appear to to let them know that it is justice
be by saying the following. Stuthat we demand and we need to
dents today are more liberated, let them know together. This is
more diverse, and more connot a problem that should be alcerned with the advancement of leviated, it should be solved!
the races than they have been Otherwise, I will not feel essince the sixties (well before teemed as a Boston College
graduate.
BC's heyday of incoming student applications).
Ifyou and our newly elected
Natalia Glazman
A&S 98
president do not accommodate

BCPD has unrealistic restrictions
To the Editor:

This is my fourth year of
putting up with the unfair restrictions that Boston College
forces on itsstudents. I havealso
had enough of a Police Department that enforces its rules however it wants. I want to know if
we students are ever going to get
what we pay for?
We all go to BC to get an
education, but we will attend this
college to experience the college community in the fullest
possible way. This means that
we shouldbe allowed to do whatever we want to do in order to
have fun within the rules of the
college. Why then is that not the
case?
I think I have the answer.
The administration and the police do not want us to have fun.
All the administration wants is
our money. All the police want is
to enforce their power in any
way possible to keep their bor-

ing lives busy.
That is why the police blotter is in The Heights each week,
to make us think that they are
doing something. The truth is
that they are not. It is almost
impossible for students to organize our own functions which

we know will be a success. If
you do not believeme then try to
organize your own function and
see what happens.
The reason why I have so
much disbelief in this school is
because of an incident which I
recently went through. I organized a band to cometo the backyard of my Mod on Columbus
Day Weekend. This is something

that was very easy to do until
two years ago when the police
decided that they needed a little
more money, so they took matters into their own hands. I
wanted to have the band play
from 2:00 to 5:00 on Saturday. I
wanted to serve beer (oh no! the
evil "B" word) during the show.
I was going to take every precaution possible to make sure
that there was only going to be

the school puts something in
control of an authority who has
response until the Monday benothing to do with the students'
fore the event was to be held. enjoyment at BC. When the poWhat did the police do during lice give an answer they should
this time? NOTHING! Every think about how hypocritical it
time that I approached the seris before they give it.
The hardest part about this
geant for an answer, he responded with a new phony reawhole ordeal is that I have a
son of why I could not have the good feeling that the administraevent. The final answerIreceived tion will back the police up. They
was the following: "There will are afraid to confront what the
seniors there and that freshmen be no way to control students police do, and they allow the
wouldn't not be allowed (sorry coming from Upper Campus to police to do anything that they
guys, but you will feel the same the event. Ifyou serve beer at the want. Every time that I tell this
way when you are seniors if the event then this will cause the story to someone, he or she can
school allows you to organize event to be an uncontrollable give me at least one incident
such an event). I made invites event and we can not allow that. when the police actedway out of
that I was only going to sell to Lastly, the proposal for the new their jurisdiction.
student center is up for approval,
The crazy thing about this
people that are seniors.
I was going to write down and we do not want the neighincident is that BC put me
the names of the people who paid bors to get angry with us and through the exact same thing that
they have hated going through
for invites so that I had a guest ruin the plans for the building".
Obviously, the sergeant did with the town of Newton.
list to show housing and the poThey planned a wonderful
lice. I was not going to hand not listen to anything that I said
signs aroundcampus. I was only to him, and instead of taking the new student center which they
time to think it overhe just gave have wantedfora long time. They
going to distributeflyers to stufinally had all the "t"s crossed
dentsin senior housing. I made a me threeridiculously stupid reapetition for the other residents in sons for why I could not have the and the "i"s dotted, and then
my quad to sign which stated event.
BAM! The town ofNewtonshuts
IfI can not have a bandplay them down.
that they would not allow people
through their front doors on the in my backyard because ofnoise
Hey administrators, how
day of the show.
on a Saturday afternoon, then does it feel to be shut down by a
what are we supposed to do for groupof people whoshouldhave
My RA was more than willing to sign the petition and offer Spring Fest? What about the nothing to do with what you do
on your property? Well, if you
any help he could. I met with the marching band that plays outhousing director, Dave Phillips, side every night right below the don't like it then don't do the
Library and distracts me from same thing to your students. Try
and a sergeant at the police station. I agreed to pay the over- studying? What about the footto remember that part of the reawhelming amount of $550 to the ball games that are played right son why we are here is to enjoy
police so that they would "connext to Beacon Street? There is our time in college. Do not take
trol" the situation. Seems like a no reason why I should not have that away and prove to us that we
good time, right?
been allowed to have a band play, really are here just so you can
According to the police, this and the reasons which the police have money.
would have been an uncontrolgave me are the worst reasons
lable situation! I proposed this ever.
Kit Noller
function about two and a half
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weeks before Columbus Day
weekend, and I did not get a

This is what happens when

A&S '97

Editor Policy

Letters must be typed or submitted on disk by Thursdays at 5 pm.
To be consideredfor publication, letters must be 500 words or less, and include the author's name,
school, year of graduation, and phone number (for verification purposes only).
Letters may also be submitted by e-mail at tholen@cleo.bc.edu
The Editor reserves the right to reject, edit and condense all letters. The letter's author,
Heights, is responsible for all statements.
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Won't you be
my neighbor?

Every

day I realize more
and more the little things
that are annoying about
living off campus. Don't get me
wrong, all the food shopping and
cable bills in the world couldn't
make me yearn for the days of
Vanderslice.
I guess nothing is perfect.
Take our neighbors, for example. In the 60 days or so that
I've been living next to them, I
have yet to see any proof of their

existence, other than the occasional visit of an off-campus RA
or the Brighton Police.
I shouldn't judge people
whom I've never seen, but its
safe to say that the last time my
neighbors partied, Addiewas still

in her teens.
Fun to these people is waiting for the mail to come. The
only time they get out of their
homes is to take the trash out.
"Herold, looks like she's
almost full! Know what that

means?"
"Goodness! I haven't seen
the sun in a fortnight."
I wouldn't be so critical of
them if they would only refrain
from calling the police on us
every time we so much as turn
the TV up. It's not as if our parties rock the house or anything.
Why, just the other Friday I was
laughed at by a Brighton cop.
"We got a call about a party
(HEE HEE), but (HEE HA) I
must have the wrong address or
something. Man (HA HOO
HEE), I haven't seen this many
freshman guys in oneplace since
I busted up Who's on First back
in '86."
"Who's got raided?"
"Itwas' 86. The Celtics were
World Champions."
How silent do these people
want us to be?It's so quiet sometimes in our neighborhoodthat I
swear I would be able to hear
Coach Henning think if he ever
did. But, I guess that isn't so
bad, considering that, if we had a
good football team, we'd be
cheering when we watched the
games,and that wouldbe no good
to team Miracle Ear.
To give you an ideajust how
bad things are around my neighborhood, the other day my friend
was shot at by a sniper while
singing in the shower.
Two refrains into "I've Got

the Power" he almost lost his
life. The incident made us so
paranoid that we wouldn't even
flush the toilet. A couple days
later, you'd swear you were in
the Rat. We even had people
knocking on our door asking for
Number 2s with Cokes.
On Halloween night, things
really got ugly. Kids were foolish enough to knock on these
people's doors. The only things
these monsters were dishing out
that night was tear gas. It was
like Vietnam our there. I hadn't
seen anything so disgusting
since, uh, I guess last Friday, but
that's not the point. Thesepeople
were sober.
Maybe I'm being too hard
on my neighbors. It's just disturbing to me how well they can
hear us. I fear that cock roaches

aren't the only bugs in our home.
Despite these difficulties,
however, I would much rather
live off-campus than on. There
won't be any real problems as
long as I, like the football team,
keep quiet while I'm shaving.
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Democratic Teach-in Addresses Social Justice
By Emily Christner
FOR THE HEIGHTS

Boston College hosted the
Democracy Teach-in, a forum
that centered on the issue of corporate power in America, last
Tuesday night in O'Connell
House.
The debate focused on the
question, "Can we pursue democracy and social justicewhen
corporations have so much
power?"
Long-time activist Richard
Grossman discussed the pursuit
of democracy in a time of corpo-

rate power. Following this discussion was a debate between
economics professor Harold
Peterson and sociology professor Charles Derber.
An introductoryprogram of
film clips previewed the
evening's discussion by outliningthe issue of corporate power,
a struggle of the coexistence of
democracy and powerful corporations.
Grossman outlined the history of the evolution of human
beings in this country and the
kinds of institutions that people
create.

"Most of the stories that
dominate our culture are corporate stories," Grossman said.
With thepassage of the 14th
Amendment to theConstitution,
corporations were defined as
persons and could receive due
protection of the law. According
to Grossman the corporation has
come to define and dictate us
and society.
"Why write your Congressman? We have a corporate Congress," Grossman said.
As Professor Harold
Peterson began the debate, he
said, "democracy has never been

stronger."
Corporations are also very
strong and the corporation and
democracy have coexisted for a
long time, Peterson said.
"Corporations are essential
to the pursuit of democracy and
social justice," he added. "We
needeconomic growth to alleviate poverty
Corporations are
the engines of growth."

...

"What's the alternative to
large corporations if we want to
pursue democracy and social justice?" Peterson asked.
Derber addressed the issue
of checks and balances and the

accountabilityof corporations to
the people.
According to Derber, in a
study of American history compared with the history of other
countries, there is strong evidence to support the fact that

there will be trouble maintaining justice or democracy if the
corporation is allowed to grow
unchecked. Corporations have
no direct interest in American
society, according to Derber.
Derber said equality and
poverty are indicators of social
See TEACH-IN, p. 35

ND Ticket Costs Inflated
By Brian Cohen
FOR THE HEIGHTS

MARY ANN'S
BC'S FAVORITE DIVE BAR
THIS WEEK'S SPECIALS

16oz Red Dog
Wide Mouth
Bottle

only $1«

12 ounce Bottle
Michelob or
Michelob Light

$1.M

Open until 2 am
New TV's Basketball
Video's
Pin Balls
Must be 21 Proper ID Required
Tuesday Night is Senior Night
?

?

?

?

Theannual ticket frenzy for
the Notre Dame football game
Saturday,
November 9, has
on
ticket holders scalping theirseats
for as much as $600.
Ticket prices being offered
range from $100-$250 for student tickets, and $250-$6OO for
non-student tickets.
According to John Grace,
sergeant anddetective for BCPD,
there are two laws against ticket
scalping in the state of Massachusetts. The first is theresale of
ticket law which states that you
cannot resell any ticket, regardless of price.
The second is the peddling
without a license law which
Grace said, "is what I usually
charge people with." This law
says that any transient vendor, a
vendor without a permit, cannot
sell or resell any ticket.
"There are always at least
two undercover police officers
walking around picking up ticket
scalpers," he said. "And at a

You don'tneed tote
model
*t0 professional
enter e Champion
Underwear Hale Model Search.
(But it wouldn't hurt to look like one).

*

Think you'ue got what it takes to be a Champion? Don't miss the Champion Underwear Male Model Search!
OPEN CALL
__^_
Cily Gym
Ave., 3rd Floor
542
Commonwealth
I
\u25a0 I L'J li'J u I °
IC
|
FllII LII ICIt l\l\lI It I OO1 Kenmore Square. Boston
l" H1H|
?~
Winner will bofeatured in
Champion products! It you're

m^am^tmamm
Wednesday,November 6
12:00 PM to 4:00PM
*-i »
a national advertising campaign, on Champion Underwear packaging and receive a wardrobe ot
an active, athletic guy you could be the one were looking for' No purchase necessary loenter contest

*

game like Notre Dame, it is safe can be seen numerous signs
to say that there will be more."
preaching, "Need BC/ND tickAccording to Grace, such ets!" or offering "Non-student
an act should, and has, deterred ticket for sale. Will take best
students and professional scalpoffer."
Amy Wilson, A&S '98, put
ers from selling tickets outside
the stadium.
up a sign in hopes of selling her
"Ifyou're going to sell your student ticket.
ticket, do it in the privacy of
"I planned on going to the
your own home," Grace said. game," Wilson said, "until I saw
"You shouldn't be out therewaivwhat people were gettingfor their
ingyour tickets in the air.You're, ticket."
then, subject to prosecution."
When asked what she was
The penaltyfor ticket scalpexpecting for her commodity,she
ing is determined by criminal said, "Well, one of my friends
record andthe officer's decision. took $75 for hers, but I thought
The BC Athletic Association or that was kind of low.
the Office of the Dean for Stu"If I'm offered $150, I'll
dent Development usually gladly just attend all the prehandles such offenses.
game and post-gameparties, and
This year alone,BC has seen watch the game on TV."
two suchticket scalping circuses.
Chester Gladchuck, direcThe first was at the annual Pops tor of the athletic association,
on the Heights concert, which said that the high ticket prices
was held on Parents' Weekend. are most likely indicative of "the
For the first time, the concert mystique that a team like Notre
sold out, making the tickets few Dame brings to a venue."
Gladchuck, who was surand far between. People were
willingto purchase these tickets prised that both student and nonupwards
for
of $100 and $200.
Now, all overcampus, there
See ND, p. 28
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THE 1996 NATIONAL ELECTION
Political Apathy
Strikes Students

Character Vital
In Decision '96
By Charlie Murphy

By Brian Thomas

HEIGHTS STAFF

HEIGHTS STAFF

Underneath the myriad of international and
domestic issues which define this election's presidential candidates are two men, made of the same
flesh and blood as every American.
In this age where it often seems like Bill
Clinton and Bob Dole are not human candidates
but machines of a party's agenda, the issue of
character, the way a candidate comesacrossas an
individual to the voter, is not a moot issue. To
many Boston College students, character plays a
major role in electing a president.
"Because most people don't know all the
issues, the way the candidates come across dccides an election,"
Freddy Caminos, A&S
'99, said. "People ask
themselves which candidate they trust
more."
The most influential medium
through which college
trust students get a feel for
the candidates' character is television,
which has its benefits
?
and drawbacks. What
Camino, people define as a
candidate's "character" is often completely based on his
public speaking skills.
Oftentimes, Dole's dry, and sometimes jittery
speakingstyle distances many students byprojecting an air of bitterness around him, despite his
campaign'sstrong efforts to dispel this image of a
cynical old man.
Clinton, however, gives off a very smooth
and calm air duringmost televised speeches, especially the October 6 presidential debate. This coolheaded style in a younger man denotes the character of a respectable and competent president to
many students.
Some students deny that speaking skills determine their view of a candidate's character.
Tim Curry, A&S '99, said that a candidate's
character is the most important issue of the elec-

.

"People ask
themselves
which
candidate
they
more."

"After

watching all
of the nonsense that

Freddy

A&S '99

HEIGHTSEDITOR/MICHAELPROSPERO

Hundreds of Democratic party supporters gathered at Faneuil
Hall to support Senator JohnKerry's bid for reelection.
tion. He said that Clinton's past actions have led him to distrust the
President and admire Candidate Dole.
Curry cites the many personal controversies brought against
Clinton, from Whitewater, draft-dodging andVietnam War protests,
to his alleged womanizing as factors for supporting Dole.
Curry pointed to Dole's distinguishedwar record and lack of
controversial personal issues as evidence for this moral superiority.
According to Curry, consistency and moral integrity in a president
are of utmost importance.
"You know what you're getting," Curry said, of supporting
Dole.
Lyndon B. Johnson once said "a president's hardest task is not
to do what is right, but to know what is right."
Whether one decides an election based on a candidate's character, either by how he comesacrossin speeches or by his past personal
record, is up to each voter, but for many students at BC character
seems to be the most important issue in the presidential election.

Absentee Voting
Away from Home
By Michele DiPaolo
FOR THE HEIGHTS

November 5 will offer students the chance to
elect a presidential candidate that most reflects
their views. For die-hard Republicans, it is a day
that could restore a republican government to the
White House. For Democrats, the day has the
potential to give the nod to four more years of
Clinton and Gore.
However, for most students, November 5 will
be just another Tuesday, a day filled with classes
and awful television programs. Boston College is
not your basic hotbed of American politics, and
according to most students, that is just fine
This is not to say that the students not actively
involved in politics are ignorant, but rather, students said they feel that their own personal lives
are more important than wearing a little political
button or cheering every time Al Gore attempts to
dothe "Macarena."
Now, not takingan activerole in
a campaign is different from not caring who is elected,
and for manyof the
students at BC that
isthe way they feel.
Students will
vote for the person
they feel is most fit
to run the country,
but students said
they get sick and
tired of hearing
9
about every woman
President Clinton
has allegedly had
an affair with and
podium
every
Senator
Dole
to
tumbled off.

dents are, the I
votingprocess is
not

as simple as

1
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For months, students havebeen inundated by going to the voting
1 yl
politicalpropaganda that urged young America to booth and pullingu tM
?*?'
process.
have a voice in the democratic
Everyone from Bob Dole to Public Enemy
The absentee balfront man Chuck D has urgedpeople to register to lot is considered by many
vote. It's as easy as fillingout a registration form. as students' first taste of bureau-^
All you really have to do is show up and vote. cratic red tape. For many it is not easy as Tabitha Soren said it
However, when you are a college student living far would be on the MTV Choose or Lose Special.
away from home, as many Boston College stuOne student's mother spent about three of her lunch breaks on
hold with a secretary at the local county court, justsimply trying to
find out how to get an absentee ballot.
The request form for the absentee ballot then took about three
weeks to arrive. Two weeks later, this student received her ballot.
Other students shared this frustration.
"I felt it was an effort of frustration, trying to get a piece of
paper," Dan Dwyer, A&S '99 said.
The actual voting process may seem strange for several students that are out of their home state, because they are further
removed from the political process.
Why isn't the "Star Spangled Banner" playing in the background? Where's the voting box and the bright red levers?
"It took away from my first vote because I didn't even get to
go in the box.," Megan Jones,A&S '00, said.
For others the process was not as cumbersome.
"It took away from some of the excitement I thought I'd have
for my first election, but when I put it in the mailbox, I was
excited," Keri Peevler, CSOM '99, said.

tBJ

Diane

has been taking place
with the election, I can t
waitfor the
whole thing
be over"
Jen
?

Johnson, SON '00,
said, "If Lie candidates would state
A&S '00
what they planned
to do for us in the
future rather than bash their opponents about their
pasts, I'dbe more willingto pay attention and care
about this election."
Being away from the media has a lot to dowith
many people not being involvedwith the political
scene. There are many students who do not have
televisions in their rooms and when they do gain
access to one, the screen is usually filled with
images of George debatingthe idea of pullingthe
roommate switch with Jerry or Brandon working
his charm on yet another love interest.
Many students are just not aware of every
aspectof the ever changingplatforms of the candidates.
Ashling Petro-Roy, A&S '00, said, "1 find
myself with easy access to all forms of media, but
lacking the time to pay close enough attention to
the details of the election to feel confident to make
a well informed decision."
And there are those people who can not wait
for the entire election to be over. Jen Thomas, A&S
'00, said, "I just turned 18and was really excited
about voting for the first time. But after watching
all of the nonsense that has been takingplace with
the election, I can't wait for the whole thing to be
over."
After all, who wants to miss an episode of the
Simpsons in order to watch a debate between Dole
and Clinton, certainly not when Ross Perot is not
taking part.
Now, November 5 may be a significant day for
you. Or, if you are like me, it will just be another
Tuesday.
While most of our minds will be focused on
the Notre Dame-BC game on the following Saturday,justremember that it is still important to vote,
no matter how involved or uninvolved you are in
the election. After all, by voting, you give our
generation a voice, and eventually it will make a
difference in the political spectrum.

Thomas,
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The 1996
Kerry, Weld Spar in Massachusetts Debate
to fund the program," Weld said,
O'Brien said.
Weld pointed to the posiin response to Kerry's accusative changes that have taken tions.
place in Massachusetts during
Last Monday night, OcKerry also criticizedWeld's
tober 28, GovernorBill Weld his tenure. He has cut taxes 15 policies on education. "You veand Senator John Kerry
times, decreasedunemployment toed student loans, raised tuition
battled out their issues at to four percent, and made sigat U Mass," Kerry said.
Faneuil Hall in the eighth and nificant progress in welfare reWeld defendedhimselfstatfinal Senate debate.
form. Weldsaid he promised that, ing, "Tuition went up 42 percent
In the small historicalhall, if he was elected to the Senate, under me, which is under the
WeldandKerry gathered with he would reform welfare, allonational average."
their supporters for their last cate more money to schools,
Throughout the debate,
chance to s wayundecidedvotcrack down on "deadbeat dads," Weld reiterated the issue of his
ers. The Senate race is exand fight againstraising taxes.
15 successful tax cuts.
tremely close, making the unIf re-elected to the Senate,
"The
Massachusetts
decided votes extremely im- Kerry said he would fight for economy inheritedby Weld from
portant. Over a millionpeople minimum wage, health care, Dukakis was pretty stagnant
watched the debate on televi- welfare and the environment, high unemployment,high taxes.
sion.
while fighting against tax cuts Weld kept referring to his tax
Each candidateseemedto for the wealthy.
cuts becausehe has done exactly
stick to his issues and defend
"Let's invest in health care what he said he was going to
his past record. Weld emphabills.Let's invest in schools and do," Jeff Duhamel, A&S '97,
sized his policies regarding the work force," Kerry said.
said.
Kerry focused on the philoKerry accused Weld of givtaxes, crimeand welfare, while
Kerry concentrated on educasophical differences between ing tax cuts only to the wealthy
tion, the environment and himself and Weld.
percentage of the population.
heath care.
"It's not how much you
"What about a small busi"They keep hitting home have, but what you believe in," ness tax break? You nevermenthe same issues," said Jim Kerry said. "Who do you feel tionedthe wordfairness ... Most
O'Brien, Boston College more philosophically in tune citizens of Massachusetts know
men's basketball coach, who with," Kerry asked Weld, they didn't get your tax cut,"
was present at the debate. "I "Clinton or Dole?"
Kerry said.
was curious as to each person's
The debate featured much
"There is one fundamental
style and the way they reattacking on both sides. Kerry differenceabouttax cuts," Weld
attackedWeldfor opposing minisponded."
said. "I'm six for six, you're zero
"Regardless of what hapmum wage,reducing fundingfor for 12."
pens, Massachusetts is in good education, andfor vetoing a cigaOpinions on debate perforshape politically... Either one rette tax to fund health care.
mance were varied.
"I dofavor welfarefor kids,
will do us well, they are both
"John was forceful in his
intelligent candidates," but you don'tneed tax increases presentation. This was his best

By Courtney
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Religion: Baptist

?Ross Perot

Schlozman
By Wendy L. Prygoda
HEIGHTS EDITOR

As part of the Brown Bag
Lunch series at the Women's
Resource Center, professor Kay
Schlozman of the Boston College political science department
offered an informal discussion
on the topic of "Women in Politics" last Tuesday afternoon.
A major issue Schlozman
addressed was the gender gap,
defined as an approximately
eight percent gap in electoral
choices between women and
men. Men are roughly eight percent more republican in a number of recent races, she said, yet
she dispelled the misconception
that more women vote democratic because democrats embrace a "feminist" agenda.
Schlozman explained that,
in reality, men and women do
not differ much on issues that
one would typically think of as
gender specific, such as abortion.
"Where men and women
differ on issues is when the use
of force or violence [is raised].
Women tend to be less likely to
want to use violence to solve
problems than men," she said.
Schlozman said, in terms of
attitudinal causes of the gender
gap,women generally tend to be
more congenial than men about
helping thepoor.
Thus, the basis of the gender gap is not about "women's
issues," as much as it is about
violence andtheeconomic wellbeing of Americans.
The size of the gender gap
betweenmarriedAmericans, she
said, depends on the way a marriage is organized. For example,
women who are home full-time
tend to agree more with their

Born: June 27, 193(

Education: Graduat*
served as class presi
Career: Worked as
Electronic (Data Syst
billion, Perot startec
Systems. He is also
holding company ca
HEIGHTS EDITOR/MIKE PROSPERO
Senator John Kerry held a rally at Faneuil Hall last friday
Military: Served in
afternoon.Vice President Al Gore attended the rally.
Leyte.
performance. I feel very confiTed Kennedy and Chris Dodd,
Personal: Married N
dent about the election," Senachairman of theDNC. Dodd and
tor Edward M. Kennedy said afKennedy are celebrities. I think grandchildren.
ter the debate.

Duhamel, however,said he
believed "Kerry appeared more
stressed Weld is more comfortable with what he's done
We saw on Kerry's side Senator

...

...

that represents the desperation
of theKerry Campaign. Kerry is
not of the people."
Kerry graduatedfrom Boston College Law School and
fought in the Vietnam war.

Details Gender Gap in Politics

husbandsabout choiceof political candidates, while the gender
gap is wider between married
women and men who both have
professional careers.
Another topic raised at the
discussionwas the fact thatPresident Bill Clinton and Bob Dole
seem to be trying to downplay
the differences between themselves.
"There's a drive for the
middlebecause that's where the
voters are," Schlozmansaid.
She added that the "street
lore"about thepresidentialelection is that the more educated
people are, the more likely they
are to vote. Also included in this
perception is that a higher voter
turnout favors democrats, while
a lower turnout favors republicans. A factor whichcontributes
to this belief is that the republican ideology promotes self-reliance and individual initiative,
Schlozmansaid, whichdetersrepublicansfrom "recruiting"party
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Clinton
William Jefferson Clinton, August 19, 1946 in Hope, Arkansas.
ition: Georgetown University, B.S. 1968; Rhodes Scholar, Oxford Uni/, 1968-70; Vale University, J.D. 1973.
r: Professor, University of Arkansas, 1974-76; Democratic nominee for
ouse of Representatives, 1974; Arkansas Attorney General, 1976-78;
cinq Attorney, 1981-82; Governor of Arkansas, 1978-80, 1982-92. Presif the United States, 1992-present.
nal: Married, Hillary Rodham; One daughter, Chelsea.
on: Baptist
is

Perot

June 27, 1930 Texarkana, Texas.
ition: Graduated in 1953from the UnitedStates Naval Academy, where he
I as class president and battalion commander.
r: Worked as a salesman for IBM from 1957-62, when he left to start
onic Data Systems. After selling EDS to General Motors in 1984for $2.5
i, Perot started a new computer service company in 1988 called Perot
ns. He is also involved in real estate and other investments through a
ig company called the Perot Group.
try: Served in Navy, 1953-57, on USS Sigourney and the aircraft carrier
nal: Married Margot Birmingham in 1957; Five children; six

children.

Boston College Democrats, to discuss presidential issues affecting Boston College students today. John Lanza, A&S '98, was invited
to represent the College Republicans but was
unable to make the discussion.

What are some issues that affect students and

how does each candidate approach it?

I'd say first of all, and most importantly, to
students on this campus, wouldbe student loans.
The President has always stood for protection of
the student loan program. He cut private industry
out of the loans so the loans go straight from the
governmentstraight to the students, so there's no
middle-man bureaucracy. He has, since he's come
into office, plus loans, as I'm sure a lotof students
know they at one time had a limit that was in the
tens of thousands of dollars, it's up to a hundred
thousand dollars. If you take an issue like
Headstart you have kids who are learning at a
much earlierage who are learninga lotbetter. You
heard the President talking on the campaign trail
about a computer in every classroom, everyone
reading by the time they'reeight or nine years old
and everyone graduating from college. If you
take all that together, you've got a President
who's shown himself to be committedto the idea
of education and to making sure that every student, grade school, high school, college, and
a firm education and will be
beyond
able to pursue their dreams.

With the cost of secondary educationreaching
high levels, whathas the president doneor will
he do to keep the cost down or make education
more accessible?

> Dole

July 22, 1923 in Russell, Kansas.
ition: University of Kansas, 8.A.; Washburn University of Topeka,
sgree.
r: Former Senate majority leader and senator from Kansas since 1969;
date for president, 1980and 1988; Republican nominee for vice president,
chairman, Republican National Committee, 1971-73; US House of Repatives, 1961-68; county prosecutor, 1953-61; Kansas House of Represen;, 1951-53.
try: Served in the Army in World War 11. Wounded in Italy in April 1945.
rial: Married Phyllis Holden in 1948, divorced in 1972; One daughter;
id Elizabeth Hanford in 1975.
on: United Methodist

Well, I think you can look first, now there is, in
addition to the GI bill, which has always been
there, there is the national service program, you
can go around America if you want to get some
money for college and you want to do some good
for your country at the same time. You can help
clean up someofwhat's-out there that needs to be
fixed. There's also thefact that work study is still
there, he's protected that from cuts. That was one
of the first things in the republican budget that
was set to be knocked out.
When you take into account that he's protecting work study and thenationalservice corps,
where students can actually earn theirown money
for college, you've got some powerful tools a
student can use, in addition to loans, if you don't
want to have that burden when you get out of
school, which is very understandable, the
government's giving you a number of ways in
which to receive your education.

Is there student apathy in relation to politics?
Absolutely.

How is the President combating student apathy? Last presidentialelectionhe went on MTV
to campaign. He was governor, and now he's
president, but is he trying to get thosestudent
votes again, or is he saying 'allright, we'vegot
the vote, we're winning, let's not bother'?
I think both the Presidentand Mr. Dole are trying
tocourt the student vote. That is no question, and
Ithink that's because an overwhelmingplurality,
if not a majority of students and young people
today cannot consider themselves as part of par-

On-l On-line Political Resources

voters.

The issue of abortion was
alsoraised at the discussion.She
said that it is not partisanship
which affects whether a person
is pro-choice or pro-life, rather
the determinanttends to be how
often a person goes to church.
Schlozman emphasized that
there was no gender gap in voters' positions on abortion.
"Frequent church attenders
tend to be pro-life," she said.
Schlozman added that one must
evaluate who participates in the
issue of abortion: those who are
pro-choice tend to have many
other agenda items, while people
who are pro-life tend to have a
narrower political agenda.
When asked if thereare any
visible trendsincollege-agevoters, Schlozman said, "relatively

?Bob Dole

The Heights news editors met with Joe
Alden, BC '96, the graduate director of the

Candidate Profiles
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young voters tend to be less anchored to political parties."
In terms of voters of all ages,

she added, people who are least
interested in politics are more

swayed by the national trend or
the majority opinion at the time.
Schlozman's advice to all
voters was simple: "be sensitive
to the way government connects

to your life, and understand that
what the government does has

real implications on both your
life and the livesof others in this
country."
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Http://www. dole
HttpJ/www.dolei
Http:v '/www.voteHttp://www.demt
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>earsthe world wide web has played a significant role in offerformation to voters. With the click of a mouse, one can access
'olitcal agendas and platforms on each of the candidates.
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ties in a strict sense, but as independents. So
you're vying for a political block that really
hasn't defined itself. The problem is, if you take
a look at just the candidatesfor UGBC president,
studentsdon'tgo out to vote. Every entitlement in
America, all the biggies, Medicare, Social Security, and benefits, all go to people who are retired
and are «lder.
The lobby group, the AARP, is entrenchedin
Washington, which takes care of its own. Congressmen, Presidents, political parties are very
well aware that AARP is there, and they pay
attention to it. Students on the otherhand, going
from class to class, already busy and tied up with
worrying aboutstudent loans, don't have the time
to organize as well, our concerns are not always
paid much attention to, and I think, while the
President has certainly tried to reach out to the
group, I see the big problem is our lack of organi-

zation.

What about job prospects after graduation?
How do you see President Clinton improving
the economy and job prospects?
Well, the economy has grown 11.5million jobs in
the last f<~ur years. You've had four years, of

growth, you've had four years of deficit reduction, which hasn't been done since the Civil
War. The economy is doing better now than it
has in any time in recent memory. The president has certainly done a lot in terms of controlling interest rates, controlling inflation, a
host of other economic factors, if you make it
a growth market. Some may argue that it's not
a "boom" market. I would disagree. If you let
the market go unrestrained, it will lead to
higher inflation, it will lead to bust, and then
you'll have another cycle like you had in the
early 1990's following unrestrained growth in
the mid 80s. The President, by going on a
course of managed growth, with positive results each year, has certainly done his best to
improve job prospects for college students.
What more can be done? I think you alluded to
Americorps. That gives a lot of person job
skills, a lot of people who a lot of the time are
stuck behind ivy walls, taking classes that
don'trelate to the modern day. I would say, if
there's any program that I would lobby for

more than anything else, it wouldbe a strong
vocational job training in addition to college
education, gettinga person practical job skills
in addition to a good strong liberal arts education.

How does your candidate speak to the college-age generation? How doeshe relate to
the students?
I think he relates to students very well. If you
look at voter turnout in 1992, young voter
turnout, 18-25,were overwhelmingly supportive of Governor Clinton in his election to his
first term. All the numbers indicate that that
trend will continue with President Clinton's
reelection bid in the next couple days. I think

that the President is a lot betterfor us because
he doesn't try and scare us. Bob Dole's going
aroundthe country, telling us that the country's
going to go bust, it's going to be death and
destruction for all, Sodom and Gommorrah's
going to fall, it's not going to be a very bright
picture come 2000, 2001, whenever someone's
going to get out of here. I don't think that's the
case. We've heard those predictions before
from other politicians. Clinton paints the picture for us that things are going along, they
may not be everything that was there 30-40
years ago when America was absolutely supreme in the world market, but they're not that
bad. Job growth is up, the economy's stable,
we're at peace for the first time in 50 years,
we're the only superpower left on the planet.
The world, while it may not be a pretty place,
is a helluva lot better than it could be, and the
government and the people will be there to
support you as you move on and you move up.

Medicare andMedicaidhavebeenbig issues
in the election this year, and there are pre-

dictions that it won't be around when we
reach 60, 65. What do you see happening?
How doyou think President Clinton's going
to protect these core programs that we're
been investing our money into for the last
four years?
Medicare will never be substantiallyreduced,
unless there is a major fiscal crisis in the US
because, as I'vesaid beforetheAARPis a very
powerful lobby and a very powerful interest in
Washington. They believe,rightly or wrongly,
that they are entitled to that benefit, they've
put into it for a number of years, and anyone
whogoes against that interestis going to pay at
the polls. Medicaid, I don'tknow. This year it
took President Clinton fighting the Welfare
reform bill, which I think on the whole, is a
very good piece of legislation, which was
tainted by a Republican proposal to make
Medicaid a state-run program, much like welfare is now. It would have ended the Federal
guarantee of health protection for the poor. It
wouldhave saidthe state to decide now. I think
Social Security will be, and should be, protected. I don't think the US government is
going to say to the American people "we're
going to renege on the promises we made to
you." They may have to alter the way it's
given, but it's still going to remain there.Politicians know that if they take a benefit away
from somebody, they're gonna lose in the polls.
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So I stopped at the store and bought a NYNEX Prepaid Calling Card. There were free movie
tickets in the package. Then it hit we: Not only could I m my Prepaid Card to call and beg her forgiveness, but I
could take her to a FREE flick, too. I knew I had thought up something brilliant to win her back. I just couldn't
remember what it was. Hope she likes pink.

NYNEX Prepaid Calling Cards (with FREE movie tickets)
are available at convenience stores near your campus.
?Some

restrictions

apply. Tickets valid through November 1997
©

NYNEL^V,
1996 NYNEX Corporation
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Wall Street Watch

Personal income grew
0.6% in September, while
consumer spending rose
only 0.1%.
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CityScape

Net-Wits provides comic relief for on-line audience
;

By Jason Williams
HKIGH r.S STAH'

By Melissa Sullivan

Baltimore

HEIGHTS STAFF

Facts: Baltimore, where the
eastern seaboard meets southern hospitality. is truly a renaissance city. Dubbed "Charm
City," Baltimore is the largest
city in Maryland and the thir
tec-nth large-.! city in the United
States. Baltimore occupies SO
square mile* at the head of the
Patapsco River, with 45 miles
of waterfront, making it the
third largestport' in the.Bati o n.

It has happened to everyone
at one time or another
disaster strikes on the Net. The next
time this happens, instead of
breaking one's computer, try
comic relief
something new
?

?

Web Watch
in the form of a new web page

entitled Net-Wits.
Making its debutabout two
months ago, Net-Wits is a weekly
web site publication put out by
B+M InterAct. B+M is an interactive division of Bombaci +
Mitchell Associates Inc., an advertising and direct marketing A former Net-Wits of the week.
agency located in Westwood,
name appearing next to the
Massachusetts.
The process begins when comic.
According to Net-Wits cowebusers send in theirmost frustrating web site moment or their ordinatorAaron Strout, the idea
funniest on-line event of that for Net-Wits began aboutfive to
week via E-mail. At the end of six months ago as a creative
the week, five of the nine B+M project. Its intent was to increase
InterAct agency memberschoose the "traffic" on the B+M
InterActs home page. Strout rethe best submission. The winning response is then put into an counted that the idea had been a
illustration form, and the Net- collaborative effort within the
Wit entry is placed on theirhome agency, but the main coordinapage with the winning author's tors who brought it up from the
ground level included himself
and Yin Bombaci, executive of
Bombaci + MitchellAssociates.
They felt the best way to increase the flow of web users
? r

Baltimore is characterized by
its gleaming waterfront condo
towers, restored ISth century

townbou.ses, stately mansions,
modest single family homes.
and blocks of brickrow houses
with polished white marble
steps, a hallmarkofBaltimore.
Business ;md Economy: Baltimore City, while grounded in
history and tradition, is also a
city that continues to improve
with lime. Since the completion of the Rouse Company's
makeoverof the Inner Harbor
in 1980, Baltimore has witnessed a dramatic redevelopment that has reshaped the sk\ line and brought new life toils

downtownarea.TheInner Harbor, with its new 27-story
World Trade center, serves as

proof of Baltimore's ongoing
development as a vital place t"
liveanddobusiness More than
five million people visil the
Inner Harbor and its various

sites,' including;, the National
Aquarium, the Maryland Science Center, the frigate Constellation, and a plethoraof museums, galleries, shops,restau-

rants,

and historic landmarks

each year.

Located in the Mid-Atlantic region of the east coast of
the United States. Baltimore
lies at the center of the Washington/Baltimore Common
Market, tht tourth largest and

fastest growingconsumer market in the United Slates, with
lover o S people. Baltimore is
also a major Mid-Atlantic educational and medical center.
The world-famous Johns
Hopkins University and llospital calls Baltimore home, as
'do branches of the University
I of Maryland system.
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Inside
Investing
A column by the
Investment Club
By Geoffrey Myrus
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would be to create a fun way to
involve thosepeople surfing the
net.
Then, illustrator Bill
Morrison was invited to help
develop this idea. Morrison,
known for his successful career
as a freelance, humorous illustrator in advertising and publishing, accepted the challenge.
He used his unique talent with
black and white drawings to illustrate the "Net-Wit of the
week."
Strout hopes to gain the interest of college students, whom
he believes are the majority of
the on-line users at this time. He

feels that students are a good
interactive source and encourages theirresponses.
The home pageincludes the
current Net-Wit comic of the
week as well as past Net-Wit
archives, and you can also learn
more about Jvlorrison and NetWits sponsor B&M Assoc, Inc.
The Net-Wits home page is located at http://www. bminteract.
com/netwits.
To submit a web frustration
or funny web event, go to the
home page and click on "Send us
Your Frustration" or just send it
directly to their E-mail address
at: netwits@bminteract.com.

Stock Contest Entry Form
I Win $50

Stock Contest Rules

Win $50 ]

HEIGHTS STAFF

Because the stock market is
at such high levels today, many
new investors are not sure where
to put their money, especially
when they have little to invest.
However, there is an alternative
to just purchasing stocks. For
many, mutual funds have proven
to be a great investment, returning on average 8%, while stocks
tend to average 10%.Most funds
require a minimuminitial investment of around $2,500 which
allows the investor to purchase a
respectable block ofshares. This
initial amount may be lower if
the investor elects to set up an
IRA and contribute a monthly
amount of about $200.
After the initialinvestment,
minimum additional investments
are generally $200. Funds are
relatively easy to invest in as
well.All one needs to do is phone
any fund company, for example,
Fidelity, and ask for a copy of a
particular fund's prospectus. It
should arrive by mail in three
days. The prospectus will have

See Inside Investing, p. 14

i 2) All forms musl be submitted b\ November

13,19%.

I

3i NO LATE ENTRIES WILL BE ACCEPTED,
|41 The contest will begin with the closing price of a the stock on Wednesday November 13, 19% and |
|
| close with the final price nn Wednesday December 4,1996.
I
I 5) All stocks must be listed on the AUEX. NASDAQ or NYSE.
I6ilt is the responsibility of the contestants to notify the Marketplace staff of any splits or reversals. I
7) The contest winner will be awarded a $50 check for having the stock with the highest positive

I

jSi This contest is closed to any editorial/staff member of The Heights.

I

|Name:
I

. .

vrv
Company:

! Exchange:

Stock Contest

'

Phone:

Symbol:
nil

Price:

j
j
i
_i

??!

I Having read the rules and regulations of The Heights Stock Contest, I agree to enter my stock \u25a0
| knowing that any and all decisionsmade by the business staff are final. All the information requested |
j
| on this form are fact to the best of my knowledge.
vifTnQtiirA»
ilalgllalUlc.

llfttp*
UalVt

ij
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Inside Investing
Continued from p. 13

not as high. Funds may pay

detailed information about the
fund, its performance, the
types of securities in which it
invests, as well as a form to
fill out and send back with a
check to purchase shares.
Funds are basically made
up of investors who pool their
money to buy stocks and bonds
which are then managed professionally. Then, the fund issues shares of its own that represent the portion each investor has contributed in thepool.
Shares of funds, like stocks,
are boughtand sold daily.They
differ because their price does
not represent theprice at which
the last shares were traded.
Instead, funds have what is
called a Net Asset Value (NAY)
which is computed after the
market closes each day.
The NAY is the value of
all the fund's stocks and bonds
on a givenday, plus any cash
held, minus liabilities, divided
by the number of shares outstanding.
Since mutual funds invest
in a broad range of securities,
there is generally less risk involvedthan buying one stock;
however, returns are usually

dividends like stocks, but, on the
whole,the greatest return is from
capital gains; that is, a fund sells
off a security it holds for more
than it paid for. Investors can
elect to have all dividends and
capital gains reinvested, a good
idea to build long term wealth at
an early age, or simplyhavethem
paid out.

It is difficult to make money
buying and selling shares of a
fund. The best idea is to leave
your money alone and let the
fund, and your money, grow over
time. In fact, during downturns
the best bet is to buy more shares.
There are several different
types of funds, all in order of
decreasing risk, such as aggressive growth and sector funds;
growthand income; income; and
money market funds.
Growth funds primarily focus on fast growing companies
such as technology and biotech
firms, and generally do not pay
dividends. Sector funds invest
in securities in specific industries like retail, technology,and
energy. These funds can be as
risky as stocks. Growth funds
usually concentrate on bigger,
more stable companies that are
still growing. These funds tend

to pay small dividends. Growth
and income funds focus on still
bigger, more conservative
companies with a sizable dividend. Income funds generally
focus on corporate bonds.
Lastly, money market funds
invest in government bonds
and may have check writing

capabilities.
When choosing a fund in
which to invest, one should
always check the Morningstar
Mutual Fund Research Guide

available

libraries.
Morningstar is the industry
standard when it comes to rating funds. The guide rates
funds on a one to five star
system, five being thehighest.
This rating incorporates costs,
past performance, after tax returns, and risk.
Morningstar also lists
what makes up a fund's portfolio and breaks all the above
information down intoconcise,
easy-to-read tables. Furthermore, it lists whether the fund
charges a load or a fee in order
to invest. One thing to remember when buying funds is that
there are enough five-star
funds out there without a load
so you should settle for nothing less.
at most

Career Q & A

Students career and internship questions answered by Terry Witherell,
AssistantDirector of the Boston College Career Center
1

After completing an internship, what is the best way to keep in contact

with the connections you have made without being too overbearing?
-Jill Tower,A&S'97
Dear Jill:
First, congratulations on should ask your employer, suDOING an internship! You've pervisor or professor to write
already figured out what many you a recommendation. You
employers are telling us: that should do this right away because, unfortunately, people ofinternships and other experiences are becomingessential if ten have short memories; the
you want to land your ideal job specifics of projects you worked
after graduation. Hopefully, on or what made you stand out as
you'llget a chance to do more an intern or student will soon be
forgotten, since there are always
than one; each different experience allows you to explore new interns and new students
another career possibility, coming along.
while at the same time adding
Even if you won't need a
to your resume. Anyone readrecommendation for a couple of
ingthis who needs help finding years, you at least have a rean internship, stop by the Cacorded letter to jogtheir memory
reer Center's InternshipOffice as they try to write a more current letter for you.
or check out our home page.
With that in mind, you're
How you keep in touch afalso smart in realizing that you ter that will depend on the type
shouldkeep in contact with the of relationship you developed
people you met from you inwhile at your internship. If you
ternship. You'll need them to developed a close relationship
serve as references and to be with your supervisor or another
part of your network of conemployee, a phone call every
tacts. They might even end up once in a while or even a lunch
hiring you!
date would be appropriate; this
At the end of any positive will allow you to keep up with
experience, (whether it is an
what has been going on at your
internship, a summer job, or a previous internship site; as well
class where you excelled),you as how they are doing. A rela-

HEIGHTS

By

Jesscia Braun

HEIGHTS ASST. BUSINESS EDITOR

Boston College 1996graduate Joanna Landivar has already

established herself in the working world. Graduating in May
from theCarroll School of Management as a finance major,
Landivar was hired by State
Street Bank in Quincy in Au-

Controller J
gust. She works in the mutual
funds division of the company

Theymight be able to give you
advice as you make decisions
on your future careeror names
of people to contact ifyou 're in
a job search.
If you had a more formal
relationship with your internship supervisor, you can decide
if you are comfortable calling
them or if you would prefer to
send a professional letter. You
should have a reason for contacting them. You might be asking for areference or advice, or
to update them on how you're
doing on your job search. You
also genuinely might want to
know how a project you worked
on is going. Don't try to make
up reasons to call; it will be
obvious that you are!
Good luck, and I hope you
get a chance to do more internships!

-

Terry Witherell,
with contributions from
Rebecca Rosenberg, graduate

intern

You career/ internship question can be answered in
The Heightsl Submit questions along with your name
and class to The Heights office, MeElroy 113, or E-mail
questions to Patafio@Cleo.BC.edu.

cash sheet to clients each morning to let them know how much
money can be invested that day.
Aftercompletinga series of
transactions throughoutthe day,
Landivar must prepare for the
price deadline where the fund
manager checks the price of the
mutual fund to ensure accuracy.
Thedeadline is every day at3:30
p.m.
The market value of the
mutual fund changes from day to
day according to how many
shares are purchased. The more
shares that are bought, the higher
the price is that day, Landivar
said.
The BC alumna's favorite
part of the day is the afternoon
because of the faster-paced environment in comparison to the

as an account controller- a custodian for equity mutual funds.
Landivar, who primarily
deals with 401K and Pension
funds, performs transactions
throughout the day in order to morning.
"In the morning, there's a
reach the price of the mutual
lot of number crunching. It's very
fund by the day's end.
clerical, and there's so much
"I follow all the daily activity of a mutual fund from the waiting during the day. If the
information is not there, you just
cash in the morning to determiningthe price at the end of the day sit there," she said.
"The afternoon is very hecso investors can invest at that
tic, but it's cool. There's a deadprice," she explained.
line,
and if you don't make the
Landivar had applied for
various finance positions at the deadline, there's a pricing error,"
Landivar added.
CareerCenter duringher senior
She plans to continue workyear and, in the process, received
ing
for State Street Bank for a
a brochure of available jobs at
State Street Bank. The summer couple years. Although an MBA
not
required to advance in this
is
after she graduated, she discovered an opening in the mutual field, Landivar eventually wants
funds division, applied for the to move to a more analytical proposition and was hired at the fession such as a financial analyst where there is more research
beginning of August.
As an account controller, and analytical work instead of
an accounting and clerical foLandivar performs fund accounting. Her responsibilities include cus.
She also hopes to return to
determininghow much money is
school in a few years for a
available for the broker to invest. This determination requires master's degree in business administration.
plenty of bookkeeping and bal-

CityScape
Continued fron

tionship like this can also turn
into a mentoring relationship.

ancing. Then, she distributes a

p.
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downtown sites are
within walking distance, the
Baltimore subway system has
a very limited travel route and
is a hit expensive, Parking is
also difficult to find, and can
be expensive at times, asis the
case with most major l.'.S eitmost

Bal timoi c is also a sports town.
Its sports fans are serious about
loyalty to the city's teams. The
new Oriole Park at Camden
Yards, which opened m April
1992. serves not only as a
mecca for baseball fans, but as
a symbol ofBaltimore's strong
pride ill its sports team- The
Baltimore Arena is home to
the Bandits, Baltimore's
Hockej Team. Ihe city i- also
home to the Baltimore Stallions, a Canadian Football
League franchise, as well as

rail and highway systems that
put one-third of the country's
populationwithin an overnight
truck drive. Baltimore city's

transportation system- arc not
quite .is praiseworthy. While
the city has an excellent bus

From itsmoderate climate
to its cultural diversity, its
plethora of art venues and leisure activities to its strong
commitment to business,

and

preserved in its institutions.
landmarks, and neighbor-

shelled crab make Baltmioie a
great place to visit or call
home.

Write for Marketplace.
Meetings are on Mondays,
at 5:00 p.m. in MeElroy 113.
Be there!

inside bc
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Honors Programs enrich students' minds

By Jessica Pulzetti
FOR THE HEIGHTS

Your assignment: Read
Homer's Iliad and Odyssey,
Aeschylus' Oresteia, 2 plays by
Sophocles, 2 plays by Euripides,
and 2 plays by Aristophanea in
one month, for one class.
Impossible? Not if you are
in the BC Honors Program.
In each of the schools at
BC, about 7 to 9 percent of the
entering freshman class are selected, based on their high school
records, teacher recommendations, and SAT scores, to join the
Honors Program.
Those who accept the mvi

tation, alongwith some students
who are considered for admission after nominating
themselves, become
part of the intense
four-year program

Honors Program offers gifted
students a more integrated and
comprehensive liberal arts curriculum as an alternative to the
regular undergraduate Core."
The Honors
Program curriculum offers

fewer, but more

concentrated
courses than the
regular core.
For

ex-

tionship with the teacher and with
everyone else in the class."

ample, in the
Honors
Program, students take an honors course each semester which
covers 6 credits, accounting for
two classes. This course and three
others comprise an honors
A&S

Meredith Fascett, A&S '99

?

A student may also be admitted to the program as a Sophomore ifhe maintains an outstanding academic record during his

freshman year.
As stated in the 1995-96BC

Undergraduate Catalog, "The

student's schedule.
Meredith Fascett, A&S '99,
saidthat becausehonors students
have only three other classes,
"You can really put some energy
into it [the honors course]."
The first honors course,
titled The Western Cultural Tra-

Parenting our own parents
By Anne Marie Borrego
HEIGHTS REVIEW EDITOR

One of the local television
stations played Vice Versa this
past weekend. A mildly funny

film about a father and son who
switch places, it portrayed some
of the humor and trauma that is
my life.
I had heard the rumor that
once children hit a certain age,
they feel obliged to take care of
their parents. In a way, it's true.
I' ye helpedmy mothershop, and
I've steered my father in the direction of blue chip stocks.
But I never felt so parental
as I did when I watched my parents get married (this time, it

wasn't to each other).
About a yearago, my mother
walked down the aisle with a

wonderful man named Gus in a
beautiful Methodist Church in
Dallas. I think, however, that I
was too traumatizedby the event
to remember much of it.
After all, it's not every day
that a twenty-year-old child is
asked to give her mother away.
Eegads!
What I do remember of the
ceremony is a blurred picture of
my step-nephew (is that complicated, or what) crawling behind
the alter and taking a big bite out
of the communion bread.
When my father announced
that he was getting married two
months ago, I perked up and decided that this time, I should really pay attention.Before I knew
it, I started to sound like a condescending parent.
"What do you mean you're
getting married in late October?
Isn't that rushing it a little ?"
There was no way she was pregnant, so why the need for the
shotgun wedding?
It's not that I don'tlike my

programbecause"You canreally
establish a relationship with the
teacher and with everyone else
in the class," she said.
Nicholas Geib, A&S '00

"You can really establish a rela-

"It's well worth any effort
you put into it."
?

dition, continues through four

semesters andfulfills the requirements for the Theology, Philosophy, English, and Social Science
Core curriculum.

stepmother Jeanine. In fact, I
think she's great. There's just a

?

During their junior year,
honors students take a two-semester seminar called The 20th
Century and the Tradition, or they

can choose from several other
honors seminars.
Finally, in their seniofyear,
students in the program can either write an honors thesis or
take an integratedseminarwhich
incorporates material learned in
previous years. The thesis takes
the place of two classes per semester. Students take two other
University courses and write the
thesis overthe course of the year.
Classes in the Honors Program are conducted seminarstyle and are madeup of 15 to 20
students.Katie Thaden, SOE '00,
highlighted this element of the

By Greg

Gauliardi

HEIGHTS STAFF

Attention: Be on the lookout for a middle-aged man. last
seen walking towardsthe steps
of Gasson Hall wearing a blue
shut and tskKk pants If \on sec

married, my father proclaimed
that he was moving out of the
city and to a ranch.
"Excuse me?" I bellowed.
"You haven't lived outside of a
metropolitan area for over thirty
years? You'll go nuts."
Secretly, however, I knew
already that he had completely
lost his marbles. It was as though
once I left for school, he had
reverted to childhood.
What was I supposed to do?
Lock him in his room and refuse
to let him out until he cameto his
senses and agreedto eat his bean

him. let him know
he's ruining our
phone services. Ask
him what we'vedone

ponder these mysteries.

Instead, I stared at my new

stepbrothers, Mason and Jason
(who looked equally terrified, I
might add) and the screen saver
on the judge's computer that was
depicting a lovely underwater
scene complete with fish and
moving algae. Anything was belter than fretting over my .father's
future.
I don'tknow

what it is that
causes us to believe that we possess more wisdom than our parents. Granted, my father never
lived in an off-campus apartment
in Boston. And I have yet to eat
a really good meal that he preSee LETTING GO, p. 16

labeled his honors course a "super-English

course" which involves "hardcore college work."
"I've never had to write so
hard for aclass," he said, adding

program's emphasis on individual learning. He explained
that students are encouraged to
follow through on their own interests and to read literature "to
find out why it's meaningful."

"It helps in learning about
who you are."
?

an explanation of the "furious
revision process which follows
the writing assignments."
As for the time spent in the
classroom, Fascett said, "The
discussions are very stimulating. You get a lot of insights that

Longo

said

this aspect of
the course
in
helps
"learning

aboutwhoyou
are."

Nick Longo,
A&S '97

Though
the program is

demanding, honors students
speak highly of theirprofessors
and the curriculum.

All of them also seem to
hold a common belief, summed
up best by Fascett :"It's well
worth any effort you put into it."

Who is that Source

probably something Freudian
behind this, but let's not go
there).
Soon afterhe decided to get

And when he stood there
before the judge with his new
bride, I felt a queasiness come
over me. Is he really ready for
thiskind ofcommitment?I wondered. Does he know what he's
getting into? I decided not to

riculum."

Katie Thaden, SOE '00

protectivereflex that comes into
play whenever one of my parents decides to do something
without asking me first (There's

sprouts?

said the small
classes are "a
nice change"
because "It
works well
with the cur-

you never would have thought
of."
One of the greatest advantages of honors courses, as expressed by Nick Longo, A&S
'97, is that they are "not overconcerned with compartmentalization."
Geib agreed, saying that
the integration of many subjects
into one course "gives you a
sense of the foundation of our
culture."
Longo also enjoys the

Guy?

Could it he that this is the

even Finish his own dirty work.
His name unknown, his
Thatwould explainhow he presence a nuisance. This is
someone you're forced to deal
got to be on the cover. He probably blackmailed somebody, with on a regular basis. Every
somewhere in order to secure timeyou wantto givesomeonea
the cameo.
ring, you have to look at this
The nerveof this guy! He is guy II you look close enough, it
playing with our minds, and we appears that he is smiling, as i
to s.iv 'Hee, hee, I
own your phonesystem I am theeternal
ru Ierefall directorv

same guy?

to deserve such injus-

assistance!"
Sir, if you're
reading this: Turn

tice.

The new edition
yourself in. Wes
of the Sourcerecently
became available to
don't want a war,;
and we don'tneed a
the faculty, staff and
students of Boston
revolution. We just
want to browse the
College.Featuringan
Source without our
impressive angle of
eyes focusing on
Gasson Hall and our
your shirt. We would
beloved goldeneagle,
ihe cover caught the
like to retrieve our
eyes of much of the
messages without
hearing youf evil
campus community.
In many cases, it
voice.
took some time beTothe BC community: If you have
fore the realization
was made: There's a
any information
guy near the lower
"garding who this
left-hand corner .of
man may be, please
at
the picture, and it's
mail
me
annoying... very
Gagliarg@cJeo.bc.edu."
much so! It's to the
your help, we
extent that yon have
can solve this mysto put your finger Someday, the mystery of the "Source Guy" will ln> solved. tery.
over that area of the
Until then, try to memobook if you wish to block him must stop his power before he
out and have a clear state of does something crucial such as rize all the numbers you can. If
mind.
canceling Midnight Madness you must browse the Source,
write down the numbers.
In fact, there's probably (Oh, too late. That already hapAs a community, we can-|
only one thing at BC more an- pened, didn't it? I'm sure that
noying than this guy,;andthat's there's something else out there not let this man rule our lives.
hearing, "You have entered an that he canruin for us. though.). We need to standup to him and
Luckily thisguy is a wimp. show him we do not need his
invaßd extensionand password
combination."
As soonas you try to teil him off assistance. If this means boyWhy does hesay that?You or yell at him for wasting ten cott that that's what we must
know you entered the correct seconds of yourtime, the female do.
Besides, there's always
number, yet this guy won't shut voice comes in with the "Please
try again" message. He can't
__:

re-:

:

!With
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Letting go: A lesson for both parents
tail between my legs.
She just learnedthat slowly,
Continued from p. 15
good reason to considerher helpI asked her once how she but surely, you have to let those
pared all by himself But that less while making important
ever dealt with watching her only you love go off and live their
doesn't mean that he can't make choices like who to marry.
his own decisions, does it? I rePerhaps they go through the daughter travel thousands of own lives, especially when you
ally have to ask that, especially same anxieties with me. I clearly miles away to a strange place are not around them every
when he has yet to understand remember my mother freaking where she could get tattooed and minute.
I spoke to my father today.
out over the fact that I was vendrunk whenever she wanted. "It's
that Zamphir really is bad muturing north of theMason-Dixon all about letting go," she replied. He was jn route to his old condo
sic.
She never really let go of for one last load of stuff, before
I also worry a bit about my line for college.
he was finished moving into the
She would never admit it, me entirely. There are times when
mother. After all, it was just recently that I had to hold her hand but she was very worried that I I hearher cringe at the other end ranch. I asked him how he was,
through the process of sending would suffer from culture shock of the line whenI mention going whether he was getting enough
rest, and if he was taking care of
e-mail. But that is really not a and have to come home with my bar-hopping with friends.

.

THE HEIGHTS

and kids

his bad back.
"Yes, Rie," he answered in
a sing-song-y voice that reminded me of my own adolescence. I left it at that, realizing
that the new journey he is taking
is a lot like mine.
It is one that he has to do
without someone holding his
hand all the way through it. So
with that, I let him go and decided not to lecture him on the

benefits of on-line investing.

Viewpoints.
By M. W.

What are
your
opinions
on the
alleged
pointshaving
in BC
football?

Samale

Opinions from students on current issues.
Pete Gregory,
A&S '00.

Ben Andulot,
A&S '00.
Football is like
a business. There
are all sorts of
rumors, pressreleases, and
talks, but no one
knows the truth.
I can see it happening, but I
honestly don't
know.

I

don't believe
it...1
think
that it's an
excuse for why
our team is doing badly this
year.

_L
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You Are Personally Invited to
Spend an Evening With

Philip Morris USA
& see what it takes to be on a Winning Team.
Come talk with Philip Morris people at
O'Neill 254
Thursday, November 14, 1996
7:00-8:00 pm
Come to an informal and relaxed reception/info session

& discuss opportunities available with
the largest consumer products corporation in the world!
i

(Dress casual)

Best
Bets

Exploring the persistence

for the
Week:
\u25a0

What: Garbage
Where: Strawberries,

761

Boylston St.

When: Tuesday, Nov.

p.m.

5 at 4

Garbage has established
itself asa top-notch performing group, with hits like"Stu-

pid Girl" and "Supervixen."
They'll be opening for
Smashing Pumpkins this
Tuesday'night. However,
prior to that,they'll be doing
a 4 p.rxi. in-store show at
Strawberries on Boylston St,
Free CDs and all kinds of
great stuff will be offered to
those in attendance.
What: Bens' Life
Where: RobshamTheatre
When: November6-8 (Wed.
?
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Fri.)

Wondering about what
college is like?
Come see Contemporary
Theatre's production of
Howard Korder's comedy
about life & relationships in
the "real world."Tickets are
$5. Call 552-4800 for tickets
and additional information.
life, after

What: Morpfime
Where: A\alon
When: Thursday. Nov. 7
If the bar scene is not
your scene this Thursday

night, makeyouwaydownto
Lansdowne Street and catch
Morphine,with extraspecial
quest JackDrag. Doors open
at 6 p.m. for this 18+ show.
Tickets are $15 in advance;
$13 at the door. For more
information, please call
Avalon at 262-2424.
What: PrimitiveRadio Gods
Where: Hard Rock Ca£e, 131
Clarendon St.
When: Wednesday. Nov

(>

This Wednesday, the
Primitive Radio Gods bring
their show to the Hard Rock
Cafe. You know them from
theirhit, "StandingOutside a
Broken Telephone Booth
with Money in My Hand."
There's absolutely no cover
for this 21+ event. For tickets call 424-ROCK
What: Buffalo Tort
Where: T.T. The Bear's
Place, 10BrookhneSt.. Cambridge
When: Saturday, Nov. 9
This Saturday night at
T.T. The Bear's Place, Buffalo Tom will be joined by
Buttercup and Ugly Beauty
in an exciting21+ show. Call
492-BEAR for tickets.

\u25a0

What: Agape Poetry

Where: Community Church,
565 Boylston St.
When: Tuesday, Nov. 5 at 8
p.m.
FeaturedreaderMichele
Leavitt wilt lead this open
reading and discussion at 8
p.m. Admission is just $1.
Call 489-0519 fox more information.

The world around us teems
with excitement. Around every
turn and ahead on every straight
way lies a new adventure, however large or small no one knows
until it is explored.
I once read that if everyone
would just take the time to say
three polite utterancesto family,
friends, or strangers in a day , the
world wouldbe a grand place for
everyone to live. I believe this
with all my heart.
Think about all the times
that you weredown in the dumps
and how a friendly world could
have made a difference in your
day.
Think about thosetimes that
you had something special happen to you and no one to share it
with.Think aboutthose days that
lie between good and bad on the

plane of indifference that could
have been made into something
grand with just the right action
or words by family, friends, or
strangers.

Life is too short to be so
sad, so mad, so resentful, so full

of hate. Life is what you make of

it. Life is everything and nothing
all wrapped up into one, and (here
is the preachy part) it is up to
each of us to make "it" happen.
"It" is whatever you want "it" to

be.

Some of the best memories
I have are nothing of importance
in my life. They did not change
who I am or what I am about.

They are about things like
talking to a tollbooth attendant
about his cold and offering him
some Comtrex as the driver behind me blows his horn.
They're about pulling into a
rest area on the way back from
Yankee victory in New Yorkand

of memory

someone for directions at the oyster and that you are young
local five-and-dimeand you find and that you are free.
These things are all true,
yourselftalking about what there
is to do in the one-horse town. but time has a way of slipping
You learn from the clerk that away from you, and where once
there are things to do that are in you were freshmen, now you are
no Triple-Aguide or tourisminfo adults in search of jobs and capack provided by the state.
reers.
You learn that a waterfall
No longer is the exam grade
speaking with a Red Sox fan for
15 minutes about the greatness lies beyond the highway just out important as the mortgage payof the game and not the teams. of sight. You learn that just up ment. No longer is slamming a
They're aboutthe smileyou the street is a dairy farm that quarter into a glass as important
as getting a good night's sleep.
Memories are what you
build your life on. With time you
will discover that a beautiful
sunset remains with you longer
than the ten-kegger that you
A biweekly guide
walked away from smashed.
Life is what you choose to
to the coolest
make
"no matter how
of it
places in and Andrew Deßernardo
small or tall,"as Dr. Seuss would

Posted rds|slo]
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around Boston

get from an elderly couple as
you walkdownMain Street hold-

ing your girlfriend's hand.

The actions in themselves

are nothing more than passing
momenis, moments that have no
true value in life but do have

value in your soul.
They don't keep you warm
at night like love does, or in an

Arctic tundra like disappointment can. Yet they are what most
people let go unnoticed in their
daily routine.
When you travel you ask

say.

sells milkin quart glass containers like the milkman used to deliver.

Life is not about getting

from point A to point B. Life is
made up of all the little things
that exist between those two
points whetherit's going from
Boston to Burlington, Vermont
?

or walking from College Sub to
the Plex.
Why didI bother to writeall
this? Does the milk really matter? No, not really. Right now
you think that the world is your

I read How the Grinch Stole
Christmas not long ago in the
voice ofBoris Karloff(or as close
as I could have gotten to Boris)
to my girlfriend, who added to
thereading by doing the voiceof
little Cindy Lou Who, who was
no more than two (Cindy Lou,
that is, not my girlfriend).
It is one of the most vivid
memories I have, and it will remain with me to my dying day,
regardless of what the future

holds.

*

*

*

*

You want a smile? Send mean email at poolbear@tiac.com and
I'll forward you a laugh or two.

Harvard Square offers eclectic fun
By Kelly Day
HEIGHTS STAFF

Park Streetstop. Although it will
eventually get you to where
you're going, the "T" takes an
eternity.

Walking aroundthe campus
of Boston College, you are bound
to see familiar people and familiar sights. Going to parties and
bars, you usually interact with
the same individuals.
Are you looking for a way
to spice up your life and see
some new sights? Then, take a
trip to Harvard Square and journey into a new scene.
Harvard Square has a lot to
offer.Itis certainlydifferentfrom
the surrounding BC area and it

offers options otherthanthe typical Faneuil Hall or Newbury
Street outing. Harvard Square
could be dubbed as "retro," yet
there are things for all people to
enjoy.

If you are new to the area,
you might be wondering the best
way to get here. If money allows, definitely take a cab. If
not, Mass Transit always prevails.
Taking the "T" is one way
to get there from the Boston
College Campus.vYou would
have to take the. Green Line and
Transfer to the Red Fine at the

The bestbet when traveling
to Harvard on public
tion is taking a bus. You can pick
up the bus to Harvard at theReservoir "T" stop where the bus
schedule is posted. It's much
quicker than the T because

on Mass. Aye. that specializes in

the sale of vitamins and herbs;
another specializes in the teaching of transcendentalistmeditation. If you are up for something
artsy or unique, Harvard Square
is definitely the place in which
to search it out.
If you get hungry on your
shopping expedition, there are
numerous places to eat. Chili's

Looking for a way to spice up your
life and see some new sights? Then
take a trip to Harvard Square and
journey into a new scene.
there's no need to change buses,
and at only 65 cents, it's cheaper,
too.
Once you havereached your
destination, there is the question
of what do you do with yourself.
Shopping and eating are two
sure-fire ways to kill time and
have a little fun.

Typical stores such as The
Gap, Urban Outfitters and The

Limited are located in Harvard
Square,-but specialty shops, are
also abundant.There is one store

is one restaurant where you can
go and get Mexican or American
cuisine. Another Mexican eatery
is the BorderCafe. According to
Laura Boyd, CSOM '99, "It offers good food and a great atmo-

sphere."

John Harvard's is another,

place to dine at. According to
Anne Mewhinney, A&S '99, "It
is a good brew pub and restaurant that offers typical American
cujsine."
*
.'.

,

Over the Counter Culture
;1

.

There are also riumerdus
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little cafes and coffee-shops lo-

cated throughout the area. A
popular meeting place for many

students is the Greenhouse coffee-shop on Mass. Aye.
For those people who are 21
or over, the Crimson Sports Grill
is a fun place to meet people and
escape from the pressures of

school. Another bar/restaurant
that can be a fun experience.The
House of Blues.
Nicole Ward, A&S '99, says
of the House of Blues:"The food
is really good and moderately
priced, and they offer musical
entertainment six out of seven
nights."
Even if you don't feel like
diningout or shopping, justwalking around Harvard Square can
be quite a cultural experience.

On many occasions there are
street performers.

Nicole Nelson, CSOM '99,
love when the
bands perform on the street corners, it's really fun to dance with
comments, "I

them."
So, next time you are up for
an adventure or something a little
differentfrom BC, takethe short
trip to Harvard Square where you
can shop, eat and experience a
culture shock.

By jeremy^uenger
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Strossen
By David Appleyard
HEIGHTS STAFF

Dr. GailDines, professor of
sociology and women's studies
at Wheelock College, and Nadine

Strossen, presidentof the American Civil Liberties Union
(ACLU), debated the issue of
pornography in relation to violence against women last
Wednesday night.

and Dines Debate Pornography
"We wanted to start off the
first semester with a strong event.
Dr. Gail Dines has a recognizable name, and we wanted to
throw it into a different format,"
Tristan Kirvin, co-director of
UGBC Women's Issues, said.
"We've never seen Dr. Dines
have to defend her position before."
Dines, a strongopponentof
pornography, has lectured at

Post-Graduate
Volunteer Fair
Gasson 100

.. .

Domestic and InternationalPrograms,
Including
JesuitVolunteer Corps/ JesuitVolunteers:
International,Peace Corps Inner City Teaching
Corps. Teach for America, Franciscan
Volunteers
and more!!!
Co-sponsored by the University Chaplaincy and
the Career Center at Boston College.
For more info., contact jp'Vm*'*/.
Paula Norbei t,
_x£^>
Chaplaincy Office,
|
Gasson 317,552-3170. %PL^

..

Boston College previously.
Dines and Strossen debated on
two previous occasions and this
debate drew a large crowd of
students.
Inher introduction, Strossen
stated her basic premise. "I do
oppose censorship, not only because it violates freedom of
speech our precious firstamendment right, but also, because I
believe it does far more harm
then good, in terms of advancing
women's rights, women's dignity and women's autonomy,"
Strossen said.
Strossen argued that due to
the subjective nature of defining
pornography, it should be an
individual's right to decide what
is and what is not considered
pornography.

Thursday, November 7
Stop by anytime between
10am-3pm

"If we ... hand over from
ourselves the power to make that
decision, then we are going to
give to governmentthe power to
make those choices to decide
what it is that is subordinating
and degrading," Strossen said.
"And when you're talking about
those inherentlysubjective kind
of concepts, necessarily what is
going to happen is, at best, arbitrary decision making."
According to Strossen, the
power structure of our society
will create the kind of censorship that will be harmful to
women's rights, "and at worst
what you are going to see is discrimination."
"Given social and legal realities ... we can predict that the
images and expressions [thatwill
be censored] will be those particularly important to women to
women's rights and to women's
reproductive freedom," Strossen
said.

You want to be the
first
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The issue central to the debate was the relationship between violence to women and
pornography. Both debaters
agreed that a causal relationship
between pornography and violence toward women cannot be
proven.
"Thetruth isthough,the fact
is though, that kind of causal
relationship cannot be shown,"
Strossen said.
Dines argued that a less direct relationship between pornographyand violence to women
exists and is enough to warrant

cess to women's bodies."
"The casual relationship
Strossen argued that since
doesn't exist and therefore there no causal relationship between
is no relationship between porpornography and violence to
nography and violence," Dines women can be proven, pornogsaid.
raphy censorship would present
"Now this is a very naive a danger to freedom of speech.
way to consider the effects of
"If we went to a standard
living in an image based society, that the mere belief that there is
where we are saturated with repharm is enough to censor speech
resentation of women as sex obthen no speech would be safe
jects ... Rather than look at the certainly not any speech that
challengesthe status quo such as
short term behavioral effects
what we need to question arethe speech on behalf of women's
long term effects of living in a rights," Strossen said.
society where pornography plays
Dines discussed the dehua major role in the social con- manization of women in pornogstruction and maintenance of raphy.
"Women, mainly poor
patriarch,." Dines added.
women, or women of color, are
Illustrating this relationship, Dines said, "Men in porthe raw material that are exnography are symbolically ploited, dehumanized and served
granted numerous rights: the as a commodity,boughtand sold
rightto look, theright to choose, through the so called, free-marthe right to masturbate, the right ket economy," Dines said.
to scrutinize, the right to put her
The debate was sponsored
by UGBC Women's' Issues, Soin the closet when you're finished with her. These rights both cial and Political Action Lecture
produce and reproduce the maSeries, women's studies, the Arts
terial rights that men have in & Sciences Honors Program, the
society, and then translate into Women's Resource Center and
the right to rape, the right to the political science and sociolbatter, and the right to exploit ogy departments.
censorship.
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Cool Appetizers, Sandwiches, Burgers,
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Steaks, FRESH FISH, Pasta and More!

BC'S #1 Choice for Pre/Post
Football game eating & drinking.

20 BEERS ON TAP!
Just

1 mile down Beacon Street!!

107 Rear Union Street (Behind Bayßank)

Phone # 964
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More flexible than ever.
Wedontknow how you'll fill inthe blank. That's
why we make Macintosh computers so
flexible. To help you be the first to dowhatever
you want to do. Andwith word processing, easy
access, powerful multimedia and
cross-platformcompatibility, a Mac makes it
even easier to do it. How do you get stalled?
Visit yourcampus computer store today andpick

economically."
Attacking the structure of
our society, Dines argued that
pornography as a form of exploitation must be terminated in
order to achieve equality.
"Now patriarchy,racism and
capitalism produce a group of
women who will choose, though
lack of choice, to be in pornography and the pornography will
help to maintain and legitimize
the subordinist's place," Dines
said. "The fight for women's
rights is ultimatelya fight to end
the pornographer's constant ac-
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PAID ADVERTISEMENT

Still Looking For that
GREAT PLACE?????
GREAT PLACES REALTY

964-8900
Has the

10+/8/6 & 4 man

apartments & houses
YOU'VE BEEN LOOKING FOR!!!!!!!!!
12 Bed

Great location near 8.C., on B.C. shuttle, all brick building,
new floors, porches, laundry, $400 - $460

10 Bed

Great old mansion, newly renovated, spacious rooms, near
Bluestone Bistro, has everything, $425 - $475 +

10 Bed

Great apartment in Cleveland Circle, four baths, newly
renovated, parking, Great space & location!! $425

9 Bed

Great townhouse near Chansky's, beautiful floors, modern
kitchen and bath, great sized bedrooms, $420.

9 Bed

Great house near Upper Campus, modern kitchen and bath,
parking, walk to campus, $400 +

6 Bed

Just like a Swiss Chalet! Beautiful duplex in house near
Bluestone Bistro, 2 baths, designer kitchen, living room,
dining room, loft with skylights, laundry, parking yard, $450+

4 Bed

Great apartment near Chansky's in house, porch, parking,
great condition, $425+

Too many other Houses & Apartments to list!!

CALL NOW FOR AN APPOINTMENT!
GREAT PLACES REALTY

964-8900
B.C.'s #1 Off Campus Housing Source
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Knowledge
is power

Todd Pollack-Tight End
Senior-Boston College
GPA: 3.0

It's amazing what this guy can do when he puts his
mind to it. On the field and in the classroom. To
acknowledge these academic and athletic achievements, we at Honda are presenting him with the
Honda ScholarAthlete Award. As part ofthe honor,

Honda is donating $3,000 to the general scholarship
fund ofhis school. In addition, his accomplishments
were recently recognized during ESPN's College
Football coverage. Sokudos to him for knowing that
thebig game is won with your head.

The Honda Scholar Athlete Award

This Week

in

Sports

?

Shafer Feature, p. 22
Basketball Previews, p. 23
Women's Soccer, p. 24
Holy War V Preview, p. 25
Swimming Preview, p. 26
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Alleged Point-Shaving Scandal Investigated
Hill and his conspirators paid the players in- veloping student athletes as well-rounded indivolved $2,500 for the games in which they success- viduals has been called into question in the past.
fully compliedwith the spread Hill and his friends Sports Illustrated editorialized in its Nov. 16,
Since Everson's sus- eludes a firsthand account of Hill's in1981 issue"that Boston College, likemany other
pension was reported in volvement with the controversy, which bet on. Hill also "bet money for players as acomplimentary service."
included the rigging of nine BostonColschools, may have helpedimpart the notion to its
the Globe this past SaturWhen the allegations were first brought forth, athletes that they werespecial characters to whom
day, he has been inter- lege basketball games.
"I paid three Boston College basBoston College launched an investigation in con- ordinaryrules don't apply."
viewed on television as
junction with the United States Justice
ketball players during the 1978-79 seasaying, "I was accused of son to shave points?not to
blow Department. No employees or coaches of
point-shaving from what games?in nine gamesbetweenDec. 16, Boston College were ever implicated in
I've heard. I'd never do 1978and March 1, 1979," writes Hill.
the incident.
anything likethat. I mean The three players were paid, as Hill put
Kuhn was recently released from his
I've heard rumors but I it, to make BC "win by less than the sentence in prison.
know there is no point betting line when it was favored and to
Other controversies which have surlose by more than the line when it was rounded Boston College basketball have
shaving. It's strictly ruthe underdog."
included the expulsionof Jay Murphy from
mors.
The Heights first reported on the the College of Arts & Sciences in 1984.
"I know I didn't do
crimes in early 1981, following allega- Murphy, who was a senior at the timeand
anything like [pointtionsofbasketball players being involved the third leading scorer in BC basketball
shaving] so I have nothhistory, quickly enrolled in the Evening
in a point-shaving scandal.
ing to worry about. I want
Hill admitted to the point-shaving School of BC to retain his eligibility.
my name to be cleared," crime after being interrogated for his
Boston College denied violation of
Everson said.
whereabouts during the Lufthansa heist NCAArules by readmitting Murphy twice:
Inresponse to the al- of December 11, 1978 at Kennedy air- he flunked out after his sophomore year,
and wasre-admitted, andflunked out again
legations of illegal activ- port in New York.
The controversy unfolded andthree after junior year.
ity on the part ofhis team,
Regardless of academic standing,
Henning summized, "I BostonCollegebasketballplayers (Rick
and
his senior year atBC, leadMurphyplayed
Cobb)
Kuhn,
Jim
Ernie
Sweeney
can tell you this, 1 have
were brought to trial for point-shaving ing the team in scoring and rebounding.
no, and I don'tthink anyduring the '78- '79 season. Kuhn was He was rumored to be a possible firstbody else here has, any
later convicted and served ten years in round draft choice for the NBA when the
concrete evidenceof anyprison for the crime. No coaches or adsuspicions were uncovered.
thing being done other ministrators were accused of involveAs a result of the Murphy controthan above around here. ment in the crime.
versy, theLearning Resources for Student
Kuhn was recruited by Hill in the Athletes was created within Boston ColObviously we've taken
lege and the establishment of a strong
the steps to find out, and summer of 1978 to begin a point-shavPHOTO COURTESY OF KdNI TAKAHASHI
deal with it if it has [hap- ing operation for the upcoming season, academicadvisor to the athletes was creenticing him with improvements on his ated.
Dan Henning spoke at a press conference Saturday.
pened]."
car and a "color TV."
Boston College's commitment to dcFrom SHAVING, p. 1

From HISTORY, p. 1

Halloween a nightmare for Eagles

Ryan Reckley (#54) and Stalin
By Mike McKenna
HEIGHTS ASST. SPORTS EDITOR

Something wicked was definitely brewing this past Thursday night.
As the Boston College
Eagles football team traveled to
take on the Pittsburgh Panthers,
one could not expect anything
more than a lopsided affair, as it
seemed BC would certainly
cleanse themselvesoftheirprior
loss to Syracuse and properly

een telecast anything but
"Must-See TV".
"Time and time again we
didn't execute the plays to get
[the ball] in the end zone,"
said BC Head Coach Dan
Henning. "When we can't
make the play to get [the ball]
in the end zone, you're not
going to win the game ... It's
disappointing, it's frustrating,
to go up and down the field
and not be able to get the ball
in the end zone,especially in a
game where one score here,
one score there is going to
make the difference."
It's not like the Eagles
didn't have their chances. If
one wishes to play the numbers game, one can see that
BC generated over 500 yards
(501 to be exact) in total offense compared to Pittsburgh's
375. They recorded 32 first
downs, doubling the Panthers'
output of 16. However, they
were only ableto put 13points
on the board in 60 minutes.
The loss dropped the Eagles
to 4-5 on the season(1 -4 in the
BIG EAST) while Pittsburgh
improved to 3-6 overall, leaping overthe Eagles in the conHEIGHTS ASSOC. PHOTO EDITOR / SHAWN T. MEAD ference standings with a 2-4
Colinet (#99) wrap up Pitt's Dwayne Schulters.
record.
The Panthers got on the
prepare themselves for next Omari Walker, who ran 31 times
week's continuation of the "Holy for 143 yards and one touchboard first with 6:03 left in the
War" saga against Notre Dame. down, and the brilliant play of first quarter.AfterLytle and junHowever, not everything went Stalin Colinet who had seven ior wide receiver Jake Hoffart
according to plan. Pittsburgh juntackles (three for losses), one hooked up on a couple of pass
ior running back Dwayne fumble recovery, and a sack, the completions of 32 and 18 yards,
Schulters rushed for 117 yards BC playersfailed to put forth the respectively, Pittsburgh marched
on 27 carries while sophomore necessary effort. As a national down to the Eagles' 27-yard line.
audience (minus those fans of Three plays later, as the Panquarterback Matt Lytle completed 10 of 23 passes for 194 such shows asFriends, Seinfeld, thers faced a 3rd-and-10 situayards and one touchdown as the and ER) gatheredtogether to take tion,Lytle found sophomoretight
Panthers gnawed the Eagles, 20in the action, the lacklusterplay end JohnJones open at the eight.
-13.
of the Eagles to which viewers
Despite the greatrunning of were treated made this HallowSee PITT, p. 25
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MEN'S ICE HOCKEY

Riverhawks
storm back
for 6-4 win
By Alan

Pisano

HEIGHTS STAFF

For the first 40 minutes of
BC hockey's first HOCKEY
EAST game of the season, the
Eagles looked likethe teammost
expect to finish atop their division. For the last 20 minutes,
however, BC didnot come close
to theemotionor hard workthey
displayed when they beat #6ranked MichiganState lastweek.
After taking a 3-1 leadlate in the
second period after dominating
most of the game, the Eagles
collapsedin the third, and theOMassLowell Riverhawks stolea
6-4 victory at Conte Forum.
The first meeting this season between the two teams featuredphysical play, a lotof
ing and something BC athletics
was familiar with this weekend
?controversy. After theEagles'
third goal, there was a powerfailure in Conte Forum, and the
scoreboard went out with 3:22
left to play. Both teams were
sentto thelocker-room,andBC's
momentum would not return for:
therest ofthe night. Head Coach
JerryYork admitted,"Our strong
play went out with the
scoreboard. We owned the first
part of the game, but we fell
back on our heels in the third."
The loss dropped BC to 1-3
overalland0-1 in theHOCKEY
EAST, although BC did win on
See RIVERHAWKS, p. 24
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Sports Shorts
X-C BIG EASTs in Boston

Shafer finds success at BC

BC clinches spot in BIG EAST
Field Hockey Tournament

Johnston key in win over ND

Volleyball swept by Brown, SJU

Fencer Mountain wins gold
Freshman Luke Mountain ofthe Boston College fencing team
became BC's first-ever gold medalist at the annual New England
Fall Invitationalheld October 27 at Tufts University. Stophomore
Leah Larsen repeated her silver-medal performancein the women's
foil. Freshman Rob Cutler placed fourth in the men's foil event.

it to UMass in the pool
BCThetakes
Boston
women's swimming and diving team won
College

its season-opener at UMass-Amherst on Friday evening, 160-140.
SaraGuerena won two events for the Eagles including the 1000-m
and 500-trt freestyle. Claire Starling also captured two first-place
finishes in both the 100-m and 200-mbackstroke. Other individual
winners for BC included Maggie VtHarnena (100-m backstroke),
Rachel Enos (50-m freestyle), and Allyson Horgan (2QO-m indi-

vidual medley).

.'

Come to The Heights Sports
meeting Monday @ 4:30 in
MeElroy 113 and we'll talk
about exciting current events
that everybody has been talking about... like our big game
vs. the Converse All-Stars
Tuesday night.

(a race which featured three
teams ranked among the top
15 nationally), but was still a

By Jim Gruber
HEIGHTS EDITOR

For Boston College cross
country runner Brian Shafer, the
1996 season has been a period of
transition.
While Shafer and his teammates have been searching for
teamchemistry and overall consistency during the '96 campaign, the sophomore from
Litchfield, CT, has been adjusting to a new school after transferring from Northeastern last
year. Shafer's recent performance at the New England
Championships on October 18,
coupled with the Eagles'
newfound approach to running
The Boston College Eagles field hockey team became one of as a team, seems to show that
the four teams in next weekend's BIG EASTChampionship with a things are coming together.
4-1 victory over Rutgers on Saturday. With the win, the Eagles
Shafer, who had success as
improved to 3-2 in the conference (11-7 overall). BC is the second a Northeastern athlete, left NU
seedin the conferencetournamentand willtake on Providence in the forreasons entirelyseparate from
second semifinal on Friday. Andrea Durko had two goals for the running; he was searching for a
Eagles while Nicki Novocin and Joy Ramsbotham addedthe others. campus life that was more taiAnne Marie Ambros added two assists.
lored to his liking.
The win comes after Wednesday's 2-0 victory at the University
"I had a great coach back at
to
Bieg
of New Hampshire; Gabrielle
tallied a goal and an assist lead Northeastern, but [Northeastern]
in
victory.
Bieg
remaining
the Eagles to the
scored with 25:30
the wasn't my kind of school. There
firsthalf onan assist from Ramsbotham to give the Eagles the early are different schools for differlead. BC then sealed the victory minutes later when Durko scored. ent people. The campus atmoThe Eagles dominated the game, dutshooting New Hampshire, sphere at BC was different from
24-5. .'
Northeastern's. Ithink I'm more
happy here," he said.
Shafer's solid adjustment to
the environment of a new school
The men's soccer team picked up their third win of the season. can be contrasted with a more
Boston College beat the Fighting Irish of Notre Dame by the score difficult transition athletically on
of 1-0this past Sunday. The winning goal in the game came at the a personal and team level.
43:32 mark ofthe firsthalf. Paul Johnston scored the goal to give the
While the women's cross
Eagles the victory. Also in the game, goalie Chris Bauer had seven country team has enjoyed consaves. Theirrecord improved to 3-9-4.
siderable success this season,the
men have struggled a bit in hitting their stride. An injury to a
top runner broke up some of the
The Boston College women's volleyball team dropped three unity that had begun to form
games to Brown on Wednesday, losing 15-6, 15-9 and 15-13. among the runners. However,
Deanna Herman had 16kills in the match to lead the Eagles. Both
Laura Delong and Cathleen Carpenter each had eight kills apiece.
In their most recentmatch against the St. John's Red Storm, the
Eagles again fell in three straight games. The team is now 12-13 on
the season.
The women's cross country team finished fourth among 13
teams in this weekend's BIG EASTCross Country Championshipat
Franklin Park. Leading the way was Angie Graham, who finished in
fourth place overall. Amy Lyman also fared well, coming in 13th.
Other point scorers included Kyla Barbour (26), Shannon Smith
(29), Megan Gayman(31),Jodie Lake (37),and Susann Pothier (39).
Providence came in first overall.
The men's team, meanwhile, finished in the middle of the pack,
coming in seventh place. Darren Keenan and Brian Shafer paced the
Eagles, comingin 13thand 15th place,respectively. Providence also
won the men's competition.
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bit dissatisfied with his personal performances.
"The whole season was
kind of alow," said Shafer. "I
never had a race I was really
happy with. I was consistent,
and the races were okay, but
the New England race was a

breakthrough."

Indeed, Shafer stunned
the field by running the 8,000-meter course at Boston's
Franklin Park in 24:09, turning in not only a personal
record, but the second-fastest
time in Boston College history for the course.
"I didn't pay any attention to my [previous] times, 1
just decided to run with the
leaders as long as 1 could,"
explained Shafer. "I fell off a
HEIGHTSSTAFF PHOTO / MINDYOKURA
bit in the middle of the race,
Brian Shafer
but going up the hill in the
Shafer and the other runners delast mile, 1 just felt really good
veloped a new approach to train- and passed about six people to
ing.
move up to second."
"People are finding other
Shafer's running gives the
individuals [of similar ability] Eagles renewed confidence
[and
to train with. DarrenKeenan
heading into two of the most
I] have been working well toimportant races of the season
gether. Some of the other runthe BIG EAST championships
ners have paired off also. We had and the ICAAAA meet, which
some bad races but it's working determines NCAA qualifying.
well this way," Shafer said.
However, Shafer's just taking
The recent success of Shafer things one step at a time.
seems to speak well for the
"I'm just concentrating on
Eagles' new training habits. He the BIG EAST. I don't even want
had been runningwell for BC in to start thinking about the
the early season, leadingBC with ICAAAA's yet,"said the runner.
a 39th-place finish at the Roy Still, with Shafer settled in at BC
Griak Invitational at the Univerand running well and the team
sity of Minnesota on September comingtogether, the Eagles have
28 and placing30th in the Murray good reason to be optimistic
Keatinge Invitational at the Uniabout the future... See Sports
versity of Maine on October 12 Shorts for BIG EASTinfo.
?
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Basketball Previews

High expectations for Eagles as season begins
By Jason Browning
HEIGHTS STAFF

The beginning of November means one thing for most BC
sports fans - Basketball is back!
That's right, because tomorrow night the men's basketball
team begins its 1996-1997 season against the Converse AllStars. For all of the fans who

love to jam into Conte on those
snowy, winter nights.- hoops is
back! For all of those fans who
throw parties on Selection Sunday in March - Hoops is back!
And, for all of those fans who
reschedule their lives during
those last two weeks in March Hoops is back!
Danya, Scoonie, and therest
of the team are coming off of a
successful campaignthat saw the
Eagles into the NCAA tournament and one game away from
the Sweet Sixteen. Head coach
Jim O'Brien has done an outstanding job with his program as
evidenced by the two NCAA
berths in thelast threeyears and
the influx of young talent including the current players and
four solid recruits already signed
for next year.
This success has given
Coach O'Brien a break from the
constantrumors thatused to surround his status, but asa tribute
to his competitive nature and
work ethic, he has spent little
time dwelling on his previous

By Peter

another intelligent player that
will do anything that is asked of

him."
The BC backcourt will be

season, defeating Bobby
Knight's Indiana Hoosiers in the

first round of theNCAATourna-

ment.

The Eagles have everyone

returning this year, which has
helped translate into pre-season
top twenty rankings in virtually
every college basketball publi-

cation. O'Brien made sure that
he addressed these expectations
with his team at the start of practices.
"Thesekids know what the
deal is, and I just want them to
understand the issueofwhatthey
want," O'Brien related. "If they
want to go alongwith the hype
and accomplish what people
think that they shouldbe accomplishing; then, they have to own
some of that. If the kids think
that they can be that good, they
have to make a deep commitment to get there. To this point,
they have been a great group of
kids. They workextremelyhard,
are focused, and have theadvantage of strong leadership from
accomplishments.
the upperclassmen."
"I don't spend a whole lot
The best of the upperclassof time worrying about my crit- men is the man in the middle ics or the past," explained senior Danya Abrams. A twoO'Brien. "The thing that 1 am time, first team All BIG EAST
concerned about is where we are selection, Abrams has made the
right now and where we are gotransition from unknown out of
ing. When you look at those two high school to one of the better
factors in particular, thereis reaplayers in the country. A rugged
son for optimism. The fact that performer, Abrams is proficient
we had a great season last year, in the paint and has also devel-

Lack

tions," O'Brien said. "Bevan
gives us flexibility by playing
two positions, and he is especially tough near the basket, because he is one of our morephysical players. Brad can do a little
bit of everything for us. He is

we have a chance for a good
team this year, and the success
of our recent recruiting makes
for a bright future. But you can
never becomecomplacent in this
profession, because things can
change on you very quickly."
O'Brien enters this season
with a healthy mix of upper and
under-classmen who have the
addedbenefit of post-season experience. BC finished 19-11 last

HEIGHTS ASSOC. PHOTO EDITOR

of depth will keep focus

Gerken

It's time once again to lace
up the sneakers and hit the hardwood. Another women's basketball Season is here, and there is
a lot of optimism surrounding
this year's squad. Head coach
Cathy Inglese is entering her
fourth year at the helm, and her
team this year is her most talented since coming to Boston
College.
When thinking about BosCollege women's basketball

in recent years, one name comes
Holly Porter. Three
to mind
years ago she came to Chestnut
Hill from Wyoming, Ohio, and
she has made a big"impact in her
tenure so fat.
A co-captain on this year's
squad, Porter is just the third
playerin BC history to reach the
?

1,000 point plateau before her
senior season,and the onlyplayer
in school history to record 1,000
points and 600 rebounds before
her senior season. Last season
she was selected to the All-BIG
EAST second team averaging
20.7 points per game and 8.4
rebounds.
The Eagles only graduated
one starter, Cecilee Campbell.
So the core of last year's squad
that had a record of 10-17 remains intact. A major part of
BC's success last season was the
emergence of freshman shooting guard Amanda West. The
freshman out of Upper St. Claire,
Pennsylvania averaged 8.1
points per game and was respected enough throughout the
league to be voted to the BIG

EAST All Rookie Team.The best

SHAWN T. MEAD

than last.
The back court positions
will be held by a couple players.
Currently, the only mainstay at
the guard position right now is
sophomore Amanda West. West
will start at shooting guard for
the Eagles this year. She will be
backed up by juniorKirn Beezer,
who last year averaged 6.6 points
a game. Beezer is also one of the
most intenseplayers on the court.
At the point position, it
looks like senior Toya Squair
will be the starter. Look for cocaptain Aimee McGuire to see a
lot of quality time. Inglese feels
that McGuire is one of the best
year

HEIGHTS PHOTO EDITOR / KEVIN P. BREEn

Co-captain Holly Porter will once again lead Inglese's Eagles.
part of West's game is her three
we have ever had since 1 have
point shot. Last year, she shot been here. As far as them comthe ball 140 times from threeing in shape, and working during
point territory and made 45
the pre-season," Inglese said. "I
both Boston College records.
think the kids are meshing toBoth Porter and West will
gether very well, and they are a
be definite starters this year.The
very close group. They are more
other three will be determined in competitive in practice and this
practice. Coach is happy about has allowed us to get through
how practice has gone so far. things a lot quicker."
"It's going very well. I think it
The focus of the practice so
started out with the pre-season. 1 far has been on ball handling and
think this is the best preseason defense. Inglese feels these are
?

See MEN'S HOOP, p. 26

on Porter, West

going to be two keys to their
success, "I think we are better
ball handling this year than last.
I think we have a good strength
in the back court. I think the
defense is one of the things we
are looking to work on. Our intensity on defense is important.
We are running a new offense
system this year, and I think it
fits ourpersonnel a littlebit better."
Inglese believes the new
offensive system willhave a mix
of half-court and fast break basketball. They are going to look
to run the ball a bit more this
year because she feels she has
more speed in the back court this

HEIGHTS EDITOR
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BC's Danya Abrams is one of the nation's best forwards.
opeda mediumrange jump shot. stands the game and the conBut perhaps his greatest asset as cepts that weteach, andhe picks
a player is his ability to force up on things very easily. Comhimself to improve. In his time bining his intelligencewith his
at BC, Abrams has returned from
ability makeshim one of the best
every summer break with a new
players that I have ever been
dimension to his game. And as associated with on any level."
Abrams is sharing captain
everyone at BC knows, as he
duties this season with remaingoes, so go the Eagles.
"Danya is among the better
ing seniors Keenan Jourdan,
players in the history of the BIG
Bevan Thomas, and Brad
EAST conference," O'Brien Christianson. O'Brien knows
noted. "I also think that he is one that he can count on these playof the best players to everplay at
ers for consistency and leader-,
BC. People don't realize how ship. "Keenan has a chance to
intelligenta player he is. He is a have a very good year, especially
very unselfish player. He underif he can avoid bad foul situa-

somewhat in transition for the
early part of the season as 1996
BIG EAST Rookie of the Year
James "Scoonie" Perm is academically ineligible to play during the current semester and will
sit out the first five games.
O'Brien will rely on junior
Duane Woodward and sophomore Andy Bedard to handle the
ball.
"Perm changes the outlook
of our team dramatically,and we
have to find who will take his
spot," O'Brien explained. "Right
now, that isbetween threecandidates. In terms of the off guard,
Duane is mature and has played
exceptionally well as oflate. We
have confidence in Andy, but it
is a lot to ask of him to guard
talleroff guards. Brad gives us
height at the position and his
style is cohesive with the rest of
the team."
Junior swingman Antonio
Granger returns from a strong
sophomore campaign in which
he was the team's third leading
scorer averagingover ten points
per game. Perhaps BC's most
athletic player, Granger appears
to be developing a game at both
ends of the court. "There is a
tremendous difference in
Antonio's knowledge fromwhen
he arrived here and now," commented O'Brien, "We know he
can score, and we think he's get-

leaders on the ball club. At the
end of last season, she really
started to come alive. Last season, she was hampered by her
knee, which caused her to miss
most of her freshman season, but
it seems McGuire is back on her
game and ready to contribute a
lot this season.
Also, Inglese is impressed
by the play of freshman Cal

Bouchard from Aurora, Canada.
Last season this 57 guard averaged 25 points, 6.4 assists, 6.5
rebounds and 7.1 stealspergame.
"The only thing 1 am worried about right now is the lack

of depth at the front court because we have some injuries
through the spring and in the
summer. We only have three active players and a walk on,"
Inglese explained.
The injured players are
sophomore Allison Booth and
freshman Latisha Few. Booth
was injured over the summer,

andFew was injured in the final
game of her high school career.
Inglese says Booth is probably
out for the year, while Few is
just getting back. J an c 1 1 c
Ferguson, a walk-on, may see
timebecauseof the lackof depth.
BC was also hurt by the transfer
of Kinzer Cohen, an insideforce
in the past.
The three healthy players in
the Eagles front court are Holly
Porter and sophomores Whitney
Steele and Paula Basco. Steele is
64" and averaged three points a
game last year. Basco, last year's
top recruit, averaged six points
per game during her rookie campaign. Basco should play a vital

role this season.
Inglese and her squad are
debating right now whether to
start three guards or go with the
conventional two guards, two
forwardsand a center. Stay tuned
for the final decision.
Inglese has no specific team

goal but feels it is very important for the team to be

competi-

tive in the conference. "I think in

See EAGLES, p. 26
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4th-ranked UConn
had an assist on Connor's first

By Mark Cautela

goal.

FOR THE HEIGHTS

Down 2-0, Boston College
The Boston College needed a spark and one was prowomen's soccer teamlost a mustvided by junior Alex Chamberwin game on Saturday, 5-1, to lain, who scored unassisted on a
breakaway at the 21st minute.
the #4-ranked team in the naChamberlain stole the ball at
tion,the University of Connecticut Huskies. UConn improved midfield and sped towards the
to 19-1 and 8-1 intheBIGEAST.
Huskies end before finally putThe Huskies will also move on ting it past Connecticut goal
keeper
Tournament,
to the BIG EAST
Jennifer Traw. Traw, who
while the Eagles fell to 4-5 in the hadn't started the majority of
conference and 9-8 overall.
UConn's games this year, got
The Eagles needed a comthe nod over another freshman,
bination of a victory Saturday Sally Sakelaris, who had started
and a Villanova loss Sunday to 17 of the team's first 19 games.
qualify for the Tourney themTraw had a good day in net,
selves.
but it was really Connecticut's
The top four teams advance, defense, led by junior Sara
and BC would have been tied Whalen, which kept the pressure
with Villanova for the last spot out of the UConn end. BC, trailand could have advanced based ing 2-1, still had to play defenon their head-to-head record sively for most of the first half.
against 'Nova. The loss Saturday, though,virtually eliminated
the Eagles from tournamentcontention.
The Huskies, whose only
loss was a one-goal defeat to
once top-ranked Notre Dame,
came out determined in the first
half. UConn pushed the tempo,
keeping the ball in BC's territory and the Eagleson the defensive for most of the first 45 min-

surges past Eagles, 5-1

Sophomores Leigh Cofran and
Christine Safriet played well as
the defense toughened up in the
closing minutes of the first half.
Still, the Huskies got off 14shots
to BC's three, making it tough
for BC to mount an offensive

attack.
After holding strong for 45
minutes, BC broke down in the
opening minutes of the second
half. Senior tri-captain Ginny
Woodward put one past BC's
goalie Kerin Sikorski, who was
under fire all day. Woodward
took a good corner kick from
Margaret Tietjen and headed it
through one minuute into the
second half. It took UConn only
three more minutes to score
again, as Tietjan (Margaret
again) put a shot on net that hit
the crossbar and then went in.
Thepass came from Connors.

UConn, getting strong play
from junior forward Jana
Carabino and Jennifer Tietjen,
kept the intensity up for the rest
of the second half. Boston
College's offense was never able
to get on track, as senior captain
April Parker and the rest of the
BC forwardswere unable to control the ball long enough in the
Connecticut end to convert into
good scoring opportunities.
Freshman forward Mary
Guarino was impressive, showing some poise when facing the
#4 team in the nation, and was
able to put a shot on net. BC just
couldn't break through the
UConn line of defense.
At the 20th minute, Eagle
coach Terez Biancardi went to
her bench, insertinggoalie Alice
Lehne. UConn also playedtheir
second string and scored an in-

utes.

consequential goal at the five
minute mark. SeniorSheri Huckleberryracked up her tenth goal
of the season on a pass from

Woodward.
Biancardi hadmany encouraging words for her team after
the game, saying that she felt
they played the best game they
could and had UConn in a panic
in the first half. She felt the team
showed a lot of heart and determination and that UConn just
wore them down in the second
half. Playing with only one senior on the field was tough for
the Eagles, and Biancardi
thought the young team did well
versus the experience of the
Huskies.
Biancardi said that all four
seniors put them in the position
they were in on the last day of
the season, making the Eagles a
winning program and acting as
role models on and off the field.
Two of the four seniors were
hurt for the last six or seven
games, and the Eagles could have
used their veteran leadership.
Overall, Biancardi said that
the team had a really unusual
year as she was out on maternity
leave for over a month during
the season. She said that the team
reallyresponded to her three assistants Kristine Eckert, Dean
Conway and Carrie Serwetnyk,
and that Eckert especially was
"the glue that held this team to?

UConn opened up the scoring in the first half as senior tricaptain Kerry Connors connected on a pass from senior
Tammy Barnes at the 31st
minute. Connors, the number two
scorer for the Huskies, had a
huge game, scoring twice and
adding an assist.
?
UConn seemed poised to
make a big run when Connors
scored her second goal only two
minutes later on a nice cross by
sophomore forward Margaret
Tietjen. Tietjan's twin, Jennifer,

gether."

Biancardi also gave credit
the freshman players who
made contributions to the team
in the final game, as well as all
year. Guarino, JaniceCollein and
Kristine Klagges all showed
promise, as did the rest of the
young team that will hopefully
build on the success of this year
and developeven more next season.
to
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The women's soccer team fell to UConn, one of the best teams in the country.

Riverhawks skate past BC in third period
From RIVERHAWKS, p. 21

Saturday at Lowell, 8-4, in game

2 of the home-and-home series
to improve to 2-3. Lowell's
record at the end of the weekend
was 2-2 overall and 2-2 in the
conference.
On Friday, the Eagles and
Riverhawks played an evenlyfought first period until Lowell
opened the scoring at the halfway mark,when forward Doug
Nolan scored an unlikely goal.
Nolan entered the BC zone where
he was played by freshman
defenseman Mike Mottau.
Mottau forced the Lowell wing
to the side of the net, but Nolan
was able to put a weak
backhander on BC goalie Greg
Taylor. He had a bad angle,but
the puck bounced ofTaylor's pad
and into the net to give UML a 1
0 lead.
After several missed BC
chances, sophomore center
Marty Reasoner showed how
dangerous he can be with the
puck, when he put the Eagles on
the board with 3:34 left to play.
A puck was flippedin the Lowell
zone, when it hit a defender's
skate and came right out to
Reasoner. Marty then proceeded
to blast a low slapshot from the
left faceoff circle to beat
Riverhawk goalie Scott
Fankhouser.
BC playedvery physicaland
very well defensively in the first,
but both teams went to the lockerroom tied at 1.

-

The Eagles also dominated but Koehler somehow poked it
in and the goal was allowed dethe second period, and took a 3-1 lead on goals by Chris Masters spite protests from Taylor. After
and Jamie O'Leary. With 8:02 the game, York explained that
left, defenseman Ken Hemenway "BC didn't react to the unfortufired a slapshot from the blue nate bounces."
line, which was redirected by
Lowell then took th* lead
Reasoner. AfterFankhouser went just before the halfway mark of
down, the pucksquirted loose in the third period. Freshman Mario
front, and Masters flipped it in. Leßlanc was left alone in front,
Five minutes later, after and had three consecutive shots
Fankhouser took control of the on Taylorbefore puttingthe third
puck in front of the net, senior one in. BC evened the score on
Brian Callahan rushed at him, their first power playgoal of the
forcing him to throw the puck up season. Brian Callahan picked
the middle of the ice. O'Leary
intercepted it, and put it in the

up the puck in a defenseman's
skates and he fired a low wrist
shot by the Lowell goalie.
That was the last goal the
Eagles would get, and Lowell
scored the winning goal with
5:32 left in the game. Another
BC defensive breakdown led to
a 2-on-0 break against Taylor.
Jamie O'leary tried to comeback
and break up the play, but
Koehler scored again on a snapshot from the left side. The
Riverhawks later added an
empty-netter to account for the

6-4 victory.
York was not pleased with
the outcome of the game.
"We can't expect to win if
we only play for 40 minutes. We
have no excuses. We all played
poorly at the end of the game."
The next night, the Eagles
playedmuch better, winning8-4
led by Callahan and Reasoner,
who had two goals each. Next
week, BC will try to improve
their record in "the other BCNotre Dame game" Friday night
at Conte Forum.

net.

It was at this point that the
scoreboard failed. When both
teams cameback out, theyplayed
the end of the second and the
third period. After BC outshot
Lowell, 27-16, in the first two
periods, they were outshot 8-5 in
the final period, as they had lost
all of their momentum. Afterthe
break, the Eagles' defense began to fall apart, as they had to
rely more on huge saves by Greg
Taylor.

The Riverhawks tied the
game on two controversial goals
by John Campbell late in the
second and Greg Koehler early
in the third. On the first goal, a
Lowell forward was lying in the
crease obstructing Taylor, when
Campbell shotthe puck over him

on a rebound.
On the second goal, Taylor
seemed to havethe puck covered
up in a crowd of people in front.

;--\u25a0I
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Chris Masters falls to the ice against the UMass-Lowell Riverhawks

Friday night.
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BC vs. ND: Holy War continues at Alumni
By Jim Gruber
HEIGHTS EDITOR

The task at hand for theBoston College football team is
simpleand clear. With hopes of a
bowl game all but endedby their
flop at Pitt on Halloween, the
Eagles are nowplaying for pride,
and for one other reason: to beat
Notre Dame.
While the 1996 edition of
the Eagles have had more than
their share of gloomy moments
(see Pitt, VirginiaTech, and Syracuse), the season will still be
thought of as a success if the
team can pull off the upset of the
Fighting Irish when the two
Catholic schools renew the 'Holy
War' next Saturday at Alumni
Stadium.
The main figures of the team
from South Bend presumably
need no introduction.Lou Holtz
is now in his 11th season ofpacing the sidelines as ND's coach,
while senior quarterback Ron
Powlus occupies what is likely
college football's most prominent position, thatofNotre Dame
quarterback, for the third year.
Notre Dame is 5-2 after beating
Navy 54-27 on November 2 in
Dublin, Ireland.
The offense features a pair
of highly talentedrunning backs.
BC fans well rememberfullback
Marc Edwards, whose straightahead running style haunted the
Eagles in last year's matchup to
the tune of 167 yards and two
touchdowns. Also at running

The Irish possess a stout
defense. ND is 14th nationally
in total defense and held Ohio
State to 29 points, 15 below their
average. Defensively, the Irish
are led by co-captain Lyron
Cobbins who garnered Honorable Mention All-America honors last year while anchoring the
defense at inside linebacker.
An emerging star for the
Irish iscornerbackAllen Rossum
who doubles as a kick returner
and busted a 57-yardpunt return
for a touchdown against Air
Force and broke a long gain
against Navy as well. BC punter
Jason Malecki booted some low,
returnable kicks against Pitt
which could spell troublefor the
Eagles sincethe talentedRossum
fields punts for the Irish.
While ND is loaded with
talent, the Irish of 1996 are certainly not invincible. Unbeaten
Ohio State ended Notre Dame's
title hopes with a 29-16 win in
the fourth gameof the year, jumping to a 22-7 lead at halftime.
But more encouraging for BC
should be the 20-17 overtime
loss that Air Force handed the
Irish two weeks ago in South
HEIGHTS PHOTO EDITOR / KEVIN P. BREEN
Bend.
Notre Dame coach Lou Holtz paces the sideline vs. BC.
The unrankedFalcons were
back is the multi-talented Autry former who has been doggedby ableto knock off ND by stuffing
Denson, who is dangerous comincredibleexpectationssince ar- Denson (48 yards on 13 carries)
ing out of the backfield, picking riving in South Bend four years and theIrish running attack while
up 126 yards and two touchago; he has had to cope with the picking up 300 yards on the
downs in ND's win over Navy, developmentof a young receiv- ground themselves. While Air
and lining up occasionally as a ing corps this year in the wake of Force features a run-oriented
wideout.
Ail-American Derrick Mayes' option attack that BC does not
graduation.
possess, the message the Eagles
Powlus is a talented per.?
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should take from this is that if
they are able to run the ball effectively, success can be found
against Notre Dame.
One final point for BC to

take heart in are the similarities
between this year's game and
last year's matchup, when the
Eagles gave ND ascare in South
Bend before falling 20-10. Like
last year's team, which had just
droppeda 49-7 decisionto Army,
BC is coming off its most embarrassing loss of the season.
Similarly, Notre Dame is coming off a big win: last year the
Irish knocked off USC heading
into the BC game and, this year,
won over a once-beaten Navy
squad in Ireland this past weekend.
The intensity is sure to be
espehigh among the fans
cially when the few thousand
brave Notre Dame souls venture
into Alumni Stadium. If the
Eagles can mount a sustained
running attack early in the game,
BC fans will get into the game
and remind ND of their recent
failure here in 1994. BC then
may stand a chance.
Expect the Eagles to pull
out all the stops for this one:
reverses, halfback passes, or
even a fake punt or field goal (a
standardin the Holy War games),
as the season comes down to one
gamefor BC.
Simply put, a win in Holy
War V may shed some light on
an otherwise dreary and disappointing season.
?

Team must regroup after embarassing loss
downfield. Walker scored his
seventh touchdown of the season, a nine-yardrun, and BC still
had somewhat of a chance. However, John Matich's onside kick
failed to go ten yards and it was
official: The Eagles were going
to lose to Pittsburgh.
The story of the game was
that the Eagles could not stuff
the ball into the end zone. This
came versus a Pittsburgh team
that had allowedunder 34 points
in a game only once this season
and thatcame in a 52-14 victory
against Kent. Even though the
Panthers recently implemented
a new defense, it's hard to believe thatPittsburgh transformed
into a defensivepower overnight.
"The thing that we're lacking, obviously, is that when we
have this lack of field position
we have to go a long way,"
Henning acknowledged. "We can
go for a whilebut it's almost like
you've got to make play after
play after play. We never get a
play where somebody takes the
ball and busts for a touchdown.
HEIGHTS ASSOC. PHOTO EDITOR / SHAWN T. MEAD
That's missing from us andwe've
Omari Walker gives a stiff arm as he looks for an opening versus Pitt on Halloween night.
got to find it."
Whatever the case may be,
Schulters seemingly fumbled on brought the lead to within seven essary."
From PITT, p. 21
Hasselbeck, who finished the Eagles are definitely slumphis own at the BC 34. Colinet at the end of the third quarter,
A face mask penalty on the play recovered theballand the Eagles the Eagles appeared to be on the the game going 21-for-43 and ing. After two consecutive mogave Pittsburgh the ball at the avoided the Pitt attack once brink of tying the game in the throwing for 259 yards and two rale-shattering losses, the mood
four-yard line. Two plays later, more. Three plays later, the fourth. After getting the ball at interceptions, reflecteddisheartwas dismal in the BC locker room
Schultersran the ball in from the Eagles joined this turnover barafter the game.
their own two, BC began the eningly on the interception.
two and the Panthers had shown rage as Walker lost the ball at long drive towardsthe opposite
"As of right now, I'm not
"We didn't play together.
that they were not ready to play BC's 45.
end of the field. Quarterback really sure what I'd do differ- That's worse than the loss," said
dead quite yet.
Further scoring remained MattHasselbeckcompletedfour ently. Maybe I couldhave thrown a dejected Hasselbeck. "We just
After a career-best 45-yard absent until midway through the of his first five passes on the the ball earlier, but in terms of didn't have the fire today. We
field goal by John Matich with third quarter when Pittsburgh drive, including a 23-yarder to the design of the play andwhere didn't have the intensity. At the
20 seconds left in the quarter cut started out on theirown 34-yard ToddPollack to get theballdown I needto go with the ball, I'm not same time, we just didn't click.
the Panther lead to 7-3, the two line. Gettingthe ball onfour conto thePanthers' seven. However, sure what I'd do differently. If I There's a lot ofconfusion in there
and secutive plays, junior running
teams struggled to score
as was the case all night, the was to run that play right now, right now."
to hold onto the ball. With 13:34 back Billy West tookthe team to Eagles seemed wary of entering I'd still throw to the same guy.
"I didn't come in here exleft in the half, the Panthers had midfield.
the "promisedland." First, Mike Maybe I'd throw it away. I'm pecting to lose to Pittsburgh on a
Thursday night on ESPN," said
marched into Eagle territory at
not sure," he said.
Then, Lytle found freshman Cloud ran the ball to the five.
Then, Hasselbeck, after
the 48-yard line. On 3rd and 14, tight end Kirk McMullen open
After the interception, the Colinet.
Lytle fired a pass complete to at the Eagles' 40. Two plays later, throwing a pass out of the back Eagles had been deflated of all
Colinet then addressed the
freshman Leon Murray across he threw a bomb to a wide-open of theend zoneon second down, their momentum and the Pitt pressing task at hand of having
the 30. However, Bobby Hoffart for a touchaown as the was sacked back at the nine by sburgh offense cut through the to put this part of the season
Edmonds stripped away question of the whereabouts of Ernest Coakley and Jason BC defense with ease. The eightbehind them and focus on next
Pittsburgh's hopes for a first the BC secondary on the play Chavis. The Eagles were now play, 62-yard drive was week's game, no doubt the bigdown, causing a fumble which remains unanswered. Chris looking at fourth and goal and a cappedoffby Schulters' second gest of the year.
was recovered by Markell Ferencik missed the extra point, big decision had to be made.
TD run of the game, this one
"It's like a little earthquake
here. We got a tremor tonight.
however, and the Panthers' lead
Well, the Eagles decided to being an eight-yardrun.
Blount.
go for it instead of putting the
On the Panthers' next posstood at 13-3.
BC tried torally back under And if we don't wake up soon,
the big one's gonna happen next
session, they were again putting
After another Matich field points on the board the strategy the guidance of Scott Mutryn (6together a decent drive when goal, this one of 44 yards, backfired. Hasselbeckrolled out 8, 60) who drove the Eagles week," he said.
and was attempting
to get the ball to
Pollack at the two
but sophomore
Rasshad Whitmill
interceptedthe pass
and ran the ball
back to the Pitt 38.
It was Whitmill's
second interception
of the game.
Henning later
defended his decision to go for it on
fourth and goal.
"I thought we
needed to score a
touchdown. If we
kick the field goal,
we would still have
to score a touchdown. Since you
have the tiebreaker,
we would attempt
to score the touchdown and, if we got
down there again,
we'd attempt to
score the touchdown again. We'd
thenput it into overtime if that was nee-

?
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Swimmers ready to hit the pool, start season
By Gavin Mhley
HEIGHTS STAFF

As November begins andthe
temperature drops, the Boston
College swimming and diving

teams are hitting the pool. Both
the men's and women's squads
are preparing for the upcoming
season, which gets into full swing
this week. It's a good thing all
those pools are indoors.
Going into the year, the
teams have completely different
goals. The women are coming
offan 11-3record and havetheir
sights set high, while the men
are trying to simply gain respect
following a dismal season.
The women s team won versus UMass this pastFriday at the
first meet of the year, and they
are confident that they can improve on last year's impressive
record. "We are a much more
versatile, much deeperteam than
we were a year ago," said head
coach Tom Groden.
The team has gained depth
with the addition of transfers
Rachel Enos and Elizabeth
Nordberg, as well as freshman
Kendra Johnson. All three are

regarded as goodsprinters, which
was the only area in which BC
wasn't too solid last year.
Intheotherevents, the team
returns several key swimmers.
Sophomore Allyson Horgan already owns three school records,
which she gained in the 200-meter

everybody knows where they
stand. Now, I think everyone
wants to do everything for the
team, and not worry

about indi-

vidual times."

To make things difficult, the
Eagles face theirtoughest stretch
to

open the season. "Providence

and 400-meter individual

medleys and the 200-meter butterfly. Sara Guerena was an
NCAA qualifier last year in the
mile and the 500-meter freestyle,
while fellow sophomore Patricia
Schoenhaus set a school record

in the 200-meter backstroke.
Though many of the team's
best swimmers are underclassmen, they are definitely led by
seniors. Co-captains Holly
Bickle, AmyDunleavy and Meg
Galli are key contributors in the
pool, but also realize the importance of having team unity outside the pool.
"Our future looks much better than last year," said Galli.
"People on the team have more
confidence, and there's better
communication
because
nobody's scared of anybody.
Before, it was more competitive
among the swimmers, but now

has always been a big rival, and
Notre Dame will probablybe the
toughest team we go against,"
Dunleavy said. BC swims away
against Providence on Tuesday
and at home on Friday against
the Irish.
Themen's team doesn't appear to have the same kind of
hopes that the women do. "We're
coming off our worst year ever,
so we can only look up," said
Groden. "If we have a .500 season, we're having a great year."
The only senior on the team
is Tod Pierce, who will share the
responsibilities of team captain
along with juniors Stephen Yap
and Traver Boehm. Yap is the
team's topreturningsprinter, and
joins sophomores Edward
Fitzpatrick, Shane Foley and
Michael Walsh as the strongest
swimmers thatremain from last
year's team.

"We do have good talent

returning this year, whereas last
year, we had nothing," said

HEIGHTSSTAFF PHOTO / KEVIN FORREST

The women's team opened their season vs. UMass.

Groden. "The key will be how
the freshman class does."
The men's team opens the
season at home this Wednesday
against Providence.

BC, Abrams expected to return to 'Big Dance'
From MEN'SHOOP, p. 23

ting to the point where there
won't be as big a tradeoff for
him at the otherend ofthe floor."

There are several intan-

gibles that the Eagles possess
this year, including Greek import Kostas Maglos,sophomore
Nate Fox and freshman Damien
Foster. Maglos has had a full
year in theUS, and O'Brien feels
that he is startingto come,around.
The BC head man also notes that

Fox is the team's best pure perimeter shooter, and Foster pre-

sents intriguing possibilities.

"Damien is quick, athletic and
he competes very well. The only
thingholdinghim back rightnow
is his inexperience. Once he understands what is going on, I
think he has a chance to become
an important player for us, because he has outstandingphysical skills."
Factoring experienced jun-

ior Mickey Curleyinto this mix,
and you have the making of a
deep and talented team. Listening to O'Brien makes one realize that BC's biggest problem

mightbe finding ways for everyone to contribute, while establishing an efficient rotation. "A
big part of having a good team is
establishing roles that everyone
is comfortable with in a system

where the players understand
whattheir teammates aredoing,"
explainedO'Brien. "I don't think
that there is anyone onour roster
thatI would hesitate to put into a
game. Part of the challenge that
we are going to have as coaches
is to find time for everyone.
There definitely will be competition for playingtime, which is

something that we will have to
sort out."

Coach O'Brien is confident
that his team is ready to start the
season, and he looks at the
NCAATournament asthe team's
long term goal. "I'm not sure
people understand how difficult
it is for teams to make the tournament," he said. "Remember,
out of those sixty-four spots,
there are thirty someodd at large
bids, that you're closed out of.
That means that you have two
hundred and seventy teams competing for thirty spots, which

Inglese optimistic
From EAGLES, p. 23

{UMOR

HAS IT. IF YOUR ROOMMATE OIES ANO HAS A PAIR Of

(-HIKERS. yOU GET A 4.0 ANO A Sfc'EET PAIR OF

SHOES.

makes me laugh when people
think that certain teams should
definitely make the tournament.
Believe me, it is not an easy
thing to do. But I know thatonce
you get there, anything can happen. Ifwe could get in and geton
a roll; then, this is a team that
might do some damage."
O'Brien knows that the tournamentis a long wayoff, but for
himself and the rest of the BC
sports scene only one thingmatters right now. What should be
an exciting and interesting season starts tomorrow night.

the four years I have been here,
this is the strongest the BIG
EAST has been. There is no doubt
in my mind we are a better team
than those of the last twoor three
years. The teams in the BIG
EAST are also getting better. So
I want to be competitive in the
BIG EASTbut also get wins early
in non-conference play," Inglese
said.
The time is now for
Inglese's squad. They have to
make this year count. HollyPorter is one of the best players in

the history of the program, and
they need her talents to dowell.
They need to find a way to
solve their depth problem, but
other than that the team looks
strong. If the teams wins half
their games this year, it would be
a wonderful accomplishment.
Boston College will have
their first game on November
12, when they play the
Austrailian Spartans in exhibition. Their first official game is
on November 24 against the
University of Connecticut as part
of the Women's Reebok Basketball Classic at the Fleet Center.

Brand New ? New England* tat
GOURMET VEGETARIAN MENU
Vegetable/Fruit Juices ? Appetizers ? Soups

House Specialties \u2666 Entrees ?\u25a0 Desserts
Vegetarian Banquets

(Elm

Over70 Items to choose from
All Made of Natural Vegetables, Seeds, Nuts
Grains, Legumes, Fruits, and Herb Spices

SALLY LING'S

Towards 21st Century
FOR A HEALTHIER AND BALANCED DIET
Offering the Best of Two Worlds
Outside and Backpacker Magazines Editor's choice, just $8 per toe*

\u25a0YOU MUSTHAVEAT LEAST 10 (TEN) TOES TOTAKE ADVANTAGE OFTHIS GREAT DEAL, SORRY NO FREAKS OR CLUMSYLUMBERJACKS.

REGULAR GOURMET MENU:

All OurFamous Gourmet Dishes & Some New Creations

GOURMET TOTAL VEGETARIAN MENU:
860 Commonwealth Aye Boston, 731-6100

Brand New & You HaveNever Seen Them in New England
OPEN DAILY at Langley Road (Cor. Centre St.), Newton Centre,
Tel. 617-332-3600 ? AMPLE FREE PARKING ? Fax 617-332-7463
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When Carolyn Van Ness traveled to Chile
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to study abroad last year, she was thinking globally.
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Now she's acting locally.
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Woods won the Walt Disney
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Flag football players: Think you're ready to take your game to
the national level 'The NIKE College Flag Football
[NIKE COLLEGE
regional tournament will beheld November 15-17 at Kutztown "jJS^^j
University in Kutztown, Pennsylvania. Winners receive an expensIjPsfiaJnjJ
es-paid trip to the National Championship in New Orleans the
/_
week of the Nokia Sugar Bowl in late December. Contact Steve
Kampf at (610) 683-1374 for more information. The 1996 NIKE
College Flag Football Regional Championships are
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_, Woods has a chance to load up on even\u25a0..,,\u25a0
at the dinner
Thanksgiving weekend, and not just
table. The Skins Game is an annual made-for-television (ABC,
specifically) event pitting four marquee golfers against each other in an
unorthodox format thatrewards clutch play. Tiger'll be the one pumping his fist.
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The f,rst weekend in October, Woods won the Las
Ve 9as Invitational. The win
clinched an automatic spot on the
tour or tne next two
\u25a0^\u25a0\u25a0naaaR
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years and a check for
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doors." Van Ness says. Camping, hiking and Whitewater expedi-
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When 20-year-old Tiger Woods turned pro in late August, he had in mind a
modest goal: to earn enough money in the remaining two months of the season to automatically qualify for the PGA tour again next spring Anything
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Recreational Outdoors Club. The club apparently has filled a void; more than 200
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November is A ,| Conditions Gear month-time to change the treads on your tires
and feeL n Nove er ]? the Recreational Outdoors Club-win set:uF ,anoutdoor obstacle
course at Hammond Pond. Prizes include a free pair of NIKE ACG shoes to the
toP men's and women's finishers. Want to be fit and social at the same time? Beginning
Wednesday the 6th at 5 p.m.. NIKE will be having its first weekly run. Everyone is
welcome. Meet at the intersection of St. Thomas More Drive and Chestnut Hill Road
(across the street from Edmonds).

wrong move, and you're dead." Her experiences in

B
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My name is Tomen lie, and I'm NIKE's student rep at Boston
College. It's my job to make cool things happen on campus, including
this SponsPage. so if you want to see something that's not hero, let
me know I se m\ c mail address: lomen.tse@nike.com.
It'
you want to talk to NIKE HQ directly, use: sports.page@nike.com.
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Meeting Sparks Discussion Ticket Prices for
of Campus Race Relations ND Reach $600
Continued from p.3

need any more case studies. We
need action. This is an atrocity
and hypocrisy. You [administrators] don't know how we live.
We're tired of it."
At this point, tempers became enraged and several students stormed out.
The responses of those affected by this stigma, caused students to question where the values of students and faculty lie.
"It's great that we're sparking something here, we need to
take it somewhere. We can initiate change. We justneed to talk
and then act," Molly Meade,
A&S '98, said.
In response, Chris Quinones, A&S '97, and vice-president of the AHANA Leadership
Council said, "What we need is
retraining on BC's campus. Instances of racism happen day
after day, year after year, cen-

tury after.century. We're full of
ideas, we'reinttovators, we can't
be suppressed anymore."
Duffy acknowledged that
racism existed on campus, and
said the administration is prepared to work with students to
remedy the problem.
Students then spoke among
themselves, discussing options
for change. Themainconclusion
reached was that not only dothe
students at BC need communication with the administration,
but, in fact, they need communication with one another.
"Don't be like, 'oh, I have
to run around meeting black
people to be diverse, and black
peoplerunning around meeting
white people to be wellrounded.'Rather, justtalk, communicate, act," Dan Sparaco.
A&S '97, said.
"If I had to send one message out to the student body it
would be to wake up and realize
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We believe in being "boundaryless." We're taking down walls that
divide people, eliminating hierarchics and stripping out bureaucratic processes company-wide.
And
it's
working.
We are a 70 billion dollar global
enterprise whose extremely
diverse range of businesses are
number one or number two in
their markets. Others look to us
for management best practices
and our financial results have
shareholders cheering.

We'll be on

Burritos & Tacos To Go!
Authentic Mexicanfood
featuring grilled chicken, carnitas,
chili verde, steak, and grilled vegetables,

j $1.00 off
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c want to hear from Bachelor's
and Master's degree candidates. If
yOU are bright, creative, passionate
about your work and determined
to make things happen, we want
you to know we find these to be
particularly appealing qualities.

To find out more, visit us on the World Wide Web at:

http://www.careermosaic.com/cm/ge

$1.00 off

Bumtol
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Open Everyday 10 a.m. to 10:30 p.m.
1412 Beacon Street, Coolidge Comer 739-7300
Justoff the Green Line atSummit Avenue.
~...?i

Work in

the Placement Office
or more details.

possible buy for anyone on the
streets that wants to purchase

student tickets were being sold tickets.
for such a high price, said there
"There is virtually nothing
is "an anticipation that drives available for the general public,"
frenzy."
the market into a
Gladchuck said. "It all
"There are clearly certain comes down to supply and demand."
games that demand more attention," he said. "Since we've
Tom Kelley, CSOM '98,
proven that we can be competi- was one of the few students with
sign
a
up looking to buy tickets.
tive with teams such as Notre
"I need seven tickets,"
Dame and Michigan, it offers an
Kelley said. "I have a lot of fameven bigger draw."
With BC beating Notre ily and friends coming up for the
Dame in two out of the last three game."
As of late last week, Kelley
meetings, and playingthem competitively in their loss, the ri- was able to purchase five tickets
valry between the two teams has for a total of $325.
evolved. As a result, the game is
"I think I've been pretty
played up by both the media and lucky so far," he said. "With the
prices
people are offering, $60 a
surrounding
community.
the
"The anticipation is quite ticket isn't bad."
A freshman, who spoke on
high," said Gladchuck. "It should
be a very close game."
the condition of anonymity,said
This year, BC was able to he had heard of student tickets
accommodate every student that being sold for as much as $200.
"If somebody offered me $150,1
wanted season tickets. Also, opposing schools get 5,000 tickets would take it," he said. "I just
for their own student and alumni don't see any football game being worth that much money."
use. The result is an almost im-
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Continued from p. 8

How would you describe GE's
work environment? Open, inspirm g> charged, fast-paced, rionbureaucratic, apolitical. We think
you'll agree these are particularly
appealing adjectives.

campus this Fall.
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that racism exists." Antoine
Kinch, A&S '99 and UGBC director of publicity, said.
"It was a very constructive
meeting, serious issues came
forward that need to be addressed," Duffy said. "What we
need is better communication
between everyone, for there is
too much at stake to risk. We
understand that we can't solve
everything,butthat doesn't mean
we're going to stop trying. Realize that this is not justone meetingand it's over and done with.
This is how people feel day in
and day out. That's not something you take lightly."
Regarding the meeting
,UGBC Vice-President Jim
Dowden, A&S '97, said, "It was
very constructive to have the
ideas broughtforth to the administration. Forums are a good way
of bringing ideas to the forefront. This is a problemthat needs
to be dealt with."
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Rusted Root, Gathering Field rock students
By CONOR SULLIVAN
For The Heights

Last week, nearly 3,200 BC students
lefttheir studieson a Monday night in the
heart of midterm season to see Rusted
Root perform at Conte Forum. Were they
regretful of their decision? Not in the
least. The Pittsburgh-based band that has
been unclassifiable in musical terms was
able to successfully showcase its relaxed
and upbeat sounds to the BC audience.
Another Pittsburgh band, The Gathering Field, opened the show to a stillsmall, mostly seated crowd that seemed
to respond well. Even then, there was a
pack of die-hardfans that wouldnot budge
from the front of the stage and who savored every note of the five-piece rockjam band.
By the time Rusted Root was ready
to take the stage, the floor of Conte Forum was nearly full, and many more had
chosen to move to the seats. When the
announcer came out to say that the band
had asked that there be no moshing or
standing on chairs, there was the feeling
that this would be a laid-back concert.
This was confirmed when they played.
Most of the songs played started out
slow, with exotic sounds and a beat that
seemed to hypnotize the audience. Then,
gradually, the song would pick up speed
and energy, breaking the crowd out of
theirspell and onto their feet, cheering all
the way. Many of the new songs, like
"Heaven" off theirnew albumRemember
, were never able to take off, and the
crowd remained entranced.
Rusted Root proved their musical
talent early on, rotating too many instruments to count (most of which were per-

Rusted Root and Gathering Field performed at Conte Forum last Monday.
cussion) around to each of the band memhadfallen almost dormantuntil the show
bers. Their unique sound was conveyed was nearly over.The band closedby playwhen exotic instruments like a mandolin ing an incredibly long version of "Ecand what seemed to be atm whistle were stasy" off their most successful album,
so well synchronized to the music that, at When I Woke, which at one point had each
times, the stage show looked more like a band member on a different type of perjuggling act than a rock concert. Every cussion instrument in a fantastic "drum
band member was able to successfully jam." The crowd was fully alert during
harmonize with lead singer Michael this song, and everyonewas on theirfeet.
It seemed like a decent ending, but
Glabicki, although when singer/guitarist/
percussionistLiz Berlin attempted to take the audience would not let them get away
over the lead, she was not able to provide that easily, and thecandles on stage were
his powerful sound.
not yet put out. Berlin commented, to the
Nevertheless, themesmerizedcrowd crowd's delight, that "We have played at
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a lot of colleges, and you guys are definitely cool." Glabicki responded,
"They're Boston," which explained it all,
and the cheering was just dying down
when the band startedtheir most successful song, "Send Me on My Way," and the
audience again erupted in cheers. It was
quite a way to finish out a show, and it
made almost everyone forget that they
were probably asleep an hour earlier.
For more tour dates ofRusted Root orThe
Gathering Field, check out theirwebpages
at:www. rustedroot.com and www.sgi.net/
gathering/

Death and the Maiden fails to meet potential
By JENNIFER BECKER
Heights Staff

Death and the Maiden is as complex
a theatrical work as it is as a rigorous
Schubert sonata. The play, written by Ariel
Dorfman, is such that if it is performed
flawlessly, the effect is sublime; however, a few sour notes can ruin the entire
work's unity and beauty. Unfortunately,
the Dramatics Society's presentationwas
imperfect in several areas, leaving the
spectator straining to listen to the

composer's ever-present masterpiece,
rather than to the words spoken by the
actors.
In the recent past, the Bonn Studio
has doubled as Wonderland, Ireland, and
even Sartre's vision of hell. This past
weekend, it served as the home ofGerardo
Escobar (Jon J. Erario, CSOM '97) and

Paulina Salas (Courtney Leigh Hems,
A&S '98), a couple whose relationship is
still struggling with the consequences of
their revolutionary actions. Their married life alternates between heated exchanges of accusatory words and lukewarm attempts to compromise. This turmoil is the result of Paulina's long imprisonment by the government, and her
stoic refusal to implicate Gerardo, the
revolutionary speaker who has an affair
while she undergoes horrifying torture.
The vicious routine of their lives is dramatically changed by the appearance of
Dr. Roberto Miranda (Joshua Lee
Bernardini,A&S '98). Paulina claims that
he is the faceless man who raped and
tortured her to the strains of Schubert; the
doctor himself desperately proclaims his
innocence, and a warped trial by jury
ensues.
It is here that the action is supposed
to quicken, and the tension to build up to
an uncomfortable pitch. However, this
neveroccurs: if anything, the pace of this
presentation of Death and the Maiden is
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Despite a timely run, Death and the Maiden disappointed.
do. Moreover, the scenes in which she
flat. This unfortunate fact was strengthened by the dullness of the married dared to raiseher voice were more laughcouple's performances. In therole which able than cathartic, since her shrieking
gave even Glenn Close and Sigourney rendered her words unintelligible. AddWeaver trouble, Courtney Leigh Hems ing to the unintentionally funny atmohad a sufficiently low and tense voice. sphere of this play was Jon J. Erario's
Yet, because she incessantly speaks in butchered accent, which alternated besuch a gravelly pitch, she more often than tween vintage Brooklyn and a garbled
English accent, which was no doubt
not sounded like she is whining, something her strong character would never picked up by his contact with the suave

Dr. Miranda. Erario's performance as
Gerardo was nonexistent: as he spoke his
supposedly impassioned lines, one could
almost see the dashes as they appear in
the text of the script.
The saving grace of this flawed production was found in Joshua Lee
Bernardini's stellar turn as the ambiguous Dr. Miranda. His voice filled the
Studio with the intensity which his fellow
actors were unable to register, and he
knew how to deliver his lines with a true
performer's instinct. His shattering monologue, which chronicled the descentof a
decent man into the depths of sadism,was
one of the few moments in which this
production took flight. Unfortunately,
Bernardini's part called for him to be
bound and gagged for much of the play's
action, leaving the husband and wife to
bleat at each other.
Dennis Calix-Bueso's slack direction was lackluster to an extreme. Too
many times, the actors' most minute actions were given undue attention, such as
Paulina's agonizingly long entrapment of
the sleeping doctor. Moreover, the unity
of this production was broken by the appearance of silent crew members who
cleared the scene and prepared for the
next one. Such an appearance was thrown
into greaterrelief by the lights' refusal to
darken the stage entirely. Thus, the audience saw theentire illusion of the theater
disappear as the actors held their places
for a beatandthen scurriedinto the wings,
accompanied by voiceless housekeepers.
However, long before the final confrontation between the couple and their wellheeled tormentor occurs, the viewer has
long since given his rapt attention to the
complex notes of Schubert's sonata that
shares its name with this troubled play.
Indeed, a morsel of pleasure can be found
in the intertwining voices of the violins
which could never be discovered in the
voices ofthe scarred maiden and her mate.
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Anthology 3 captures Beatles' twilight years
If anyone cares to pay attention and
rummage through the dreck and general
ennui that plagues much of this release,
Anthology 3
what they'll find is worth any search,
Capitol Records
because whatever qualityit was thatknitted the Beatles so closely together that
The notion of possibility, especially four became one and the rest of the world
artistic possibility, is as scattered and something else, Anthology3 has in abununbound asthe wild inspirationthatsomedance. And, for some reason, standing
times bears up its essence and distributes alone doesn't sound so singular anymore.
it across the ages. When the two meet
Although there isn't a single song
they merge in such a way as to become here that could be considered definitive,
mutuallyinterdependent, countless times the album has its moments. The first disc
removed from the trappings of logic's revolves around the White Album, with
presumption that aloneness is always sin- plenty of acoustic demos and a few loose
gular. It thus follows that when this rare jams.Paul's distantly lullybyish"Blacksynthesis of dashingopportunityand imbird" and a curiously blues tinged"Helter
palpable genius chooses to frequent our Skelter" show off his versatility, and John
lives, we must suspend any and all forms equals his partner's eclecticism with a
of judgment. For, as the Beatles have wiseacre "Mean Mr. Mustard" and the
proven once again, judgment can be a achingly emotional "Julia."
highlyrelative term.
With a few exceptions (a stripped
Many will write off the third and down "Hey Jude," an even more guitar
final installment of the Beatles Antholdriven "The End," "I've Got a Feeling"),
ogy series, claiming the first disc to be however, especially on the second disc
nothing more than the Beatles unplugged that chronicles the last two albums, the
and the second the sorry and total decay Beatles sound uninspired. "Oh Darling"
of a once great rock band. And, topi- is a symbolic reminder of how good the
cally,?which is to say, as unadulterated original was, the oldies melodyis a joke,
sound stripped naked from its environand "SheCame inThrough the Bathroom
ment?these people will have a very real Window" is notable only for the creative
point. Unchecked analytical judgment, insight that Paul offers afterwards. But
however, is rarely a useful tool in exposfor some reason, there's something alluring the spirit of truly great art and, fiting,even irresistibly likable, about those
tingly, falls woefully short here.
weaker tracks. Maybe it's because we

*****
TheBeatles

finally have what John always wanted,
the Beatles "caught with their trousers
down." And though the vocal harmonies
on "Because" might signify the album's
musical high point, I'd rather have the

carefree "Ain't She Sweet," "Mailman,

Bring Me No More Blues," or the folksy
"Two of Us" any day.

The Beatles could always turn reason inside out and replace it with somethingbetter, no matter whatthe situation.
It's the part of their legacy that will always be bigger than the music, the feeling
of togetherness that, even in separation,
noone can afford to be without.
?

Colin Fleming

Fountains of Wayne: nerd rock for the masses
****
Fountains of Wayne
Fountains of Wayne
TAG Recordings
Think cliches. Think melodies that
creep into the ear and end up pouring out
of the mouth at the most embarrassing
moments. This is the music that could
easily be used to label one a geek. This is
the Fountains of Wayne.
Two years agoWeezer appeared out
of nowhere with an answer to the "profound" lyrics and angst-driven chords of
bands like Pearl Jam and Nirvana. Their
music appealed to the nerd in us, and the
Fountains of Wayne have amplified this
appeal to the tenth degree.
Adam Sclesinger and Chris
Collingwood's self-titled debut album
released on Scratchie/TAG/Atlantic is a
wild ride down a highway of jouvenile
jokes, campy wordplay, and hell of a lot
of fun. Their harmonizing choruses are
remniscent of the surfer rock from the
Beach Boys days, which would make one
assume that these two hail from California (dude). Schesinger spent a few musically formative years in Boston, where he
oscillated from band to band, eventually
ending up in a side project called the
Mercury Buckets (a country group with a
sizable fan-base). Thecreative duo now
calls New York City home.
The first single, "Radiation Vibe," is

a cryptic little ditty, full of over-used pop ing ideas together, the soundtrack comstandards like using the phrase "Baby, bines a wide range of musical styles. This
baby, baby" in the chorus. However, the will probably be the only time that we
will seediverse pop acts such asEverclear
Fountains of Wayne make it work. Another catchytunewith slightlyrediculous and Des'ree on thesame album. The sound
lyrics is "Barbara H.," which touts such travels from industrial-soundingsongs to
lines as, "For a small girl, Barbara sure gospel to disco beats. Yet, somehow, this
has got a big crush,/ The kind that makes diversityworks to createthe unified mood
you want to break stuff and blame it on a of love, fate, and surrealism throughout
guy you don't know." Other favorites the album. One can almost see theactual
include the snappy "Survival Car" and action scene when listening to the Nine
Inch Nails soundalike One Inch Punch
the hysterical "I've got a Flair."
perform "Pretty Piece of Flesh."
Don't expect to discover the meanNevertheless, the music itself, seting of life while listening to this album.
The Fountains of Wayne don't want you ting aside its purpose, is nothing spectacular. TheEverclear track, "Local God"
to. They just want you to have a good time
sounds like, well, every otherEverclear
and hang loose.
Anne Marie Borrego song. Most tracks lack the unique sound
it takes for it to stick out. Some exceptions wouldbe "Lovefool"by the Scandinavianband The Cardigans, who, fortu***
nately, end up sounding more like Abba
Various Artists
Music From the Motion Picture William than Ace of Base, and "To You I Bestow"
Shakespeare's Romeo and Juliet
by Mundy.
Capitol Records
Still, the most notable aspect of the
CD is that it is interactive. If you were to
Nowadays, most movie soundtracks throw the disk into your CD-ROM drive,
ride on the success of the movie itself in you would seea shameless, yet entertainorder to promote new and upcoming ingand well-designed,promotion for the
bands. This soundtrack, however, does movie. The music accompanies the prothis while simultaneously promoting the motion, and you would be left wanting to
movie and providing a good compilation see the movie.
By and large, the album serves as
of music.
Just as the idea of a Shakespearean good background music, both in the film
play being made into a modern-day setand in everyday life. The songs themting marries what seems to be two opposselves are nothing that would distract you
?

from the movie or from whateverelse you
are doing.
You can find more information about
the movie or the soundtrack at
www.romeoandjuliet.com
? Conor Sullivan

*Danzig
hlackacidevil

Hollywood
Once upon a time, Glenn Danzig was
a highly respected figure in the music
world. He was the former lead singer for
anunderground punk legend, the Misfits,
as well as a former member of Samhain.
A big step in his career came when he
see MOE, p. 32
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Oprah
Rosie
Montel
Ricki Lake
Richard Bey
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Dando, Lemonheads sweeten Avalon crowd
By KEVIN FINN

hiatus, the Lemonheads made a triumphantreturn to Boston with a blistering
show at Avalon Tuesday night.
Not once did frontman Evan Dando
say it, but it was clear that he knew this
was an extremely crucial gig. He took a
sometimes savage, often unjustly critical beating for 199-Vs Come on Feci the
Lemonheads His spirit somewhat bro
ken, Dando essentially disappeared to
New York and Cape Cod for two years.
and mostin the business thought hewas
finished. With the release of the stellar
car button cloth most of the critics
have steered back to Dando's side.
The question was whether or not
thefans wouldreturn. Theanswer turned
out to be both yes and no. The club was
pretty much packed, but tickets were
still available the day of the show. It
was a pretty good crowd showing, but

..
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have played for up

ose who went,though, left believ
ing. Once again, Dando has changed
bands, and this edition ofthe Lemonheads
may be thestrongest iodate. Former Islake
Babies guitarist John Strohm has joined
forces With Dando for a third time.
Throughout the show, Strohm added solid
leads that are not present on the

Lemonheads* albums and added depth
Former Dinosaur Jr drummer,Pat Murphy
proved to be the most important new
addition, adding a power and flexibility
that David Ryan couldn't. New bassist

Bill Gibson, lookinglikea member of the
ZZ Top fan club, was also solid. He was
surprisingly effective in singing the high

harmonies that Juliana Hatfield supplied
on many of the Lemonheads' songs. In
short, the new band provided the
Lemonheads with a little more punch, a
little more swing, and a better show.
Dando, joyouslybehaving like a child
who had too much Halloween candy,

with car button clmh \s
"It's All True." a flippant response to the
many negative things certain members of
ihe press havesaid abouthim Theset v,,is
weighted toward the new album, and all
of the songs played proved to be even
better than the recorded versions, with
each providing something different. A
punched-up version of the Lemonheads'
new single, "IfI could Talk I'd Tell You"
and a bouncy "Something's Missing" got
the crowd dancing. Unfortunately, the
latter also awakened the heretofore dormant empty-headed mosh-schmucks.
"The Outdoor Type" showcased Dando's
country leanings, and "Secular
Rockulidge" provided some amusing
heavy metal posturings. but also an effective instrumental, something that the
Dando of a few years ago may not have
been able to pull off. The highlight,
though, was a fiercely moving "Losing
Your Mind," quite possibly the mostemotional song Dando has ever written.
The old standby's were in evidence
opened the set

to

,

too. "It's a Shame About Ray," "Into
Your Arms" and a searing "Rudderless" stood out, as did "My Drug
Buddy." It was most likely just a coincidence, but it isinteresting tonote that
Dando juxtaposed this song with car
button cloth 's "Hospital," a song about
Dando's stay in a rehab clinic.
The notoriously moody Dando re-

mainedin good spiritsthroughout,only
becoming agitated whenthe techno crap

from neighboringAxisbecame audible.
He had plenty of reason to be cheery;
he's got a great new album, agreat new
band, and a great live show. The main
drawback wasthat, onceagain, the early

punkish material was ignored, although
wishing for its return is probably a
futile exercise. Also, Dando has such a
vast pool of excellent

to dip itiio.
he should really consider dropping one
of the opening bands and playing a
longer set The standard sixty-five to
seventy minute club set just isn't

enough.

;
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a-la-MTV

in Romeo

Book
Ends
By Michael Prospero
Heights Editorial Assistant
Executive Orders
by Tom Clancy

Putnam Books $29.95

Claire Danes lies in her coffin as the star-crossed lover, Juliet, in the latest adaptation of Shakespeare's classic
Tabloid headlines ensue and Captain
Prince (Condie Curtis-Hall) warns the
two families that tragedy will befall them
WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE'S ROMEO one day in the future.
AND JULIET: The latest Shakespearean
Leonardo DiCaprio (BasketballDiaadaptation. StarringLeonardoDiCaprio, ries) and Claire Danes (My So-Called
Claire Danes, John Leguizamo and Life) play Romeo and Juliet. They rescue
the movie from its oft MTV-likecinemaHaroldPerrineau.
tography while simultaneously offering
Shelve any classic, high school noas glimmer of hope to those who still
tions of Romeo and Juliet that you might believe in love at first sight. The audience
have. Welcome to the '90s' William first meets the beleaguered Romeo in the
Shakespeare's Romeo and Juliet where Sycamore Grove, an old beat-up stage at
the Montague and Capulet debacle conan amusement park on Verona Beach,
tinues. Mansions have replaced castles, thinking abouthis "love"Rosaline. Honand swords havebecome guns; cars have est, thoughtful and innocent, DiCaprio
vanity plates and the famous balcony plays the perfect modern love-sick
scene now sports a pool. And the setting, Romeo. And Danes' portrayal of Juliet
almost eclipses DiCaprio's performance.
Verona Beach, Florida,offers a stark contrast to the picturesque landscape one's
As Romeo recovers from his ecstasy
mind often conjures with Shakespeare's induced at the Capulet's swinging cosplay. As if to reinforce the time period the tume ball he sees Juliet through a fish
fateful story begins and ends on the 5 tank separating men's and women'sbatho'clock news with an anchorwomen berooms. He chases Julietbut GloriaCapulet
ginning the tale: "Two households both (Diane Venora) has other plans for her
daughter. Dave Paris (Paul Rudd) is the
alike in dignity..."
slimy character that has designs on marThe first scene introduces the audience to the Montague(minusRomeo) and rying Juliet. Timely proclaims that he is
Capulet gangs as they happen upon the the bachelor of the year. At the ball Paris
same gas station in downtown Verona. is to caught up in himself and the pagEvery character with his own gun (coyly eantry to even notice Juliet's feigned instamped with 'rapier' or 'sword' on the terest. Ultimately, it is not Paris the audibarrelof each) isanxious to "bite thumbs" ence comes to hate but rather a drunken
at each other. Tybalt, played by an overly Fulgencio Capulet(Paul Sorvino), Juliet's
zealousJohn Leguizamo dressedin black father, that insists on their marriage.
Romeo and Juliet tries earnestly to
with a picture of Jesus emblazonedon his
vest, is quick to fire the first salvo, bringcombineelementsofElizabethanEngland
ing Verona PoliceDepartment to the scene. with the modern United States. In doing

so, however, certain aspects appear ambiguous, and some issues are left undecided. Statues of Jesus, porcelain angels
and beeswax candles glare and distract
theaudience throughout the movie. In the
final scene some 2000 candles, gaudy
flourescently light crosses and gilded candelabras defile the deathbed of the lovers. Images of Mary adorn Juliet's room
and the grip of Tybalt's gun as if director
Baz Luhrmann (Strictly Ballroom) was
unsure of the role of religion in the play.
Luhrmann sticks strictly to the language and script of the Elizabethan play.
Struggling at first the language is awkward and stilted; the Montagues in the
first scene have trouble synchronizing
the language with action. However,as the
movie progresses DiCaprio and Danes
speak effortlessly making the language

By Christopher Miller
Heights News Editor

,

lyrical and superfluous in the harsh, confrontational environment of Verona
Beach. The two factions qlaim the languageof theplay seeminglycreating their
own world. By the end of William
Shakespeare's Romeoand Juliet the audience understands the language effortlessly.
Actors DiCaprio and Danes prove
that love at first sight is not just an enigma,

and their performances will be the earmark for future Romeo and Juliets to
come. The gaudy sets and anachronistic
symbols are soon forgotten because
DiCaprio and Danes restore meaning to a
film that oft tries to emphasize the fantasy of the visual before the timelessness
of the text.
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of the picture,
production pelem with either buyer is that they arc both riod had ended, just to enhance hisrole
Their efforts would have been better
LARGER THAN LIFE: A new comedy located inCalifornia, and Jack is in Maryland. So, it is up to Jack to get Vera to served to reshoot the entire picture .so
?.tarring Hill Murray Jancane ( farofe/lo
that the comedie scenes actually conand Matliew McConaughey. Directed California by the end of the week
tained some sort of humor.
is
the
where
fry HowardFranklin and written by Roy
point
This
of Ihe movie
McConauehcy's performance can, at
Murray is .supposed to interact with colorful characters along the way. which is best, be described as annoying, but a
Rememberwhen Bill Murray used the general formula to gel big laughs in more accurate term may be lousy. An
0
thiskind of movie. Maybe somebody for- actor of his talent should not be pulling
to make funny films It was only a fewyears ago when Murray followed up the got to tell both Dire*, lor Howard Franklin in performances like this.
F.nis of Murray will unquestionhilarious What About Boh? with an and Screenwriter Roy Blount Jr. thai if
equally funny film. Groundhog Day. somebody did give them that piece of ably go stfLarger Than Life, hoping to
Unfortunately, his latest comedy. Target advice, they sure didn't follow it, since he reminded of some of his great films,
Than Life, falls well short of the quality Larger Than Life docs not produce many including GkostbusteYs and Groundhog Pay. To their disappointment, they
ol those movies
laughs throughout the entire picture. ConMurray plays Jack Corcoran, a third sidering llus film is supposed to be ;i will more likely be reminded of Mad
rate motivational speaker who thought
comedy, the lack ofhumor can be a prob- Dog and Glory. Larger Than Life is one
step abo\e. thai movie, as there are .u
his father diedbeforehe was bom.Howlem.
ever, he receives a telegram informing
The film did try to come up with an least a couple of funny moments, inhi m that hisfather died only one month interesting supporting character, in the cluding when Murray tries to drive a
ago, and heis supposed to go to Mary- form of Tip Tucker (Matthew truck.
Bill Murray's career is far from
land to pick uphis inheritance.In MaryMcConaughey). Aneccentric truckdriver
land, he discovers that his father was a who gives Vera and Jack a ride for a. over, forhe still has an enormousamount
while, Tucker'lfcwaeky antics finally get of talent, but he should choose more
clown, and soon gets the biggest surto Corcoran. When he tries to leave, ..wisely when deciding on roles to acprise of all. His inheritance is an elephant.
Tucker takes it personally and will have cept. One can only imagine whathe was
: searching
Corcoran starts
immedinone of that. It takes some help from thinking when he agreed to star m a
Vera, but they finally part company, only comedy with a plot so thin that it is
ately for ideas on how to unload Vera,
scary to think that a producer actually
the elephant. He makes several phone afterTucker swears revenge.
calls and discovers that there are two
Movie Fans wilt remember gave the go-aheadon thisproject. Hopepotentiallyinterestedbuyers. One is an McConaughey l'iorii.-A Time To Kill, where fully. Murray can put this disaster beenvironmental activist named Mo, he played an idealistic young lawyer, a hind him and move on to other, higher
played by Jaucane Garofolo, who is role that brought him stardom. His fame quality movies, which demonstratehis
completely wasted in this film. The other has grown so quickly thai the fil'-imakers true ability.
By Matt

decided to reshoot part
even after their primary

potential buyer is Lind.i Fiorentino, w ho
pi ays a Hollywood trainer, Hie only prob-

Swenson
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In his last book, Tom Clancy's featured protagonist, Jack Ryan, finds himself as the President of the United States
after a tragic event kills off almost all of
the upper echelons of the United States
government, including the President.
While the elimination of politicians may
be seen by some as a welcome event, it
sets the stage for a story involving Middle
Eastern rogue states, the Ebola virus, and
a backwoods militia.
In the seventh installmentof theJack
Ryan series, Executive Orders, Clancy
gets to reshape the government in his own
image, free from bureaucracy and the
immoral machinations of previous administrations. Ryan is what one could
describe as the ideal American: overly
optimistic and eager, with a strong sense
of morality imparted on him by his Jesuit
teachers at Boston College.
In all of his novels, Clancy never
neglects to mention that Ryan's morals
were forged as an undergraduate on the
Heights. In fact, Boston College is mentioned four times in Executive Orders.
Ryan's ethics sft him apart as one of
the redeeming characters of the novel,
unhinged by the political intrigue and
backroom negotiations that all too often
mire idealistic politicians into the realities of special interestgroups and logrolling. Clancy exploits the new opportunity
he creates, as Ryan, president of the US,
refuses to cater to the lobbies, and basically, re-invents government more thoroughly than any Gingrichite ever could.
But, as so many characters observe in
Executive Orders, Ryan is no politician,
and his administrationreflects that.
The fact that Ryan is not a politician
causes him to be perceived by other heads
of state as a weak leader, which sets off a
chainreaction among enemy nations seeking to expand their borders. The United
States, weakened after a war with Japan
and the loss of its legislature, is not prepared to engage its foes halfway around
the world. While the first halfof the book
deals mainly with political posturing,
things quickly come to a head in the last
quarter of the novel, leading to tense
situations.
Although Clancy is a ColdWarrior at
heart, his technical knowledge of the
workings of the US military is amazingly
in-depth, which comes in handy, for in
every novel, there is alwnys an altercation involving one or more branches of
the Armed Forces. While the technical
jargon tends to slow down the book at
time, it adds a heightened degree ofrealism to many of the action sequences.
ExecutiveOrders is one of thosenovels in which the reader can come away
feeling good about America, for the fictitious world of the novel is much more
idealized than the realities confronting
American politics today. Attacked and
outnumberedby the bad guys, the altruistic Ryan comes back against all odds and
saves the day, an outcome rarely in doubt
in Clancy novels, but a decentread nonetheless.
Clancy also reminds the reader to
pick up his other books, as references to
The Huntfor Red October, among other
Clancy novels, are made. Someone without prior knowledge of these might have
some difficulty in understanding the context of the situations, but for those who
do, it adds a whole new level to the Ryan
saga.
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Swingers bring night to life

Late Night hits Boston

By Todd Horton
Heights Staff

By Courtney Hartmann
Heights Staff

I love it when filmmakers
use the movies to comment on
their segment of society. Usually, what comes out is a satire
that mocks the establishment as
well as their lives. Swingers
nicely presents a bunch of guys
who have lives that can stand a
little scrutinizing.
Doug Liman directs this
funny film mainlyfromthe daily
interactions of Trent (Vince
Vaughn) andMike. (JonFavreau,
PCU) Mike is the everyday nice
guy who left his girlfriend to
chase a dreamof makingit big in
Hollywood. vVell, the dream
hasn't happened and he desperately needs new love to propel
him into his chosen lifestyle. His
innocence and nice guy image
may have been stuffed in our
faces a little too much, yet sincerity is good, especially with
friends like his. These friends
live their lives like Mike, as
dreamers. They want toact, play
Sega, meet women and find the
ultimate party. Interestingly,the

David Letterman delighted
Boston Universitystudents when
he chose their school to be the
firstlocation for his Friday night
road trips. On Friday evening,
Davehosted theLate Show from
BU to a crowd of 500. There
were thirty thousand requests for
the 500 seats. For the next three
consecutive fridays the Late
Show will be tapingin Washington, D.C., Chicago, and finally
Miami.
Letterman greeted the
crowdwith typicalBoston jokes.
"I'm Bill Parcell and welcome
to Leechmere's."
Dave decided to transform BU freshman
"Big
Michael Hirsch into a
Man
on Campus." And with a new
wardrobe, nickname ("The Bar,"
for the similarity of his name to

Favreau writes this tale that involves Trent and his attempts to
reviveMike from the doldrums
by enticing him with a spur of
the moment trip to Vegas.
In Vegas, they become
"swingers" with their suits, attitudes, money and desire for
women. Since they are typical
guys they can't pull off the cool
guy role too well. Then Mike
messes their one opportunity at
scoring before they leave Vegas
with a rant about his ex. Mike
hipness of Swingers feeds offof continues with his genuine nature in LA, when the film basiHollywood's cool image to create this yes, hip movie.
cally just followsaround the guys
Even though Swingers is being themselves. They go tothe
not original,it stays far enough cool bars without names and entrances in back alleys. Then they
away from the recent staple independent film to offer the go to parties and always end up
viewer something different. An at the Best Western hotel's diner
edginess prevails that gives to comment on their lives.
Swingers its ability to be a good
The simplicity works well
movie. The writing only helps forSwingers, because the viewer
this well directed film. Jon
realizes 'hat even thoughevery-

one is typical the identities develop into something appreciable. Swingers has many filmmaker influences, especially
Tarantino and Scorcese, but that
is okay because the script mocks
how the industryjustreproduces
old material.
Swingers offers a look inward at the many thousands of
people who are trying tomake it
in the Hollywood business.
These people have a drive unheard of, but they also havemany
questionable characteristics.
With this, Swingers succeeds by
following a few veins of idealism. The twenty-something guy
will love the hipness the men try
and pull off, while the rest will
appreciate thefactthat these guys
try so hard at reaching coolness
and achieve nothing.See Swingers for its hipness, and as a
reminder that in this harsh world
the good guy can get ahead.

Are you wondering who El Vez
is and why he is in Newsweek?
Find out at the Review meeting
this Monday at 5:30 in the Nest.
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Moe.

'Hersh'-ey bar), a pretty girlfriend, and a creative way to get
attention (streaking across the
football field), Dave didn't do
too bad of a job making "The
Bar" a hot number on campus.
"Stupid Human Tricks"
never ceases to entertain. Joey
Weidle stole the show by sticking a spoon up his right nostril,
and fed himself cereal by flipping it into his mouth. The crowd
"booed" Joey upon learning he
went to Harvard. "Oh sure,"
Dave quipped, "You couldn't get
in, so you hate him!"
Dana Carvey charmed everyone with a histerical impersonation of Ross Perot as "a
cockroach you just can't kill."
One of the funniest Late
Shows ever. But Dave, what's
Boston without BC? Couldn't
you have mentioned us?

,

gets crazy

I continued from p. 30

Lyrics that say "I can't tell

the difference between my
bellybuttonor navel,pingpong
pool cue or a foosball table."
aren't the sign of a deeply serious band. In fact, alter listening to the firstfew minutes of
Moe.'s debut. No Day. you get
the impression that these guys
are a bunch of goofballs that

formed his own hand, simply
called Danzig. Unlike the hyperactive brand of punk the
in/.ig

offers a slow, doom-metal
sound with .plenty of blues influence. And just, like fellow
metal-heads White Zombie.
TV's
"Headbanger's Ball" and
at

spectable "Buzz Bin."

thoroughly enjoy pumping'out

obscure Wrics in combination
with free-form music.
Groovy guitars and funky
bass chords aside, Moe. keeps
the music varied, but, like the

re-

The band's latest release,
blackacidevil, almost mirrors
?Move,

in their transformation from a
lothci
band trying to cash in on the
industrial music .scene. Duo to
the unfortunate departures of
original band members Chuck
Biscuits. John Christ, raid Eerie Yon (who ;ill left in the
course of four years). Glenn
Danzig was virtually left to
record this album singlehandedly; The product is a horrible collection of overproduced garbage.
Songs like "7th House."
"blackacidevil," and "Power of
?lie displays
ltd efig and
way
vocals with
too much distortion. Not even a guest appearance from Alky In Chains
guitarist Jerry Cantrell is. able
ii becoming the most irrii.-uiny
sounds that one can possibly
?;.'\u25a0'?;'.'? \u25a0 \u25a0\u25a0'\u25a0\u25a0' '*'. ?\u25a0'.-,;'-;?\u25a0'
Only on Ihe track'Hint Of

lyrics, extremely simple.
Within this simplicity lies a
charm, a charm that keeps the
attention of the listener with
their catchy mixture of funk,
blues and straightrock. In fact,
if I were to categorize this album in layman's terms. I'd say
it is excellent driving music,
the type of album in which there
is no need to skip ahead since
every track carries Moe. in an
amusing!) different direction.
No Day includes an eclectic mix of funk-friendly bass (a
la Primus), as well as floating
improv jams (a la Black
Crowes.l The better sonas employ Moe.'s ability to take from
each of these artists and combine it to form something completely entertaining. The
opener. "She sends me." flows
freely with itshonest lyrics and
slow tempo, quickening into a
'50s surfer jam that makes you
want to grab your board and
head to the beach with Annette
aij'd Theßjg 'Kahiirtai'-'V' £ :\u25a0'£>

IJ

-

I

i'SibeiM
and Chris Ma/.ur\surs>in» guitars and Rob Derhak's harnm"Rebubula" also /ealures a terrific lead thatcaptures the hands

ability, reminiscent of a Bela
Fleck number. The tracks that.
fall short, such as the unin-

-

'\u25a0.s'.'. things." do so because the
plague the entire CD.
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tyackacidevU. is. one of -the ?\u25a0' on
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weakest attempts at chanuinj;
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RANSOM is (Galured at http://www.movies.com
STARTS FRIDAY NOVEMBER R. AT THEATRES EVERYWHERE

to.

?

the met that IMc^e.. i*>
so that one can
especiallyfor aoex-Mis-? still {tying'tofihd.theiraiusica.l ,'
by
niche,
wajrpefy
Glenn./'f/u./lr;ri
fit like
.'rw7 is
by far nnc ot the most awful many of the songs onPfo "Dbfi
rind unoriginalsoundtracks e\cr display an abundance of influences from various established
released.
"\u25a0\u25a0'
?Brian Lumauig artists. Despite this imperfection, Moe.'s genuine talent on
No Doy is a far step above the
with the times

TOUCHSTONE PtCTURESpfiEs £ NTs JlGRAZER/SIT! RODIN
.ROifWft \u25a0 MEL GiBSON REfJE RUSSO GARYSINISE
DELROYLIDO "RANSOM" LIU TAYLOR ALDRK LA'AUL! PORTER
JlESlffl RITA RYACK -; DAN HANLEY MIKEHILL
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llMICHAELCORENBLITH SSPIOTRSOBOCiI TODD HALLOWELL CYRIL HUME
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countless otherbands who frequentlyripoff others without a
hint of originality.
?Jorge Kibus
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I JULIA'S
CAFE

?

RESTAURANT

?

Dining at Reasonable

Tpekbrate rmw

BAR

oMcccmphhnmts...

Prices^

f

Sumptuous Sunday Brunch

J

(

Entertainment on Weekends

J

Most Domestic Beers $2.00
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Thursday, November 7th?Enjoy the
sound of B.C.'s own, Tim Malloy

386 Market Street
Brighton, MA 02135
782-5060
782-9601 (Fax)

CLASS RING ORDERING DAYS
NOV.STHAND6TH
10-4 @
BOSTON COLLEGE BOOKSTORE LOBBY
hRp-/ww.M.jc«s.eom $30.00 DEPOSIT
OHERFFJONES*

|

I||?
-Linitv
J
Urn
Corporation develops and distributes a full range of digital information products and services, including(i) turnkey
computer manufacturing, fulfillment and distribution services, (ii) products and services for digital delivery of information using
Internet, Web, and direct distribution as well as (iii) information distributionconsultation to customers in targeted industries. We are
seeking talented people who are willing to work part time or full time in a challenging, exciting environment. We believe that
students are a perfect match for the work we offer:

?Walking distance from school/ between Newton Centre & BC
?Flexible hours
?WE PAY $13 PER HOUR
'Work in office or at home
?Web Authoring : HTML, CGI, Java, C
?Network Support: Win9s, NT, UNIX
?Graphic Artists
?Research: Create Site Lists
?Data Entry
Marko Zajec (BC)
42 Glen Aye.
Newton Centre, MA 02159
or E-MAIL TO MBZ@lnUnity.com
?
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Powell Speaks
Continued from p. 4
to feelings of self-hatred. Rac-

ism is a sickness that shuts down
your mind as AIDS or cancer
shuts down your body. Do y'all
wonder why 1 got on the Real
World and exploded?"
In looking at college campuses, Powell pointed out that
racism is prevalent at schools,
including BC.
"We think of college as removed from the real world,"
Powell said. "I think of college
as a microcosm, where racism
on campus and violence toward
women definitely exist. It's part
of the system, and unless you're
struggling against those systemic

on Activism

issues, your not working to eliminate it. Why is Black Studies
only aminor, not a major? Where
are the tenuredblack professors
at BC? Why are black students
pulled over in a disproportionate
number and asked for ID?"
In looking toward the future, Powellsaid he was not without hope for the future of this
country.

"Iwouldn'tbe speaking here
today if I didn't have hope for
tomorrow," Powell said. "Racism operates to make us think if
you don't fit the white, AngloSaxon, Protestant profile, you're
an aberration. Racism operates
to divide us, to separate us. It's
important for all of us to have

"[Racism is]
part of the
system, and
unless you 're

struggling
against those
systemic issues,
your not working to eliminate

iV
?Kevin Powell

Your Scores
with...

JhßsivßH

open minds, regardless of color.
This is a great country, but not
half as great as it could be if we
opened up our damn minds."
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AHANA Events
Foster Unity
Continued from p. 4
the Merengue.
The goal of the Cultural
Showcase and the other events
that constituted the celebratory

weekend was a combination of

the need to educate and the desire to entertain, Sanchez said.
She said students need to be re-

minded of the importance of
other cultures and "movebeyond
their boundariesand reach out."
The weekend will hopefully
reflect AHANA's desire to be
inclusive,Stephen Kirn, A&S '98
and assistant directorof finance
for ALC, said.
He said the
attendanceof both minority and
non-minority students at the
weekend's events was crucial to
the success of the weekend.
"It is wonderful that we can

all come together," Adele Reed,
A&S '99 and Imani singer said.
"We are all learning a cultural

lesson."
"We are not just minority
students," Reedadded. "We have
culture, background and depth."
Jim Dowden, A&S '97 and
vice-president of UGBC, mirrored this sentimentand said the
Showcase gave BC students a
taste of cultures they may not be
familiar with.
The "Shades of Soul" fashion show, another signature event
of the weekend, was a presentation of fashion with both ancient
and contemporary designs from
extravaganttraditionalcostumes
to halter tops and wrap skirts.
Models of various ethnic backgrounds kept the audience captivated with a quick paced demonstration of style and attitude.
The first half of the fashion
show includedacts entitled"East
Indian Expose," "Cultural Explosion #1," "Merengue Masquerade," "Cultural Explosion
#2," and"A Journey to the Far
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Heller Travel
- IS}

Student Travel Specialists. LOWEST studentand
faculty discount airfares,

-

146 Massachusetts Avenue at Berklee
Boston, MA 02115 ? 617 236 4300

East."
The modelsshowed the inevitable cultural ties that fashion possesses.
"This fashion show is obviously moreethnic thanthe traditional Black Family Weekend
Fashion Show," Geraldine
Charles, A&S '99, said.
Models representing Asian
fashion walked down the runway in outfits thatincluded straw
hats, parasols, and electric pink
and blue kimonos. Acts such as
"Reflection of the Motherland"
in the second half of the show
featured models with colorful
African vests and head pieces.
Sheer long black dresses, men's
formal attire and bright Asian
gowns were displayed through
acts entitled "Night Visions"and
"Soca Sunsplash."
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Corporate America Questioned
Continued from p. 8

justice and that large gaps in
these areas indicate a problem.
"We are the most unequal

rich country in the world,"
Derber said. 40 percent of the
wealth in America is owned by

"We are the
most unequal
rich country in

the world."
?Charles
Derber, on the
wealth of the
United States
the top one percent of the population andAmericahas "become
much less the land of opportunity," Derber said.
Peterson agreed that we
need checks and balances for
corporate power. He also posed
the questionof what the alternative to the corporationwouldbe.
Derber addressed the accountability of the corporation;
he said they should be held accountablefor their actions.
However,Peterson believes
that, even though corporations
should be held responsible, it is
not because of a conspiracy of
corporations that government
permits things such as child labor.
Derberusedthe exampleof
Wal-Martand saidthat itin itself
is a private, unaccountable gov-

come greater then
tries.

most

coun-

Peterson, however, does not

see companiessuch as Wal-Mart
or Microsoft as offering a disservice to anyone.
They are as strong as they
are because they have the desire
andthe means to do things better
than other companies, Peterson
said.
In addressing the posed
question of an existence of the

"American Dream," Peterson
stated his belief that if oneworks
hard, one can be successful.
However, the individual
must accept the fact that people

cannot "expect to stay with the
samefirm for life. People should
not take it so personally,"
Peterson said.
People need to work hard,
save to have resources in tough
times, and have flexible skills,
according to Peterson.
"[The program] framed a lot
of issues that people generally
don't think about," John
Penalosa, A&S '98, and one of
the Teach-in organizers.
According to Penalosa, the
Teach-in opened up thought processes and provided a basis for
further discussion and debateon
these key issues.

Come join the fun loving,
chaotic members of the News
section for their weekly
meeting on Monday at
5:30 p.m. in MeElroy 113

All are welcome!
BEGINS TUES. NOV. 5

TELEPHONE
APPOINTMENT REPS
?Cleveland Circle
?Flexible Student Hours
?Jobs Available
Immediately
?Friendly Office

; (800)447-7400
Tickets: *20.
*25. *45, 467.50

CALL 731-0300 M-F 10-4
ASK FOR 808 OR
MARILYN

3HOBERT THEATRE
£65 TREMONT STREET. BO3TON
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LEGAL INTERNSHIP AVAILABLE FOR
UNDERGRADUATES AND LAW SCHOOL STUDENTS
Unpaid Student intern needed for active cases. Full and
Part time. Position available each semester.
Downtown Boston Office on Green line.
Research, investigate, write. Client & business contacts.
Close supervision by attorney/business consultant.
Opportunity to participate in active cases and businesses.
Possible publishable article.
Seeking bright, energetic, self-disciplined students seeking
experience and training in working with a Boston lawyer
andbusiness consultant. People, telephone and writing
skills helpful. Flexible hours.
Resumes and schedule ofavailable days to:
15 COURT SQUARE, SUITE 360
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS 02108-2503
(617) 723-7747

WELCOME BACK

?

?
?

?

Take
I
Garber Travel welcomes

1

a Break

you back with the
ST
lowest prices anywhere, anytime, guaranteed. SBf\
? let our travel professionals treat you to the newi!*3i2*7\J;
and exciting offers you have been waiting for. JilCTreZalfc
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Whole houses, huge

condos or multiple units
in same building. The
best always go first
don't delay call us
today.
- We pick up on
campus.
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Newton 767 Beacon St. (617) 965-2100
Brookttne ? 1406 Beacon St. (817) 734-2100
Comm. Aye. ? 1047Commonwealth Aye. (817) 783-2210
au. Bookstore * Kenmore Square (817) 353-2100
?

Great
Weekend Escapes

for as low as $109
from MasterCard
and United Airlines!

J^

Take Off For The Weekend With United Airlines
And Return Monday Or Tuesday To Get Substantial

,

Savings When You Use Your MasterCard8 Card.
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E-Tickets" between Septemberl 1996and December 31 1996for travel
between September 15,1996 and May 15,1997. Outbound travel must
originate onflights departing on Saturday. Return travel good on flights
returning on Monday (An exception for travel between Zones Aand C.
return travel may takeplace on Tuesday)

...

Zone Definitions:
ZoneA AL, AR, CT, DC, DE, FL, GA, lA, IN, KY, LA, MA, MD, ME,
Ml, MN, MO, MS, NC, NH,NJ, NY, OH, PA, Rl, SC, TN, VA,VT, Wl, WV
ZoneB ID, KS, MT, ND, NE, NM, OK, SD, TX, UT, WY
Zone C AZ, CA, NY, OR, WA
Not validfor travel to/from IL/CO/AK/HI

--

KSSEE
Promo Code:AV0096
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To enjoy these low Weekender ZoneFares plus earn Mileage Plus®
credit on your trip juslcall your travel professional or United to reserve

-
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' ' i
Use Your MasterCard® Card
For Great Savings On United Airlines.
j

Roundirip Rates

I

Promo Code: AV0096
Ticket Designator: AV0096

I

-,-

Carrier: United Airiines/Shuttle by United/United Expressonly.
Routing: Roundtripor Open Jaw withinthe 48 contiguous United States,
excludingtravel to/from IL/CO.
Travel Dates: September 15.1996 through May 15.1997.

TRAVEL MUST BE COMPLETED BY MIDNIGHT, May 15,1997.
Ticket Dales: September 1.1996 through December 31,1996.
No Travel: 1996: Nov. 23-26, Nov. 30-Dec. 3, Dec. 21 -24.
1997:Mar 22 25 Mar 29"AP 1; AP 5^12" 15
(Or blackoutsrestricted on Ihe fare purchased, whichever is morerestrictive.)
okin9 Musl con, d ?u dtriP in V class; n °P en se9? nlS
,'?
Advance P««hase: Within 24hours of making the reservations at least 14
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Stay: Saturday nigh, stayrepuned.
Mileage Plus Accrual: Yes
Ticketing:.E-Ticketingonly (electronic ticketing service).
Taxes/Serace Charges: All tees taxesand surcharges including passenger
fachy charges, arethe responsibility ofthe user and must be paidal ticketing.
Certificate Restrictions: Accept original certificate only. Non-extendible, |
non-combinablewithany other coupon, certificate, discount, bonus upgrade.
MileagePlus award, promotional offers or tickets for group travel. Not
replaceable if lost or stolen. Protection for flight irregularitieswill be on
United/Shuttleby United/United Express flights only. Discount applies to new
purchasesonly. Seatsare capacity controlled and musl be available in the
required booking inventory at Ihe lime reservations are confirmed. Coupon
has no cash or refund valueand is void if altered or duplicated. Coupon may
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not be sold, bartered or purchased.
Ticketing Restrictions: Non-refundable. Nontransferable after ticketing.
Changes in origin/destinationnol permitted. Travel dates MAY BE revalidated
for $50.00 fee.
©1996 Ma.re.Card Internahcnal incorporated
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Agency Ticketing Instructions:
See S*PM/V/AV0096 for detailed information
Treat as Type 'A' discount coupon
Basis Code' VEI4NWKD
VEI4NWKV for travel between zones A & C
Use Ticket Designator: AV0096
Endorsement Boxes: VALID UAL ONLY/Non-Ref/No Itin
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Researchers at Beth Israel Deaconess
Medical Center are seeking male and
female volunteers with mild asthma, ages
18-45,for a study of an asthma medicine
now under investigation (not FDA approved). The 10-weekstudy requires 5
outpatient visits and provides a $250
stipend upon completion of the study.
For more information contact Bob
Garland at (617) 632-8333 during

LOOKING FOR ft N6LU
Oft US?D Cftft?

Wanted
BC

THE HEIGHTS

vs. Notre Dame Tickets!
Call (617) 837-0909

TOPDOLLAR PAID
Monday-Friday 10-6
Saturday 10-1
We pick up the tickets
STUDENT TICKETS NOT WANTED

normal business hours.

w

cQbleccirs.com

Realty Resource Assoc, Inc.
1340A Commonwealth Aye.
Allston, MA 02134
At Northwestern College of Chiropractic, we feel
stronglyabout the quality of education we provide
to our 600 students and their preparedness for
satisfying careers.
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As our 3,000 alumni know, we can provide
you with an educational experience featuring:

of expertise developinga well-rounded,
rigorous educational program integratingthe basic and
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617-730-5300

clinical sciences, diagnosis, X-ray, chiropractictherapeutics, wellness care and practice management;
Emphasis on clinical, hands-on education and experience;
11:1 student-to-facultyratio, individual faculty attention,
easy access to

educational resources;
Clinical internshipsin 80+ Minnesota communityclinics
,;
and five College public clinics;
? Extensive interdisciplinaryclinical teaming opportunities;
? A research center
known internationally and dedicated to
advancing chiropractic science and the profession;
?
private practiceinternships globally;
full-time
term,
Final
? A
beautiful 25-acre campus featuring leading-edge classrooms, science and methods labs, and clinic facilities;
?
Career Services Office to assist graduates in job
placement;
? New state-of-the-art libraryto support
education and
research.
?

.

a personal visit or more detailed information,
call a Northwestern Admissions counselor at

For

Committed to Clinical Excellence and Preparednessfor Professional Success
Northwestern College of Chiropractic ? 2501 West 84th Street? Minneapolis, Minnesota 55431
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BOSTON COLLEGE
RENTALS SPECIALIST
WE HAVE MANY LARGE
APARTMENTS
AND HOUSES
AVAILABLE FOR
SEPTEMBER 71997

DON'T WAIT...
MAKEAN
APPOINTMENT NOW

Are you looking to put your Business Managment
and Marketing Degrees to work come Graduation??
Join us to learn about...

Sales Management Opportunities
with the #1 Consumer Battery Company in the World...

DURACELL USA
Wednesday, November 13th
7:oopm 8:00pm O'Neill Library 253

-
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The Classifieds

Study requires 3 week preparationperiod.Call

'

:

10w 617"732'5093
IWUBCALTjmini Desperately seeking your
help! Looking lor students who need dental

Gai1

Babysitters wanted foreasy going 8 year old
boy on Tuesdays 1-6 in our Newion Centre
home. Will pay $40. Call Joan 965-1180.
Babysitter wanted to care tor l young boys
ages 1 1/2 and 5 1/2 years old. Must have
experience withchildren andreferences. Hours
somewhat flexible, $9/ hr. Must have own
transportation. Ifinterested or formore details
please call Nancy 455-0266.
LOVING BABYSITTER NEEDED! For
babysitting 1 dayduringthe week(Wednesday
and Friday) and/or occasional weekends. In
Newton, for two children; ages 3 and I. Salary

Babysitterneeded for2 yrold boy. Brookline/
Chestnut Hill area, Monday & Wednesday (or
Thursday) afternoons, 3:oopm-7:oopm. Saturday or Sunday, am and/or pm. Some flexibility with hours & days. Approximately 12
plus hours a week. Nonsmoker, responsible
experience and references. Light housekeeping duties. Must have a car. (617) 327-0158.
PARTTIMEBABYSITUNUNewton lam
ilywith two sweet boys ages 4 and 8, looking
for baby sitter with car. 10-20hrs/wk. We're
flexible and will pay a good salary. References
needed. Call evenings 964-4444.
ChildCare wanted part-timein Newton Highlands nearT for 5 month old. Flexible schedule, 5-15 hrs/week. Non-smoker, references
required. Please call Caroline 332-9325.
Babysitter needed We are looking tor a mature, responsible student to care for our one yr
old son in our Brookline home for 4-6 hrs/wk,
primarilyon weekday afternoons. This person
must love spending time with children and

$BIG BUCKSS... Join BC's #1 apartment
rental team! Make lots of $ and have lots of
fun doing it. High volume! High energy!
Flexible schedule! No expertise necessary,
but you'll need a car. Call Mr. Linsky today
738-1820
WSNTEDTI Individuals, Student Urganizations & Small Groups to promote SPRING
BREAK TRIPS. Earn MONEY and FREE
TRIPS. CALL THE NATIONS LEADER.
INTER-CAMPUS PROGRAMS http://
www.icpi.com 1-800-327-6013.
$1750/week possible mailing our circulars.
No experience required. Begin now. For info
call 202-298-1142
Help Wanted Men/Womenearn $48Uweekly
assembling circuit boards/electronic components at home. Experience unnecessary, will
train. Immediate openings in your local area.
Call 1-520-680-7891 Ext. C2OO.
Flanahead! II Spend yourupcomingvacation

negotiable, experiencepreferred. Home is ac-

cessible bypublic transportation, MBTA Riverside Line (Waban). Please call 617-965-7665.
Babysitter for J & 5 year old, 1 afternoons,
11:30-5:30, driverslicense required, car helpful but not essential, 964-8344.
Childcare Needed (I) syr old girl. Wed and/
or Thur afternoons. 12:30-5:30. Must have
own car. $ 10/hour. Call Joan at 617-642-1 133
in Weston.

must be an experienced child care provider.
Child CPR helpful & references necessary.
Please contact Selinaßellrone-PlotkJndi reedy
for an interview: (617) 277-4978.
XFTERNOON DRIVERS NEEDED Pick
up 2-4 children at Mt. Alvemia Academy.
Drive to Lexington Center. $10.00/hr + gas.
Additional driving possible. Call 863-2553.
Babysitter(s) needed Wed.
other
weekday afternoons or wkend days or evenings fordeligthful 5 yroldgirl & lOyroidboy
in Newton. Referencesrequired. Car preferred
(near Waban T stop on D line) Call Jan at 244-1830 & ask to leave a message: with name,
phone number, days available & phone number for 2 references.

11

timeeaminguptosl4soparticipatinginan

orl6 day full-time drug-tree sleep research
study at Brigham & Women's Hospital. We
are seeking qualifiedMEN ages 18 to 30only.

work. Sanjiv Nehra and David Sullivan are
now students at Tufts Dental School. Please
call 423-9560 or 357-7376 and support your
fellow eagles.
WAITSTAKf Mill or Hart lime lunch or
dinner shifts. Apply inperson9-5 atCallahan's
Steak & Seafood 100 Needham St.. Newton.
Admin, assistant position in hnancial services office in Copley Square nr. green line.
Duties-word processing; marketing:computer
skills helpful. 12-15hrs. weekly, $7-8/ hr. Call
Lennie Webber (617) 262-2500 x31l: fax
96170 421-0937.
AI TEN HON B.C. EMPLOYEES Do you
look for ways to make extra money? I am
involved in the most successful FREE enterprise business in the world and am looking to
expand it in this area. IFINTERESTEDCALL
John at 508-230-2269.
Kosie's Bakery, Chestnut Hill Store-counter
sales. Positions available; flexible hours; competitive hourly wage; walking distance lo the
T. Come joinour team atone of Boston's best
bakery's & coffee shops. Call or stop by our
Chestnut Hill Store 9 Boylston StreetChestnut
Hill. Call 617-277-5629
Research Interviews Needed Sociology
graduate student at Brandeis University conducting research on past and present experiences ofbeing a young adult with a terminally
ill mother. Please contact Lauren at (617) 788-0530.

-

Body Fat Distribution and Risk of Breast
Cancer Study needs At-Am. females 18-36
non-smoking, noestrogens, non-veg. Receive
$100. #617-636-0813.
Motivated .students needed tor part-time
work. Excellent pay. Positions available immediately. Page Matt Sfaraat (800)819-6829.
lEMFORAK V JOB-Nov 11 -bnd otSemester $80 per week. 4:00-6:30pm, Monday
through Thursday.BC VicinityworkingMom
under going medical treatment needs help
with cooking, clean-up, laundry, carpooling.

-

244-6648.

Estate agent wanted lor busy Boston
office. RE license and car required. Will train.
Computer experience a plus. Call andy 267-6655.

Keal

WELCOME BACK SOPHOMORES!
SNEAK PREVIEWS OF A GREAT SELECTION OFGREATHOUSES,GREAT
CONDOS, AND GREATAPARTMENTS
ARE AVAILABLE TO BE SEEN FOR
FALL OF '97. CALL NOW FOR BEST
SELECTION FOR APARTMENTS.
GREATPLACES REALTY
242 COMMONWEALTH AYE
CHESTNUTHILL, MA (617) 964-8900.
SEPIEMBEK '97 AHAKIMENIS and
ready to be seen and rented
HOUSES
today! DON'T MTSSOUT... Thebest places
rent quickly. Ifyou have a LARGE GROUP
and you wish to rent a whole house or big
apartment,or if you want torent 3 or 4 unitsin
the same building, CALL TODAY. We'll
pick you up andshow you the LARGEST and
BEST selection of great B.C. off-campus

..

I Top 5 Reasons to shop at i

J

FLIPSDDE j

I <3£j>We're nice!

'

(no bad attitudes here)

abused!
I *Si>Used, not (top
condition only)

\u25a0
\u25a0

Save 15%

\u25a0

I <gS>Lots of cool stuff!

j
IWe Buy, Sell, & Trade-CD's, Tapes, LP's, 45's I
(All styles. All Eras)

I New, Used, Rare, and Vintage I
I 10% OFF yourentire purchase with this ad \u25a0

&

1410 Beacon Street, Brookline, MA 617-739-8622
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A DeltaAirLines

Greyhound

Save 10%

Save 20%

l

1 ,7.Meal,°'
Individual
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$3 Off Reg.

Priced CD>,Video
LMwtoaotVkhoGMw,*
20% oe
& Magazines
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(prices you can afford)
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<6p>*We're clean!(Jonas vacuums nighdyr
a store, not a museum!
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$100 off t,i Month.
Rent, 1 Bedroom
Apartment & Up
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Parties of 4 or Less
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He Free (18.; Before 7 p.m.)

Eagle Sophomores, we
have the best selection
of large houses &
condos to fit any size
group or BUDGET.
Call us today.
We'll pick-up on
campus.
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Cteam Cheese/Deli Sand.
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5% Off Posters &
Framing
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travel.
PSST! Going somewhere else?STA Travel has great
student airfares to destinations around the mortd.

went Agencies
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RESTAURANT
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Rem 1 Movie orCame. Gel the
2od Free (Sun-Wed): Rem 1
Movie. Ge.ih. Jed Free
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pick up your
begin
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Free Fountain Soda
w/Purchaie Over $5

domestic
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20%

Off Haircuts
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(Take-Oul Only)

student
discounts on
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Over $7.50 or More

offers
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20% Off

Free Donui w/Purch.
Med. Coffee

STA Travel now
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10% Off
All Service. & Supplies

15%

Buy 1 Original
Get 2nd Taeo Free
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40
places.No otherrental office cancome closeto
what we will offer you. AT HOME
REALTY...VOTED BC'SBEST!... call738-1820? read about our great listings below...
lb BEDS-.Chestnut HillAye. nearSouth St.
Rent all 3 floors of thisbeautifully renovated
building. 3 baths, 3 new kitchens, porches,
large rooms, walk to school in minutes!...s6,9oo.

AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
14BEl»S...C'olliston Kd.Kent thewhole house!
Totallyredoneand gorgeous! 4baths,parking,
gigantic rooms, 2 neweat-in kitchens,porches
superdeal for a huge gr0up!...56,500.
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
13-14BEUS...Comm. Aye. at Chiswick. tlegantVictorian mansion! Twoeat-in kitchens,
four full baths, parking,yard, laundry in the
house,one ofthe be5t!...57.995.
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
12BEDS...WalhngtordKd. house,absolutely
huge! Walk tothe shuttlefrom thishumongous
BC pad! Extra large rooms,2 kitchens,multi-

bathrooms, m0re!...57,800.
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820

11 BEUS...Ihe heart of Cleveland Circle!
Large,renovated, 2 hugegourmet kitchens, 2

baths, full basement, awesome BC 10cati0n!...54,400.

AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
11 Bt.lJN...tsnure ultra modem house on
Chiswick Rd. Skylights, gourmet kitchens,
parking, 5 bathrooms, 4 levels of
1uxury!...56,900.
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820

wmmmsß
Mmm
10 BEDS...Awesome BC party house on

Chiswick Rd! 2 kitchens, 6 parking, great
space for the boys to watch the gamefOne of
fhebiggest!...ss,6oo.
AT HOME REALTY738-1820
9-10 BEUS...L'rosby Kd., One of the prime
BC houses. 2 kitchens, 3 full baths, yard, 2
driveways means tons of parking! L0ca-

8-9 BEDS...Awesome house on Gerald Rd.
Ultra modem, 3 baths, tons of parking, laundry, be the envyof yourfriends in this one of
a kind beauty!...s6,oso
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
7 BEUS...Algonquin Kd., right across tram
BCmain gate!2 modem kitchens. 4baths, lots
parking,
yard, campus at your d00rof

AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
9-10BEUS...Kinross Kd. nearBluestone Bistro. Hugehouse with3 baths,large rooms, lots
of commonspace. Recentlyfixed upand ready

7 Bll.u:>...lNewlyrenovated, J levelhouse ott
Comm. Aye. 3 full baths, parking, porch,
dining room, super nice and tons of

ti0n!...55,175.

to g0!...55,460.

AT HOME REALTY 738-1820

»

Btl>s...tsiocK 1 three bedroomunits,one on

top of another in the

awesome Beacon St.
building. Great alternative to renting a whole
house. Acrossfrom MaryAnn's...s4,soo.
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
8BEUS...Gerald Kd. SuperBC location, won't
last long. 3 baths, 8 parking, gorgeous renovations, 2 levels of h0u5e!...557350.
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
8 BEUS...L'rosby Kd. I kitchens, 2 baths,
modem and clean,parking, super BC location,
won't last 10ng...hurry!...55,000.
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
8 BLDcS...Kent two 4 bed units adjacent to
each other at 1705-1711 Comm Aye. Awesome BCbuilding on Comm. Aye., eachwith
new kitchens, 1.5 baths, parking,
hurry!...ss,ooo.
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820

5tep!...54,750.
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820

space!...s3,ooo.
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
7 BEDS...Single tamily house, 4 baths, i
kitchens, porch, great Wallingford Rd. location. This house is awesomeand can only be
seen through u5!...54,600.
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
7 Bfc.Llh...Victorianmansion on comm. Aye.
Huge gourmet kitchen, 2 full baths, porch,
parking, laundry in theunit, on theshuttle near
Bluestone, hurry!...54,600.
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
/ BEDSZXatS St. singletamily house! Inew
bathrooms, 6 parking, modem eat-inkitchen,
beautiful house, you can't get closer to
8C...53,800.

AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
*-7 BEDS...Wallingford Kd. luxury
townhouse! Multi-levels,all new renovations,
3full baths,4parking, stepstoshuttle...s4.loo.
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820

November 4,1996 THE
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6-7BEDS...Leamingtonßd. multi-level,ultra 5 BEDS...Foster St. Walk

modern townhouse!3 baths, parking, hugeloft
room, 2 kitchens, awesome piace!... 54,200.

AT HOME REALTY738-1820

ft bfc,Ds...Comm. Aye. housenear Chiswick.

All new modem kitchen,2 baths,porch, yard,
working fireplace, a beauty...s3,soo.
AT HOME REALTY738-1820
6BEliS...Ayr Kd.atCleveland Circle. Newly
renovated with huge modem kitchen, large
bedrooms, ful! basement, spacious, 10cati0n!!!...52,400.
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
0 BtLiS...Chiswick kd., Renovated house,
painted & clean, multi-levels, huge rooms,
parking, greatBCplace, onthe shuttle...s4,soo.
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
5BEDS..^Strathmore kd., ;itBeaconSt. beau"tiful luxuryrehabwithall new modemkitchen,
baths,
2full
extra spaciousand ready!...$3,200.
AT HOMEREALTY 738-1820
i> BEDS... 1heheartot Cleveland Circle!Huge
eat-in kitchen,full basement,extra largerooms,
one of the best BC buildings and locations!...s2,ooo.
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
5BEDS... beautiiu! buildingon Collision kd.
Modemeat-in kitchen,workingfireplace, lots
ofspace, justrenovated, looksgreat!...52,400.
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
5 BKUS.-.fcxclusive luxury townhouse on
Cummings Rd. 3 baths, washer& dryer,fireplaces, alarm, yard, A.C., w0w!...52,600.
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820

Live and work in Japan Next Year!

..
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Come to an Information Session on
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Canada

5 miles North of Vermont
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The JET Program
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to class! Cheapest 5
bedroom apartment in town. Large house,
parking, a steal at$ 1,400.
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
4 Bt-JLih... I he largest and nicest 4beds are at
1705-1711 Comm. Aye.and we've got 'em!
Gorgeous,
best
location, won't
1a5t...hurry!...52,200.

AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
4 BE,DS...hxclusive through us only! lbBU-1682 Comm. Aye.Totallyrenovated and extra
huge! One ofthe best BC buildings. Modem,
sunny,awesome!...s2,ooo-$2,400.
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
4btuS?.Moreexciusives! 1653-lbblComm.
Aye.Humongous rooms, very modem, on the
shuttle,full of BC people,very desirable location!...$1,900-$2,300.
AT HOME REALTY738-1820
4 BEDS...Giant selection on Cummings &
Egremont Rd. 2 baths,large kitchens, porches,
parking,super nice, super cheap!...sl,6oo.
AT HOME REALTY738-1820
3 bEDs...best deal in town! Egremont &
Cummings Rd. extralarge & cheap! Sunny&
modem...s 1,275.
AT HOME REALTY738-1820
J 8t,i»5...1053-i6oi Comm Aye. bnormous
rooms, best BC building. Always gone early
so hurry for this super BC pad!... 51,800.
AT HOME REALTY738-1820
3 BEDS... I yil,1942, and 195U Beacon St.
Best Cleveland Circle building. Nice, clean
units, 2 baths, large rooms, great selection.
Hurry!...sl,4oo-1,800.
AT HOME REALTY738-1820
3 8ED5...100 many to list! Sutherland kd.,
Town Estates, Gerald Rd., Foster St., South
St., Collision Rd, Beacon St.,name it!
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
Hundredsmore! Apartments inhouse, large
apartments in buildings, luxurycondos. Nobody can match our enormous selection and
great service. Call today.We will pick youup
and show you all the great BC places. WE
SPECIALIZE IN LARGE GROUPS! 738-1820...AT HOME REALTY...73B-1820...V0TED BC'SBEST!!

Haveaplacetolivenextyear?NEXTMOVE

...

REALTY has plentyof places for you but
not for long! As everyone knows, the best
houses go quickly, so makeyour next move
to be ia our office assoon aspossible,so that
you an) yourfriendsdon't miss outonliving
where you want to next year. THENEXT
MOVE REALTY offers the Best Apartments theBest Serviceand theBest deals!
Located right ACROSS THE STREET!
Two doors west of White Mountain
Cremery.
Fabulous 13-bed house on shuttle, huge
rooms, 4 baths, laund, pkg, good for 10-20 at
$400 each
NEXTMOVE REALTY 527-6655
12beds in Cleveland Circle, 3 units, 4 beds,
bath per unit, good for 6-18 people at$366
1.5
each.
NEXT MOVEREALTY 527-6655

uinic io mvrn hour [uchv mr
CROUPLEADERDISCOUNTSCALL FORINFO

CALL SKI 4 SAND TRAVEL, INC.

O'Neill Library, Room 253

6 bed apts on Chiswick Rd...under $400/person
3&2 bed apts on Sutherland Rd...under $400/person
9 bed house on Kinross Rd...5425/person
4 bed apts on Comm Ave...5400/person
3,4,5 bed apts on Collision Rd
Houses on Algonquin, Foster, Lake, Gerald

-l
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AWESOME 6-10bed house ofl" Foster St.,

unique,looks like Swiss Chalet, wood burning
people at $400
stove, skylights, good for

9-15

each.
NEXT MOVE REALTY 527-6655
Best allstudent buildingin Cleveland Circle,
many unitsavailableat 2-3beds each atapprox
$350 each, can accomodate large groups!
NEXT MOVE REALTY 527-6655
Gorgeous 9 bed house minutes from school
on Gerald Rd, fireplaces, Ig common areas,
laundry, pkg, 3 baths, student street, good
for 5-14 people at $325 each.
NEXT MOVE REALTY 527-6655
Terrific7 bed house across from campus, 2
baths, 6 pkg, laundry, good for 10 at $380
each.
NEXT MOVE REALTY 527-6655
3 units in house mm. to campus, 4-5 beds
each. Rent one or both up to group of 18 at
$340 each
NEXT MOVE REALTY 527-6655
Beautiful single family house a short walk
to campus, great location, GeraldRd., 2.5
baths, lots of charm, fabulous deck,
fireplace, laundry, good for group of 9-10 at
$440 each
NEXT MOVE REALTY 527-6655
Beautiful Ifamily house minutes to school,
Crosby Rd., 4 beds per floor, laundry.Can
rent one or both units. Good for 6-12 people
at $415 each. (6parking included).
NEXT MOVE REALTY 527-6655
Stunning house minutes to school, quiet
student street, 3 beds per unit, fireplaces, lg
common areas, beautiful yard & deck, pkg,
good for 6-12 people at $400 each.
NEXT MOVE REALTY 527-6655
fabulous o bed townhouse on shuttle, J
baths, fireplace, parking, good for 9 at $433
each.
NEXT MOVE REALTY 527-6655
Biggest 5 bed on shuttle, 2 baths, laundry,
pkg,good for 6 at $400 each.
NEXT MOVE REALTY 527-6655
Best location upper Comm. Aye., huge 4
bed, pkg. good for 6 at $383 each.
NEXT MOVE REALTY 527-6655
Best location Cleveland Circle, huge renovated 4 bed, good for6 at $366 each.
NEXT MOVE REALTY 527-6655
Best deal!! 3-4 bed, 2 bath near Chansky's,
good for 5 at $275 each.
NEXT MOVE REALTY 527-6655
Best 4bed 2bath on shuttle, laundry,good tor
6 at $330 each.
NEXT MOVE REALTY 527-6655

|>
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AND MUCH,MUCH, MORE!
Stop in Located ACROSS THE STREET
two doors west ofWhite Mountain Creamery- NEXT MOVE REALTY 27A Comm.
Aye. Chesnul Hill. 527-6655.
"Beat the Clock" (Jn all y/1 apartments. I
have the BEST and LARGEST selection
available. ALL SIZES. Call me and I'll
discount the fee. Roy 446-9977.
THE BEST SEKI 97 RENTAL SEASON
IS HERE.Bay Realty's 14th year atBoston
College: Now is the time torent that apartment
or house you want to live in next year. Don't
wait! Remember, Big houses/apts. will be
gone byDecember. We are BC's largest rental
agency and havethe mostexclusive listings in
the area. Tell us what you wantand we will get
it for you. We specialize in large groups and
we will pick you up on campus to view apartments or houses. Call 782-6666 ask for Ken
Glass, Mgr.
METRO REALI'V CURE, has the nest off
campus rentals. Some houses have already
been rented. Call now for current listings and
to see apartments. Ask for Sara or Lex 232-2255.
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Sept. Apts

BAY REALTY
782-6666

GREENLINEREALIY!WANIAFSBT£

LOUS HOUSE ORAPARTMENT? COME
SEE US AT 1956 BEACON ST. IN THE

HEARTOFCLEVELANDCIRCLEINEXT

TO CITYSIDE). OUR BROKERS WILL
LISTEN TO YOU AND WILL GET YOU
THE HOUSEOR APARTMENT THATYOU
WANT! SIMPLE AS THAT GOOD SERVICEGREATDEALSL.SEE YOU SOON!
GREENLINE REALTY 731-5434.
Zand A Be<ts...otyside atCleveland circle! 5
Buildings all BC undergrads! Block them any
way you want! Parking available.
GREENLINE REALTY 731-5434
4 AND 5 Beds...Cleveland Circlefßeacon
Street) Huge rooms, hardwood floors, across
the street from Mary Ann's. Perfect for large
groups!
GREENLINEREALTY 731-5434
3,4, & 5 Beds...Newly renovated units on
South Street, excellent location. Walk tocampus!
GREENLINE REALTY 731-5434
9+ Bed...Giant house on Algoquin.two floors,
basement, twominutes from campus. Includes
parking!
GREENLINE REALTY 731-5434

5+ Bed...Best deal in the BC area. Two floors,
tons of space on Kirkwood, great location,
wav under priced!
GREENLINEREALTY 731-5434
4+ Bed...Super spacious 3 floor apartment on
Sutherland Aye., exposed brick, skylights, most
uniquelisting in BC area!
GREENLINEREALTY 731-5434
5 Beds...Awesome apartments on Foster St.
Can't get any closer to campus!
GREENLINE REALTY 731-5434
4Beds...On Orkney Rd. in the heartof Cleveland Circle. Can be blocked for groups of all
sizes!
GREENLINE REALTY 731-5434
10+Bed?Sweet house onCrosby Rd. Incredible location at upper campus. A total must
see!
GREENLINE REALTY 731-5434
4 Bed...Super modem triplex on Sutherland
Rd. One of akind!!! Will not last long.
GREENLINE REALTY 731-5434
SEPTEMBER 9/ RENTALS Realty Resource Assoc. Inc. is the best source for BC
students forapartments, houses, orcondorentals. We havethe best and largest apartments
available within walkingdistance to BC the T
or shuttlebus don't wait until nextyear, make
an appointmenttoday, or come in to ouroffice
in Allston at 1340A Comm Aye.Tel. 617-730-5300.
Sept. Best Selections
782-6666
BAY REALTY
731-0101 HILLSIDE PROPERTIES,
Inc. 731-0101
THE BOSTON COLLEGE STUDENT
HOUSING SPECIALIST
Attention Sophomres: Discounted fees, Call
today for best selections, Don't miss our!!!
Crosby Rd, Algoquin,South Street, Foster St,
Gerald St., Southed and, Strathmore,
Cummings Rd., CALLNOW FOR YOUR

6 BR...Chiswick Rd., Ultra modem, 2 Full
Baths, Good for 8 people. Plenty of parking.. .$3500.
68R...0n shuttlebus, in building, Ultra Modem, Cable TV, 3 Full 8ath5...52500.
48R...1n House, Ultra Modem, Wall to Wall,
Modem kitchen, 2 baths, skylights in the BR,
washer&dryerinunit, Parking,Fully Alarmed,
Best money can buy!! Good for 6

pe0p1e...52200.

4BR...Beautiful, In House, Lots of Sun, Modem Kitchen and Bath, Washer &dryer,Plenty
of Storage, Minutes to school, Good for 6

pe0p1e...52200.

4 BR...Extra large, hardwood floors, completelyredone, bay windows, modem kitchen
and bath, on shuttle, great view, many avail-

able...s2ooo.

4 8R...0n Comm. Aye., Claridge House,

Working Fireplace, Parking, parking...slBoo.

48R...1n house. Brand New kitchen and bath.
Hardwoodfirs, porches, parking, 3 units avaiL
CALLNOW FOR YOUR GROUP...SI7OO.
3 BR...Across from school. In house, Modem
kitchen, 1 & halfbath, plentyof parking, Good
for 5 pe0p1e...52250.
38R...0n Comm. Aye. On shuttle, EIK, D/D,
Hardwood F100r5...51700.
38R...1n Townestates.WAV, Modemkitchen,
D/D, 2 full baths, parking, swimming pool,
cable TV, plenty of storage, walk to

SELECTIONS!!!

12 8R... Beautiful brick house on shuttle bus.
2 Kitchens, 4 Baths, Lots of Charm, Best
money can buy...sBooo.
12 8R... Whole house, 2 Full Kitchens, 3
Baths, 5 Mins walk to Shuttle Bus. Typical
Frat House, DON'T MISS OUT. PARTY

PEOPLE!...S7BOO
10 BR...Stunning 10 BR on Shuttle, Brand

new D/D, 4 Full Baths, Skylights, Beautiful
kitchen, lots of parking...s7ooo.
8 BR...Beautiful whole house, quiet street, 2
Full kitchens, 5 mins walk to campus. lots of
parking,CALLNOW $4000.

5ch001...51450.
LOTS MORE AVAILABLE!!! CALL
NOW 731-0101 LOCATED AT 1694
COMM. AYE.
The most Sept. houses
BAY REALTY
782-6666
VVWW.SUCCESS.ORG Free business education from the American Success Institute,

Entrepreneaurship andreal estate courses, articles, FAQ's. Retire rich in ten years. Also
French/Spanish versions.

Computers-Lowest prices tor students! Notebooks-PCs-Printers. Pentium NEC,AST, T.I.
Acer. 1-3 yr warrantys. Call for prices at 1or
email
to:
-800-696-2309

complete3@aol.com.

Spring Break '97 Earn a FREE

trip and
CASH! Lowest prices to Florida, Cancun,
Jamaica,& CarnivalCruises. CAMPUSREPS
WANTED. Endless Summer Tours 1-800-234-7007.
*»*EKEE TRIPS& CASH*? Find out how
hundreds of students 'representatives are already earning FREE TRIPS and LOTS OF
CASHwith America's**! Springßreak company! Sell only 15tripsand travel free! Cancun,
Bahamas, Mazatlan, Jamaicaor Florida! CAMPUS MANAGER POSITIONS ALSO
AVAILABLE. CALL NOW! TAKE A
BREAK STUDENT TRAVEL (800) 95BREAK!
LARGEST STUDENT TRAVEL PLANNER on East Coast looking for Campus Rep
to promote Kodak SPRING BREAK trips
"Guaranteed" lowest package prices and best
incentives. You handle the sales... we handle
thebookkeeping.Cancun, Nassau,Jamaica,S.
Padre, Orlando, &Key West. EARN BIG $$
AND/OR FREE TRIP(S)
GREAT FOR
RESUME!!! 1-800-222-4432.
Cancun,
Bahamas,
SPRING BREAK '97!
Jamaica & Florida. EARN FGREE TRIPS
&CASH. Call 1-800-700-0790.

...

TTy

JUStioppmgL>avsLelt! Now is the time

toguarantee thelowest rates and besthotels
for Spring Break. Leisure Tourshas packages to South Padre, Cancun, Jamaica, &
Florida. 800-838-8203.
SPRING BREAK TRIPS Cancun, Bahamas, Jamaica & Florida. Best Prices, Best
Parties, GROUPDISCOUNTS.Space is limited, for free brochures. CALLTODAY 1-800-959-4SUN.

Science Tutor: recent BC grad with degree in
Biology! Tutor intro bio, genetics, organix,
labs, more. Reasonable fates. Free advice.

789-3658.
1 will pay $100.00 CASH torBC parkingpass

forßCTemplefootballgame 11/16/96. Please
call Brian 617-696-0612 or 617-696-1670.

FOR CLASSIFIED AD

JEEPCHEROKEE, 19894x4,4DR, power,

red with grayinterior, new brakes, great shape.
73K miles. $8,500, Call 617-731-9025.
2 BC/ND Tickets Best otter 617-782-3071

INFO:
CALL 552-2220
ASK FOR KARA

Eagles Deli |)
& Restaurant

Home of the Godzilla Burger
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"Phantom Gourmet"
Rates Eagles a
"Hidden Jewel"
As seen on the
New England Cable
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Boston College's Best Food
Breakfast Lunch Dinner
?

?

M-W 6:00am - 9pm T-F 6:00am - 10pm
Sat 7-10 Sun 7:30-9
1918 Beacon Street Cleveland Circle

"four CarWon't
HaveTb Survive ATHp

To Newark.
JustTblheAirport.
If you feel like blowing
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? Color Printers
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* MONITORS

NOTE: This is an absolute auction.
Everything must be sold
regardless of price!
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VISIT OUR WEB SITE: http//:wwwgreatamerican.com

For Brochure, Call
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$51 when you travel all

ft j

I

Mf

and save even more. We have plenty of
flights leaving whenever you

want

to

!\u25a0 8°- Manhattan's waiting, folks. You can
MF\ sleep on the way back. Which is hard
to

do when you're driving. For more

You'll love the way we fly'

CD-ROM Drives

« PERIPHERALS, ETC.

[

.

put yon out

pre»
aammommgotsaiei
fS| Great American
i|ifij! AUCTIONEERS LIQUIDATORS, INC. l Corporate HQ: 6338 Variei Ave.,
Auctioneer: Mark Weitz, I fWF\ MB
Woodland Hills, California91367
Mil (
|MBB
MA License #2236
8 ig)-884-3737 Fax (818) 884-2570
|ew

&

?

Passenger Facility Charges of up ro S24,dependingon fare type, arenot included. Reservations must beconfirmed and tickers purchasedJi least three dawpriorto trawlfor 551 fare Except for $51 fare,
lares valid lor travel onlyon the LVli.i Shuttle tor souths betweentheages ol 12-24.Phot" identificationissued by a kval/slate/federal governmentagemand proof of age required. Eligible travel periods:
551 fare valid fot travel allday Saturdayand Sunday morning;other hired fares valid MondayInJay, between 10:30a.m.-2:30 p.m. and7:30 p.m.-9:30p.m., andall day SaturdayandSunday. (The $51
fare is not available November30-[>eccmbei 1.Timeand date restrictions for theweekly rate of $79 arelifted from November26-December I.JTrave!during alternatedays/timespermittedat higher
applicablefares. Delta flight Pack: enure couponbook mustbe presentedat thetime of travel;coupons not valid ifdetached from book. Refunds availablewith penalties.Scats arelimited. Fares subject
to change without notice.©1996 Delta AirLines, Inc.
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Lael,

1799 COMMONWEALTH AYE
254-8309
S 79

Orlando

MUST SHOW COLLEGE ID ? DOES NOT APPLY TO SALADS ?
NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHEROFFER DINE IN ONLY

$ 99
$100

Dallas
Chicago

\u2666

San Francisco $178
$249
Rome
$209
Caracas
Tokyo
$320
$619
Auckland

CHOOSE FROM PLAIN, PEPPERONI, OR PESTO
NOTVALID WITH ANY OTHEROFFER DINE IN ONLY
\u2666

CALLOR DROPBYFOR AFREE STUDENTTRAVELSMAGAZINE!

MMlTmvel

$2 OFF
on any $15 purchase

w

273 NEWBURY STREET
BOSTON, MA 02116

Roses are red

\
\

Violets are blue
I was lucky
\ to be stuck with you!
\Happy 19thBirthday!

\.

Love,

J

/

Jen

DINE IN ? CARRY OUT ? DELIVERY
with any other offer ? one coupon per customer

not valid

http://www.ciee.org/travel.htm

/TUPENTT

/
/

BLUESTONE BISTRO

(617)266-1926

J»

HEIGHTS

* FACULTY * P/XREWTX »k

31 ALLSTON BRIGHTON & FENWAY CONDOS
1 &2 BEDROOM UNITS ? ALL BRICKBUILDINGS

*M

WW

REF.#e-OSS3 SATURDAY,NOVEMBER23"° ONTHE PREMISES
UNIT 5. 22CHISWICK RD.. AT 10 AM

2-Y

27 UNITS ® WASHINGTON SQ. CONDOMINIUM
1560-1578 COMMONWEALTH AYE.. & 30*319 ALLSTON ST.. AT 11 AM

2JS
Jffgi

5j2

S

3 UNITS

«

QUEENSBURY CRT. CONDOMINIUM

-

62-06 QUEENSBURY ST..AT 3 PM

TERMS: ABSOLUTE,
NO MINIMUM,NO RESERVE.
Power,

orbankehe*at t» uk.Balance: 45 daya.

BROKER TERMS: 4% BROKER INCENTIVE OFFERED. 24 hourbroker pm ll»oJ«lTalfon

feoAllred. IM totorn.

Sherburne,

$1,000.00depositper unit Incuh,
a. Needham, P.0., Attys for fi Mortpaoee.
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Interested in Becoming an R.A.
in 1997-1998?

SESSIO.^I

PAID ADVERTISEMENT
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U.G.B.C. COMMUNICATOR

offer to do /iis i7c?/r.
Luigi the retired Harley Motorcycle man hard at work.

OFF-CAMPUS PIZZA VAN
Thursday November 7
BC comes to off-campus students! We will be giving away offcampus guides, student directories, The Source,
and FREE PIZZA!
Off-campus delivery area includes Comm Aye (between 1863 and 1661),
Sutherland, Orkney, and Cleveland Circle.

LAUGHING MEDUSA DEADLINE
Friday November 8
Please hand in submissions to the UGBC office
(MeElroy 123)
or to Women's Resource Center (MeElroy 213).
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Produced by ODSD. Layout and Design By Sarah
Drop off submissions at MeElroy 141 or fax to 552-0050

5:00 PM? 7:00 PM
ANYTIME

Tickets Available for Graduate Students for "Late Nite
Catechism"
Church of All Nations - 333 Tremont Street
Tickets are $17 each. Call to reserve tickets 24-48 hours in
advance. Sponsored by IREPM. Call Donna at 552-8460for info.
11:00AM?6:30 PM

Appalachia Volunteers Point Drive
All Dining Halls
Sponsored by Appalachia Volunteers. Call Keith at 5-6179.

1:00 PM? 10:00PM
ERC Annual Book Fair
Campion G13
Sponsored by the ERC. Call 552-4919for info.
4:30 PM
Info Session on NYU Programs in France and Spain
Gasson 201
Sponsored by FSO. Call 552-3830for more information.
5:30 PM? 8:00 PM

6:30 PM

Irish Society General Meeting
Higgins 307
Sponsored by Irish Society. Contact Helen at 655-7903for info.
8:00 PM

"Boy's Life," A Comedy by Howard Corter

Bonn Studio, Robsham Theater
Tickets $5for shows on 11/7 and 11/8. Sponsored by Contemporary
Theater. Call Sarah at 5-5280
10:00AM?3:00 PM
VolunteerFair
Gasson 100

Post-Graduate

Over 35 programs for postgraduate service opportunities. Sponsored
by Chaplaincy. Contact Paula at 552-3475for more information.

"Career Pathways: Trajectories from Sociology to Employment

12:00 PM?1:30 PM

and Education"

"Shyness is a Virtue: A Workshop for Those Who Want to
Speak Up Without Feeling Awkward"
Gasson 215
Led by Dr. Susan Christophersonfrom U. Counseling Services.
Call 552-3927for more information.

McGuinn 3rd Floor Lounge

Buffet dinner. Sponsored by Sociology Undergraduate Committee.
7:00 PM?9:00 PM
"Come and See: An Inquiry Program into Catholicism
St. Mary's Hall
Sponsored by Chaplaincy. Contact Tony at 783-9489 for info.
7:30 PM? 9:00 PM
Career Center Outreach for Resume Writing
Cabaret Room
Sponsored by CareerCenter. Call 552-3430for more info.

Campion G13
Event continues through 11/8. See Monday, 11/4 for

5:30 PM?7:00 PM
Murray House All-You-Can-Eat Spaghetti Dinner Night. $2.
Sponsored by Murray House/11 Circolo Italiano. Call 552-8461.
7:00 PM

LGBC Weekly Meeting
McGuinn Third Floor Lounge
Sponsored by LGBC. Contact Michael at 578-0771 for info.

7:00 PM

9:00 AM?10:00 PM
ERC Annual Book Fair
event details.

12:00 PM?1:30 PM
Women's Health Series Brown Bag Lunch with Nancy Baker of
BC Health Services on "AIDS, HIV, STDs and Prevention"
Women's Resource Center-McElroy 213
Sponsored by WRC. CallRebecca at 552-3489 for info.
6:00 PM

Amnesty International Meeting
Gasson 204
Sponsored by Amnesty. Call lvanna at 264-9938for information.
gl.Wk.

Intercultural Cafe: Club Latino-Espanol
McElroy Third Floor Cafe
Food and music will be provided. Sponsored by the Intercultural
Office. Call 552-8005for more information.

6:00 PM?7:00 PM

7:00 PM?9:00 PM
"How to Find a Job on Wall Street"
Fulton 511
Sponsored by the Finance Academy. CallAmanda at 552-1068.
8:00 PM?10:00 PM
Thursday Night at the Cafe: BC Band
McElroy Third Floor Cafe
Sponsored by CIA. Call552-8005 for more information.

8:30 PM
Black Campus Ministry Bible Study
Lyons 316
Sponsored by Chaplaincy. Call Howard

Marketing Academy Dinner Social
Fulton 230

Sponsored by the Marketing Academy. Contact Kerry

Stylus Meeting
Stylus Office, McElroy 127
Sponsored by Stylus. Call Jim at 552-3506for more info.

for more info.

at 2-3475

at 655-0072.

6:45 PM
Asian Christian Fellowship Meeting
St. Joseph's Chapel
Sponsored by ACF. Contact Jihae Chung at 656-4107 for info.
7:00 PM
Environmental Action Center Meeting
Devlin 117
Sponsored by EAC. Contact Sarah Gaudette at 730-5863for info.
7:30 PM? 9:00 PM
CareerCenter Outreach For Resume Writing
Cabaret Room
Sponsored by Career Center. Call 552-3430for info.

9:00 AM?2:00 PM
School of Education Workshop
Conte Forum, Shea Room
Sponsored by the Career Center. Call 552-3430for more info.
10:00 AM?4:00 PM

Cookies and Cards
Women's Resource Center-McElroy 213
Feel free to dropby. Sponsored by WRC. Call Sid at 552-3489.
4:30 PM? 6:00 PM
"How to Choose a Major" Part 2 of 2
Career CenterConference Room
Sponsored by the CareerCenter. Call 552-3430for info.

1:00 PM?2:00 PM

Friday Prayers
O'Connell House 102
Sponsored by ISSBC. Contact Hasan Fitaini at 621-9960 for info.
8:00 PM

Evening Concert: J.D. Shaw, Solo French Horn
Gasson 100

Sponsored by theMusic Department. Call 552-4843for info.

10:30 PM?12:30 PM
All-You-Can-Eat Pancake Breakfast
Murray House
$2for breakfast. Sponsored by Murray House. Contact Mindy at
552-8460for more information.
3:00 PM
Afternoon Concert: The Vanguard Trio
St. Mary's Chapel
Sponsored by Music Department. Call 552-4843 for more info.
6:00 PM?11:00 PM
AIDS "Rock the Block" Dance Party
The Clubs on Landsdowne Street

To raise $for AIDS Action Committee. $75 in pledges. Please write
BC's team #88 on your pledge sheet. Sponsored by AIDS Awareness
Committee. Call Sam at 5-2005.

